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1 Introduction

The relationship between in�ation, real economic activity, and monetary policy has
been of major economic interest since the 1950s. Conditions under which monetary
policy is neutral, in the sense that it in�uences prices without a¤ecting real economic
variables, are rarely ful�lled in any economy. Thus monetary neutrality is at best
only guaranteed in the long run, and the monetary authority is constantly confronted
with the temptation to in�uence, not just in�ation, but also real economic variables
in the short run. Increasing the interest rate too much to dampen in�ationary
pressures could cause a recession with high costs in terms of foregone output and
rising unemployment. Therefore central bankers have to base their decisions on
a broad investigation of current economic conditions and expectations about the
future. At least since Keynes (1936) no economist would deny that uncertainty
should be one major issue entering this decision process. Expectations are forecasts
and thus always uncertain, but also the study of current conditions is shrouded by
uncertainty about real data. In addition, when it comes to concluding policy makers
have to assume speci�c relationships between the interest rate and the economic
variables their decision will in�uence. It seems that the role of a central banker
involves a lot of worrying.
Academic research has yielded a vast amount of models di¤ering in assumptions

about economic relationships in order to derive helpful suggestions for the conduct
of monetary policy. However, none of these models will ever map reality perfectly
and every model can only be an approximation. Thus policy makers who base their
decision on academic research face the problem not to know which model to trust.
Researchers also dispute about the "real" relationship. The major controversy in
the recent debate about monetary policy models is about the (un)importance of
expectations in the dynamics of in�ation and output. Empirical studies lead to
di¤erent results that raise more questions than they answer. Thus, being a researcher
seems to involve a lot of worrying, too.
This thesis tries to contribute some helpful insights to policy makers and re-

searchers and analyzes uncertainty in models that di¤er in their degree of persistence
in in�ation and output dynamics. We do so by employing recently developed robust
control techniques, which capture the fear of private agents and the central banker
against model misspeci�cation by adding a restricted worst case shock process to the
model equations. This re�ects the worries of households, �rms and the monetary
authority, who all know that models are only approximations of reality. The worst
case process can be interpreted as a malevolent player, trying to distort the economy
as strong as possible. Thus he hits the model where his disturbance has the most
damaging consequences and adequately re�ects the concern of a policy maker, who
fears the worst possible outcome. A robust decision is one that bears this concern
in mind and works well in the worst possible scenario.
Robust control techniques, developed by Hansen and Sargent (2007) among oth-

ers, gain more and more popularity in analyzing monetary policy under uncertainty.
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While the �rst generation of robust control applications focusses on backward-
looking models, more recent studies investigate the in�uence of a preference for
robustness against model misspeci�cation in forward-looking economies. For both
model speci�cations, academics suggest reacting more aggressively on deviations
from equilibrium, but so far no study considers the connection between uncertainty
and persistence. Thus the analysis in this thesis ties up to the most recent work
in monetary policy by �lling this important research gap between purely forward-
and purely backward-looking models. To do so, we build a hybrid New Keyne-
sian framework, which has become the state-of-the-art model for monetary policy
analysis during the last two decades. The model is based on a huge microstructure,
including modern macroeconomic techniques like utility maximizing households and
�rms, and Calvo-type price stickiness. Furthermore, by assuming persistence in con-
sumption habits of households and partly backward-looking price-setting of �rms, a
small-scale model including persistence in output and in�ation dynamics is derived,
where the persistence depends on structural parameters of the private sector. Thus
the model is resistant to the criticisms of conventional aggregate demand-aggregate
supply models, that often lack of microeconomic foundations. Moreover, the analy-
sis does not investigate changes in the persistence of in�ation and output without
explaining where they come from.
Due to the increased openness of many countries and the foundation of the ECB,

international interdependence between economies has undeniably increased during
the last years, and research on open economies and two-country models receives
more and more popularity. In fact a new strand of promising literature has been
established, including nominal rigidities and imperfect competition, that maps real
trade relations, international interdependence and �nancial markets very well. This
strand proves to be very helpful, when we are talking about exchange rates and
trade balances. More important, the inclusion of a utility maximizing framework
allows one to derive welfare conclusions that are useful for policy makers. So far, the
analysis of uncertainty in these models have not received the appropriate amount
of attention. Since increased interdependence could increase uncertainty, as central
bankers additionally have to worry about future exchange rates and possible feed-
backs from foreign monetary policy, we believe that analyzing a two-country model
under Hansen-Sargent robustness is straightforward. Thus the single-country econ-
omy is extended to a two-country setting to investigate the in�uence of a preference
for robustness of private agents and central bankers on optimal monetary policy.
In order to give helpful conclusions with respect to the persistence of the economy,
we use the same assumption on consumption habits and partly backward-looking
price-setting, used in the single-country analysis.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief intro-

duction to the art of monetary policy and the corresponding types of uncertainty. In
section 3 we discuss the New Keynesian perspective on monetary policy and di¤er-
ences to previous approaches are worked out. Subsequently, section 4 summarizes
the Hansen-Sargent methodology. The following section 5 surveys studies on un-
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certainty in monetary policy models, before section 6 analyzes the consequences of
Hansen-Sargent robustness in a hybrid closed New Keynesian framework. Section
7 describes the historical evolution of open economy and two-country models from
the Mundell-Fleming model of the early 1970s to the latest two-country models,
while in section 8 the in�uence of a fear about model misspeci�cation in a hybrid
two-country New Keynesian economy is investigated. The �nal section concludes.

2 Monetary policy and uncertainty

As already stressed in the introduction, uncertainty dictates that monetary policy is
a combination of art and science. Thus the following section presents some stylized
facts about monetary policy, derived from academic research. Subsequently, 2.2
classi�es di¤erent types of uncertainty faced by a monetary authority.

2.1 The science of monetary policy

When it comes to investigating monetary policy, academic researchers often assume
a central banker setting the interest rate in reaction to in�ation and deviations of
actual output from its natural level (the output gap) to guarantee economic stability.
The most famous policy rule of this type is that referred to as the Taylor-rule,

it = 1:5�t + 0:5yt, (1)

where it, �t and yt represent the short-term interest rate, in�ation and the output
gap at time t, respectively.1 Taylor (1993) shows that his hypothetical policy rule
is in fact representative, as it approximates the Federal Reserve policy throughout
the 1990s quite well. Since this seminal paper many economists derive similar pol-
icy rules using economic models, most often by introducing a quadratic social loss
function, which conventionally includes in�ation and the output gap. Optimal mon-
etary policy is derived by minimizing this loss function with respect to the assumed
transition equations of the economy.
There is some controversy concerning the weights in the policy maker�s objective,

as a trade-o¤ between reducing the variability of in�ation and the variability of
the output gap appears.2 Taylor (1998a) refers to reduced in�ation stability as
the opportunity costs of improved output stability (and vice versa) if monetary
policy lies on an e¢ ciency curve.3 He also believes that these opportunity costs

1Throughout the whole thesis we assume a short-term interest rate as the policy instrument,
and do not participate on the discussion of the optimal instrument choice. Furthermore, we assume
all variables to be measured in percentage deviations from mean.

2For empirical evidence on the output/in�ation trade-o¤ see Owyong (1996).
3Such a curve follows the logic of a production possibilities curve, but here output and in�ation

stability make up the axes. See Taylor (1998a), p. 38, or Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (1999), p.
1672 f., for more details.
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are increasing, so that the additional costs of reducing output �uctuations by one
unit are greater, the more reduction that has taken place previously.4 This trade-o¤
arises from the di¤erent impacts of shocks on in�ation and output and was originally
emphasized by Taylor (1979a). An upward demand shock for example causes output
to rise, bringing about a positive output gap, if prior to this shock actual output had
been equal to its potential level. However, the same demand shock causes in�ation
to rise. A central banker has two possibilities to react to these circumstances. The
�rst is a very sharp response in order to reduce the in�ationary pressure, but this
policy also slows down economic growth and could lead to a recession. The second
possibility is to react with caution and therefore dampen the pressure on in�ation
to a lesser extent, but also have a smaller e¤ect on output and avoid the danger of
a recession. The �rst response increases in�ation stability with the costs of a higher
output instability, while for the second response the opposite is true. Concerning a
supply shock the problem becomes even greater, since in�ation is shifted upwards,
while the decreasing real money balance leads to a negative output gap, so that
every increase in the interest rate to reduce in�ation implies that the output deviates
further from its potential level. Seeing that such shocks occur continually, it becomes
clear why there must be this trade-o¤. Thus a policy on the e¢ ciency curve has to
take a position on the importance of in�ation stability versus output stability.5

In addition to the controversy about the relative weight of output stabilization
to in�ation stabilization, there are also other variables that could enter into the
objective function of an authority. There are good reasons to include a term rep-
resenting a stabilization of the interest rate itself (i2t ) - often referred to as interest
rate stabilization - or the change in the interest rate (it � it�1)

2 - often referred to as
interest rate smoothing.6 With regard to the variability of the interest rate there are
two main motives for including it. First, in a regime with a low average interest rate
there is no possibility to overreact to de�ationary shocks because nominal interest
rates are bounded by zero, so that interest rate reductions cannot be so substantial.
A rule that possibly results in a negative interest rate is not useful, and including
the interest rate in the objective can prevent such a scenario. More importantly,
volatile nominal interest rates always imply distortions (as resources are wasted on
unnecessary e¤orts) that are related to the size of interest rate �uctuations. As a
result policy makers have an incentive to stabilize the interest rate.
Woodford (2003) argues that an authority should also be concerned about the

variability of the change in the interest rate, since adding lagged endogenous vari-
ables makes policy history-dependent. Without this history-dependence "(...) it

4There is also some empirical evidence that these opportunity costs increase sharply (see Taylor
(1992)).

5As with every production possibilities curve there is the chance to shift out the curve with the
help of improved technologies. In this context this could be achieved by improved �nancial market
data (see Ball (1994)).

6Note that deriving a Taylor-type rule from an objective, including a preference for interest rate
smoothing, would lead to a rule which also depends on the lagged interest rate.
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is not possible to arrange for expectations to respond to shocks in a desired way
unless subsequent policy is a¤ected by those past shocks in the way that one would
like the private sector to anticipate" (Woodford (2003), p. 863).7 In this he fol-
lows Goodfriend (1991) who suggests that output and prices respond to longer-term
interest rates, so that a policy maker should a¤ect these longer-term rates which
are determined by the expectations of the future short rates. As a consequence
the goal of stabilization could only be reached by making the private sector believe
that the future path of short rates has changed. In his view, maintaining interest
rates at a high level for some periods longer than necessary or implementing a se-
quence of small interest rate changes can achieve this job and represents a moderate
adjustment of short-term rates which has a great e¤ect on long-term rates. Thus sig-
ni�cant e¤ects upon aggregate demand are not necessarily accompanied by volatile
short-term interest rate changes, and a central banker has a rationale to smooth the
interest rate.8

2.2 Model uncertainty

If we are to talk about the di¤erent types of uncertainty faced by a central bank,
we have to distinguish between at least four types: data uncertainty, shock uncer-
tainty, policy uncertainty, and model uncertainty.9 The focus of this thesis is on the
latter, which can be further divided into at least four di¤erent types. The resulting
classi�cation scheme is shown in �gure 1.
A central banker faces data uncertainty due to the fact that he is dealing with

incomplete information about the current state of the economy. The output gap,
for example, is only available with a time lag of weeks, sometimes even months.
Thus, monetary policy is based on estimations, which are often de�cient, or based
on old data. In addition, data of di¤erent countries are often di¢ cult to compare.
This is particularly problematic for new monetary unions like the euro area, as a
monetary policy for the whole union is required, but evaluating the consequences
for the various members of that union is highly complicated. Furthermore a policy
maker must deal with at least some unobservable data such as equilibrium exchange
rates and interest rates or the output gap. Di¤erent methods of measuring these
unobservable data can lead to substantially diverging results. That is why estimates
of non observable data are often revised considerably, even after a time period of
several years.

7We will come back to the discussion about the management of expectations in section 3.3.
8See Goodfriend (1991) and Goodhart (1997) for a more detailed discussion about interest

rate smoothing and stabilization. More recently, researchers developed the concept of in�ation
forecast targeting, which provide forecasts of in�ation to be the best intermediate target of a
central banker. As such an intermediate target is not included through the whole thesis, this
concept is not discussed here. See Svensson (1997) for details.

9See Feldstein (2003) and Walsh (2004c) for more detailed surveys about di¤erent types of
uncertainty.
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Figure 1: Classifying di¤erent types of uncertainty

A central banker also faces policy uncertainty, that is uncertainty about future
�scal policy and the future behavior of private agents. Both a¤ect the impact
of monetary policy. Of course he also does not know the time, the size and the
persistence of future events and disturbances (shock uncertainty), as most shocks
appear to be accidental.
Model uncertainty is related to the limited knowledge about economic structures,

processes and the interaction of economic variables. Models are just approximations
of reality, while the "true model" is unknown. For this reason they risk emphasizing
only speci�c relations, while ignoring other relevant issues and thus are no substitute
for a judgement based on all relevant information. An authority that bases its
decisions on a model, has to deal with uncertainty about the strength of the relations
(parameters), the type of relations (linear vs. non-linear), the time structure (lags),
and the relevance of di¤erent variables. As a decision based on too few variables
could lead to a wrong judgement of the economic climate, choosing the correct
variables is essential.
As a result of uncertainty, parameters are often based on estimations, which

are dependent on the data. Thus data uncertainty can enforce model uncertainty,
and data and model uncertainty have a stronger link than it appears to be at a
�rst glance. Of course, estimations are at their most dubious when the data is
hardly comparable, as it is the case with new monetary unions. Di¤erent databases
make empirical work complicated. In addition, the time period for estimation can
change the outcomes, especially in the case of structural breaks. After a structural
break estimated relations are no longer useful for future policies. This is an even
more pertinent point in new monetary unions, as the foundation of a union is a
structural break in itself. Furthermore shocks in oil prices or the introduction of a
new technology can alter the political-institutional framework.
Structural breaks raise some further questions in connection with parameter un-

certainty. If the e¤ectiveness of a policy after such a change in the structure is higher
than before, the question is: does the change merely improve the e¤ectiveness or
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does the strategy actually cause the change. Of course, the magnitude of a response
to a policy action depends on the policy action itself.10 Consider an example where
the output gap tomorrow depends on today�s output gap and a short term interest
rate:

yt+1 = �yt + �it (2)

Who can be sure that a change in the monetary strategy (represented by a change
in i) does not change �? Maybe the true relationship is in fact a nonlinear one and
� = �(it). Because of these unknown e¤ects political interventions can raise the
uncertainty about the impacts of monetary policies.11 This leads many economists
to conclude that more defensive policy rules should be employed.
Uncertainty regarding the time structure is re�ected in unknown lags for the

evolution of the model´s variables and in uncertain time lags for monetary policy to
a¤ect economic conditions. These long and variable time lags are often mentioned as
the main reason against a �ne adjustment of the economic situation, as interventions
can impact the economy in a procyclical way if they are e¤ective only after some
time, when the actual economic situation is completely di¤erent from that at the
time of implementation.12

In addition, if aggregate demand is the sum of aggregate demand without active
policy plus aggregate demand with current and previous active policy, then the vari-
ance of demand is the sum of the variances with and without political interventions
plus twice the covariance of both scenarios. Bearing this in mind, active policy is
only stabilizing if the covariance is negative with an absolute value twice as great
as the variability due to the intervention.13 For this reason it is also important to
account for the costs and the possibilities of correcting or undoing an active policy.
Since changes in the political-institutional framework are extremely persistent, only
well considered strategies should be implemented, and much caution is required with
respect to uncertainty.14 On the whole, the time lags in the e¤ectiveness of mon-
etary policy and the related risk of implementing procyclical actions, that maybe
irreversible for a long time, are normally interpreted in favor of policies of less mag-
nitude.
However, more recent studies argue that a less than appropriate reaction could

lead to a similar procyclical result. In contrast to the work advocating to more de-
fensive policy rules, they argue that uncertainty about the quality of a model should

10This is related to the Lucas-Critique, which argues that estimations of econometric models
can not be used for the conduct of monetary policy, as estimated model parameters depend on the
policy and vice versa. See Lucas (1976) for an analytical derivation.
11See Brainard (1967), Bundesbank (2004) and the discussion in section 5.
12This argument was mentioned �rst by Friedman (1961).
13See Friedman (1953) and Feldstein (2003).
14In terms of credibility and transparency a permanently changing policy would also not be

helpful for the "management of expectations"(see Svensson (2004), p. 2).
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make policy rules more aggressive, for example, because of the underestimation of
shock persistence.15 In general the implications of uncertainty derived in the liter-
ature are diverse. The most consistent conclusion is that a central bank should not
react mechanically on decision rules based on a model theoretic analysis, but should
account for all relevant information. Contrary, the question of whether policy rules
should be more aggressive or more defensive in order to take uncertainty into ac-
count is a more controversial one, even if the focus is restricted to the �eld of model
uncertainty. Nonetheless it should still be clear that a central bank has to react to
undesirable in�ation, because "uncertainty is not an excuse for allowing in�ation to
go back to the bad old days" (Feldstein (2003), p. 4).

3 The New Keynesian Perspective

In the following we describe the evolution of monetary policy analysis and the key
di¤erences of the New Keynesian perspective to previous approaches for the inves-
tigation of monetary policy.16

3.1 A new workhorse model in monetary policy analysis

The historical background of today´s monetary models goes back to the �rst IS-LM
models of Hicks (1937) and Modigliani (1944). Some years later, the addition of a
Phillips (1958)-curve enables this framework to study in�ationary e¤ects. However,
the "stag�ation" during the 1970s made economists doubt about the theoretical
framework, and the Rational Expectations (RE) revolution exposed that the stan-
dard IS-LM framework is inconsistent with optimizing behavior of households and
�rms.17 In the RE augmented IS-LM model monetary policy was unable to in�u-
ence real variables systematically since every attempt to raise output by a surprise
in�ation is condemned to failure as under the assumption of model consistent ex-
pectations the private sector anticipates this policy. Only unanticipated shocks not
economic policy are able to cause deviations from the natural level of output. This
feature of the often called New Classical Macroeconomics is well-known as the policy
ine¤ectiveness proposition (PIP).18

Since most economist do not believe the PIP in this strong manner, New Keyne-
sians like Fischer (1977) show that under longer-term contracts or sticky wages the

15A detailed discussion of studies concerning model uncertainty in monetary policy will be given
in section 5.
16This section is heavily inspired by Goodfriend and King (1997), King (2000) and the seminal

paper of Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2001).
17The breakdown of the Phillips curve was predicted and analytically shown by Phelps (1967)

and Lucas (1980).
18For applications of policy analysis in the RE IS-LM model see Lucas (1972), Lucas (1973) and

Sargent and Wallace (1975).
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PIP fails to hold.19 Moreover, a stream of empirical studies during the late 1980s,
�nds evidence, that monetary policy in fact does in�uence real variables in the
short-run.20 Encouraged by these studies, economists built a vast array of models,
including �xed prices and/or wages for at least one period.21 However, all modelling
strategies are heavily criticized for their lack of microfoundations and modern dy-
namic macroeconomics, including utility optimizing agents and pro�t maximizing
�rms. Therefore the RE IS-LM model has been improved by combining the Key-
nesian assumption of rigid prices with the Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium
(DSGE) techniques of the Real Business Cycle (RBC) literature (hence New Keyne-
sian).22 In opposition to the view of the New Classical Macroeconomists, the sticky
price framework allows monetary policy to have real e¤ects. Furthermore, the New
Keynesian model class contains the RBC-type models as a border case, when prices
are assumed to be completely �exible.23

3.2 The importance of sticky prices

The most often cited reason for monetary policy to be non neutral are sticky prices.
The argumentation is very simple: If there is a time gap between the policy action
of a central bank and the reaction of the private sector, the monetary authority
has a moving advantage to exploit. Imagine, for example, a temporary positive
demand shock. Under complete �exibility, prices would adjust immediately and
consumption and output would not react at all. Thus there would be no reaction
of real variables, whereas under sticky prices a temporary e¤ect on output appears,
due to the sluggish adjustment of �rms, even under RE.24 In this case, a rise in the
interest rate would dampen the shock-e¤ect by reducing demand, and speed up the
return of in�ation to its steady state. Due to the lower deviation of consumption

19See Buiter (1980) for a discussion of other reasons for a failure of PIP. Buiter already mentiones
the importance of price stickiness in this context.
20See for example Romer and Romer (1989), Galí (1992), Bernanke and Blinder (1992), Chris-

tiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (1996), Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (1999) and Bernanke,
Gertler, and Watson (1997).
21The most famous examples are Taylor (1979b) and Taylor (1980).
22In fact in New Keynesian models price rigidity is no assumption any more, but follows from

optimizing agents, that face costs when it comes to adjust prices. We will come back to this in the
next subsection.
23The literature on these models is not distinct, when it comes to categorize models that combine

DSGE techniques with rigid prices. Goodfriend and King (1997) for example denote this model
class as New Neoclassical Synthesis. Due to this disagreement in scienti�c literature, we simply
call this model class New Keynesian, as this seems to be used by most academics. Early examples
of New Keynesian models are Rotemberg and Woodford (1995), Rotemberg and Woodford (1997),
Yun (1996), Goodfriend and King (1997) and McCallum and Nelson (1999b).
24It is possible not to raise prices immediately but raise output due to the assumption of mo-

nopolistic competition. Goods prices include a mark-up over real wages, so that production could
temporarily be increased at the costs of pro�ts per good without an increase in prices.
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from equilibrium, �rms do not have to raise prices as much as they would have to do
without the countercyclical policy, and the deviations of in�ation and output from
equilibrium are smaller. Since the monetary authority recognizes the disturbance
before it becomes optimal for the �rms to reset prices, it has a moving advantage.
This modeling framework seems to be the superior approach for at least two

reasons: Firstly, assuming sticky prices gives a more realistic picture of an econ-
omy. Since price adjustments are costly and �rms are uncertain about future devel-
opments, they do not adjust prices continuously.25 Secondly, incorporating sticky
prices reproduces the output persistence that is revealed by the data. Taylor (1979b)
and Taylor (1980) show that even when prices are set only two periods in advance,
monetary surprises already have long-lasting e¤ects on output, depending on the
elasticity of labor supply with respect to the real wage.26 Nelson (1998) is critical
of the fact that the two-period sluggish price adjustment only accounts for output
persistence, but not for the observed persistence in in�ation. U.S. in�ation rates
seem to be highly serially correlated, even when monetary policy shocks are serially
uncorrelated, an empirical pattern that is not captured by Taylor´s models.
The standard framework used today is the Calvo (1983) sticky price setting, which

implies more persistent in�ation dynamics, even when monetary policy shocks are
serially uncorrelated. Furthermore, this setting is based on a pro�t-maximizing
representative �rm, setting prices infrequently, depending on randomly occurring
adjustment opportunities. If ! is the probability for a randomly selected �rm to
adjust prices, the average �xation of prices is 1

1�! . Thus, the smaller the probability
to adjust, the longer prices are �xed, and the less sensitive is in�ation to movements
in output. In equilibrium in�ation depends on expected future in�ation and current
marginal costs, since �rms maximize the discounted value of current and future
pro�ts, which in turn depends on current real marginal costs and future prices.27

In open economy or two-country models, respectively, there are several additional
reasons for incorporating sticky prices. In the seminal paper of Dornbusch (1976),
for example, the exchange rate overshoots its equilibrium value in response to an
unanticipated monetary expansion due to di¤erent reaction times between goods and
�nance markets, and because of expectations. Furthermore, Obstfeld and Rogo¤
(1996) argue that the strong volatility in exchange rates relative to that observed
in prices is another rationale for assuming that prices are sticky. This seems to be
especially the case in �oating exchange rates regimes with open �nancial markets.28

Rigid prices imply that nominal and real exchange rates behave in a similar manner

25For the macroeconomic consequences of menu costs see for example Akerlof and Yellen (1985),
Mankiw (1985), Ball and Romer (1991) and Romer (2001).
26However, Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2000) and Ascari (2000) show that for Taylor´s two

period price or wage stickiness, repectively, a very high labor supply elasticity is required to obtain
responses on a monetary shock that matches U.S. data.
27A detailed explanation of the Calvo price setting framework will be given in 6.1.2.
28Evidence on this can be found in Mussa (1986), Baxter and Stockman (1989) and Flood and

Rose (1995).
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in the short-run, and reproduce the empirical regularities. The stickier prices are,
the more volatile are nominal exchange rates, and the greater the co-movement with
real rates.29

3.3 The importance of expectations

Apart from the assumption of sticky prices, there is another very important inno-
vation in New Keynesian models, namely the inclusion of expectations. In previous
investigations in�ation and output dynamics are determined by past values of in-
�ation and the output gap, whereas the New Keynesian Phillips Curve (NKPC)
and the forward-looking IS curve depend on the expected values. This is justi�ed
by assuming the existence of dynamically optimizing agents and �rms. Households
maximize their utility by smoothing consumption over time. Hence, households�
consumption decision today depends on the expected future consumption, as does
the output gap. Additionally, �rms choose their optimal price by maximizing the
discounted sum of future pro�ts, so that price setting today depends on expected
future prices.
The forward-looking behavior of households and �rms has important consequences

for the dynamics of an economy. Consider for example a simple forward-looking IS
curve, following directly from the optimal consumption decision of optimizing house-
holds:30

yt = �' (it � Et�t+1) + Etyt+1; (3)

where the negative e¤ect of the real interest rate re�ects the intertemporal substi-
tution of consumption. Iterating (3) forward gives

yt = �'Et
1X
i=0

(it+i � �t+1+i) ; (4)

which illustrates how beliefs about the evolution of the central bank and about
future in�ation in�uence current production. If a policy maker signals his intention
to keep in�ation at a low level, he can reduce current in�ation at a lower cost in
terms of output loss. And the same arguments are valid for the NKPC

�t = �yt + �Et�t+1; (5)

which can be derived from the optimization procedure of forward-looking �rms (thus
� represents the discount factor). Forward iteration leads to

�t = �Et

1X
i=0

�iyt+i; (6)

29Microeconomic empirical evidence on sticky prices can be found in Carlton (1986), Blinder
(1991) and Kashyap (1995).
30The derivation of the following equations will be shown in 6.1.
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which illustrates the dependence of in�ation from the current and the expected
future output gap. Firms maximize the sum of their discounted future pro�ts by
equating the optimal nominal relative price with the expected discounted value
of future nominal marginal costs. Since equilibrium marginal costs equal the real
wage, which in turn depends on consumption and employment,31 there exists a
stable relationship between marginal costs and the output gap, so that the expected
future output gap enters the equation for current in�ation. Again, the belief about
future monetary policy is of great importance as it a¤ects the expectations of future
production. As shown in (4) a credible central banker reduces in�ation, with lower
costs associated with output reduction, which due to (6) reduces current in�ation
further. To summarize the arguments of this section: To the extent that wage
and price setting depends on the expected future in�ation, it also depends on the
monetary course of the central bank. Therefore managing expectations is crucial for
monetary policy.

3.4 The importance of endogenous persistence

In addition to the persistence in prices there is also empirical evidence on the per-
sistence in in�ation dynamics, in the sense that in�ation today depends also on past
in�ation rates.32 Actually, it is a stylized fact that in�ation is a non-stationary vari-
able, which implies persistent dynamics. To the extent that this is the case, decisions
a¤ecting today´s in�ation also a¤ect future values of in�ation. This should be taken
into account. In previous monetary policy models this dependence of in�ation from
past values is justi�ed with the assumption of adaptive expectations, whereas the
hybrid version of the NKPC is most often derived under the assumption of partly
backward-looking price setters due to costly collection of information about future
developments.33

Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (1999) show that with endogenous persistence in in�a-
tion, the equilibrium path of monetary policy in�uences the speed of convergence of
in�ation to its target, where the speed is decreasing in the degree to which in�ation
is persistent. Furthermore, it makes the trade-o¤ between in�ation and output less
favorable, as expectations play a minor role, so that monetary policy should react
more aggressively on �uctuations in in�ation and output.
A new strand of research emphasizes also the persistence in output, which can

be microeconomically justi�ed by a habit formation in consumption. Fuhrer (2000)
argues that real variables as well as in�ation display a gradual response to mon-
etary policy, with a peak after one year. While these humped-shaped pattern is
illustrated in the empirical work of Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (1996) and

31In fact the equilibrium real wage equals the marginal rate of substitution between leisure and
consumption, as we will show in 6.1.
32Empirical results are quite diverse. See for example Fuhrer (1997), Rudebusch (2002), Galí,

Gertler, and Lopez-Salido (2001), Sbordone (2002) and Roberts (2005).
33See 6.1.2 for details.
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Leeper, Sims, and Tao (1996), standard models imply a jump in these variables
for the �rst period. He develops a model in which consumer´s utility depends on
current consumption relative to past consumption and �nds evidence that the exis-
tence of a habit formation in consumption can not be rejected, using U.S. data from
1966:1 to 1995:4. Following Abel (1990) and Carroll, Overland, and Weil (2000)
he introduces multiplicative habit persistence in consumption functions, and shows
that these improve the dynamics of all variables. Batini, Justiniano, Levine, and
Pearlman (2005) shows evidence for the Europe and the U.S. in a comparable model
assuming that today´s consumption minus a part of yesterday´s consumption en-
ters household´s utility function. This modelling strategy seems to be superior, as
it leads to the same conclusions, but is analytically more tractable. Assuming per-
sistence in consumption decisions leads to a hybrid version of the IS curve. Under
these circumstances, the optimal interest rate reaction depends on lagged values of
the output gap as well.34

3.5 Policy analysis in a New Keynesian Framework

As has been already mentioned in 3.3 the introduction of expectations has impor-
tant consequences on monetary policy due to credibility issues. Therefore it has
become standard to distinguish between policies under commitment and discretion.
Furthermore, in light of the popularity and empirical evidence on simple rules of the
Taylor type it is pertinent to evaluate the use of these rules.35

3.5.1 Discretion

Under discretion a central bank minimizes the expected loss in each period sep-
arately, so the policy maker faces a single-period optimization problem. From a
technical viewpoint the authority �nds the optimal interest rate in a sequential de-
cision process. Firstly, he chooses the optimal output gap, maximizing the objective
function. In a second step he chooses the implied nominal interest rate, conditional
on the optimal output gap value. Assuming a central banker, who tries to minimize
the weighted sum of the variance of the output gap and in�ation (�y2t + �2t ) subject
to (5), taking expectations as given, leads to an optimality condition of yt = ��

�
�t

in the �rst stage.36 In the second stage the authority sets the interest rate by using
the desired value for yt in (3) and solving for it. According to this, a policy maker

34This is only the case in single-country models. In a two-country analysis it is anlytically
impossible to derive a stable relationship between domestic consumption and domestic output,
since domestic output depends on foreign consumption as well. Therefore we use a hybrid Euler
equation for the evolution of consumption for our two-country analysis in 8.1.
35See Walsh (2003) for a more detailed discussion.
36Note that under discretion this is equal to minimizing �y2t +�

2
t +Et

�P1
i=1 �

i
�
�y2t+i + �

2
t+i

�	
,

when expectations are taken as given. See Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (1999) for details. Since all
variables are measured in percentage deviations from mean, the variances are simply the squarred
values.
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should reduce demand by raising the interest rate, whenever in�ation is above tar-
get. Without credible commitment, private sector expectations are taken as given
(exogenously), and do not enter the optimal reaction function. Thus future in�ation
and output are not a¤ected by today´s decision, the central bank is unable to man-
age the expectations of the private sector, and equilibrium in�ation is independent
from lagged variables.

3.5.2 Commitment

There are several problems that arise under a discretionary policy. One is the well-
known in�ation bias, �rst illustrated by Kydland and Prescott (1977) and Barro
and Gordon (1983). Due to the temptation to raise output above its natural level,
in�ation stays above target under RE, without any gain in output. The classic
in�ationary bias under discretion can be illustrated by augmenting the objective of
the central bank:

� (yt � k)2 + �2t ; (7)

where k > 0 is the target for the output gap, representing the tension to raise output
above potential. Solving this for yt gives yibt = ��

�
�ibt + k, which can be used in (5)

and (3) to get the equilibrium values of the output gap and in�ation: yibt = yt and
�ibt = �t +

�
�
k. This shows that in�ation will be systematically above target. The

private sector anticipates the incentive of the policy maker to raise output above
potential by lowering the real wage due to a surprise in�ation, and thus equilibrium
in�ation rises to the point, where the authority is no longer tempted to raise output.
In contrast to the case of discretion, a central bank acting under commitment

chooses the optimal paths for future in�ation and the output gap and promises
credibly to implement a monetary policy that leads to exactly these paths. Thus,
under commitment a monetary authority would simply set k = 0.37 Economists such
as McCallum and Nelson (1999b) and Blinder (1997) argue that a central banker
will recognize the longer term costs of a discretionary policy and therefore bind
himself to a commitment strategy.38 However, even a policy maker who does not
resist the temptation of raising output above potential still experiences credibility
gains from using the optimal policy under commitment, since credibility improves
the in�ation/output trade-o¤, as demonstrated in 3.3. For example, under a lack of
credibility, disin�ating the economy might be more problematic, because the private
sector will not believe that the authority �ghts in�ation.

37Another possibility to reduce the in�ationary bias is to appoint a conservative central banker,
who assigns higher relative costs to in�ation than society. With shrinking �, the in�ationary bias
vanishes, see Rogo¤ (1985) for details. Some authors also argue that �scal policy could eliminate
the in�ation bias by o¤setting the distortions using tax subsidies. See for example Dixit and
Lambertini (2003).
38Furhtermore, in a repeated prisoner�s dilemma game the public might adopt a tit-for-tat strat-

egy, so that the policy maker gets punished if he misbehaves. Assuming a dynamically optimizing
policy maker, this decreases the temptation to raise output above potential. See Barro and Gordon
(1983) and Backus and Dri¢ ll (1985).
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Contrary to a discretionary policy, future values of in�ation and the output gap
are a¤ected by monetary policy to the extent that the authority in�uences private
sector expectations, and thus equilibrium in�ation depends on the lagged output
gap. By solving for the optimal policy in a class of simple rules, Clarida, Galí, and
Gertler (1999) show that a policy maker under commitment should raise the interest
rate more aggressively in response to a rise in expected in�ation relative to the
discretionary case. However, this does not necessarily imply that nominal interest
rates are in fact higher, since under a credible central bank, expectations perhaps
do not rise by such an amount. Furthermore, they show that the optimal policy
response changes from a level rule to a di¤erence rule of the form yt+i � yt+i�1 =

��
�
�t+i.
Because of the di¤erent forms of building expectations, the dynamics of the output

gap and in�ation also di¤er. To see this, imagine a positive supply shock increases
in�ation: A central bank acting under the optimal precommittment policy chooses a
path for the output gap that stays output below its potential value for some periods
to lower private sector expectations of future in�ation, as this improves the policy
trade o¤. Therefore in�ation undershoots its equilibrium level before it returns to
zero. Contrary to this, a discretionary policy leads to an e¤ect often referred to as
stabilization bias: In�ation and the output gap return to their steady state values
one period after a one-period shock has occurred. This can only be achieved at
the costs of a very high interest rate and stronger deviations from equilibrium than
under commitment, since expectations are una¤ected. An authority acting under
discretion is unable to improve expectations, since future in�ation and output are
una¤ected by today�s actions, and adjusts the interest rate to o¤set the impact of
the shock immediately.
The major problem with the optimal policy of precommitment is that it leads

to dynamic inconsistency as the central bank´s optimal commitment policy changes
as soon as the next period appears, because the private sector has already built
expectations. Technically speaking, the lagged Lagrangian multiplier in the �rst
order condition for in�ation at the time of optimization is equal to zero. As this is
the case for every period, the �rst order conditions change with the period the central
bank optimizes. A possible way to escape dynamic inconsistency is the timeless
perspective approach by Woodford (1999), who simply sets the lagged Lagrangian
multiplier in the time t �rst order condition for in�ation di¤erent to zero, so that
the conditions are the same for all periods. This can be interpreted as a policy
having been chosen in the distant past, so that the current values of in�ation and
the output gap are chosen from an earlier perspective.

3.5.3 Simple rules

Intense debate is ongoing as to whether monetary policy should be adhered to as
a strict rule. The fundamental reasons why the rule-advocates feel that there is a
rationale for using a strict rule are: the problem of time inconsistency, the in�uence
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on expectations of the private sector (anticipation of current actions upon equilib-
rium determination at previous dates), as well as the increased credibility; which
improves the policy-performance; the reduction in uncertainty as the market par-
ticipants can forecast policy with such a rule (and related to this, the simplicity in
explaining policy to the public), and �nally the rise in accountability, which should
discipline policy makers.39 On the other hand those who advocate discretion "(...)
would not play in a basketball team whose coach had given the players a �xed set of
rules at the beginning of the season: on the third possession of the second quarter,
the o¤-guard should dribble twice, get to the baseline and shoot from the corner."
(Solow (1998), p.92).40

The truth probably lies somewhere in between these two positions: Taylor (1998b)
argues for a mixture of a pure rule and a pure discretion scenario as he believes that
a mixture is superior to pure discretion as it reduces uncertainty (improves pre-
dictability) and at least retains some advantages cited by the discretion-advocates.
He also believes that there is a clear need to deviate from a rule in speci�c circum-
stances; for example the 1987 stock market crash; making a hybrid scenario also
more appropriate than following a rule mechanically. This has become the most
widely-held view among economists. There is also a wide �eld of empirical studies
which suggest that simple policy rules approximate the behavior of central banks
quite well, and make the research on simple rules also interesting from a practical
viewpoint.
In a New Keynesian framework, studying simple rules is of immense interest since

a monetary authority who credibly sticks to a rule, reduces uncertainty about the
path of monetary policy. Once a policy maker has committed to a rule, private
sector expectations about the future course of the central bank can simply be cal-
culated by using this rule. Since it is di¢ cult to achieve the necessary amount of
credibility to implement the optimal precommitment policy, a simple rule might
be one way to achieve at least enough credibility to reach a solution close to the
optimal solution. In addition, a simple rule avoids the time inconsistency problem
of commitment. Recapitulating, "(...) understanding the qualitative di¤erences be-
tween outcomes under discretion versus rules can provide lessons for the institutional
design of monetary policy." (Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (1999), p. 1671)

3.5.4 Objectives

In order to derive monetary policy rules, most models assume a heuristic quadratic
loss function that depends on the output gap, deviations of in�ation from target, the
interest rate and changes in the interest rate. Since in a New Keynesian framework
all variables are measured in percentage deviations from equilibrium, there is no

39See Taylor (1998a) for a discussion.
40Notice that the discretionary behavior meant in this context is di¤erent from the discretionary

policy that we recently discussed, since the responses meant here are also based on economic
principles, see Poole (1998) for a discussion.
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loss of generality to set target in�ation to zero in the policy objective. Furthermore,
the underlying DSGE framework of New Keynesian models allows one to draw up a
policy objective that represents the approximation of the utility function of the rep-
resentative household. With the assumption of a continuum of di¤erentiated goods
normed to an Interval [0; 1], Woodford (2002) derives a loss function as log-linear
approximation to the utility function that depends on the variance of the output
gap and in�ation.41 As this loss function is derived from the general equilibrium
framework with monopolistic competition on goods markets, one has to assume that
there is no gap between the actual steady-state level and the steady-state e¢ cient
level of output, which is the one without distortions due to monopolistic compe-
tition. Distortions would imply that a central bank acting under discretion would
produce an average in�ation bias. As the average in�ation in the major industrial-
ized countries was low during the 1990s, Woodford believes that the assumption of
no gap seems to be plausible.
However, there are several short-comings with this approach. Clarida, Galí, and

Gertler (1999), for example, mention that the representative agent approach could
be a highly misleading guide to welfare analysis. Since some groups su¤er more than
others in a recession and incomplete insurance and credit markets avoid many of
those people from borrowing money in a recession. Therefore the hypothetical repre-
sentative agent might not be an accurate measure of cyclical welfare �uctuations.42

Furthermore, central banker´s opinions about the optimal objective of central banks
- in particular the optimal weights in the objective function - are quite diverse. And
even if they are derived from the underlying utility maximizing framework, the pa-
rameter of the household´s utility function are unknown. Therefore a rather prag-
matic approach is used by assuming di¤erent scenarios with di¤erent weights in the
loss function of the authority and investigate consequences of model uncertainty.43

Moreover, we believe that assuming no monopolistic distortions in equilibrium seems
to be inappropriate, since the whole microfoundations of our models are based on
monopolistic competition.44

41Steinsson (2003) shows that in a model with forward- and backward-looking price adjusters
also the squared change in in�ation appears.
42See Kirman (1992) and Hartley (1996) for critical assessments of the respresantitive agent

approach.
43Due to technical reason, we could only analyze the case of a pure in�ation stabilization in our

two-country setting. See 8.1.5 for details.
44In addition, the assumption of monopolistic competition has very interesting implications for

monetary policy, since an unexpected rise in the money supply, for example, can correct the
monopolistic distortion. Since product prices include a mark-up over marginal costs, a rise in
demand due to an increase in real money balances can be served, even when real wages have to
rise in order to recruit more workers. Thus monetary policy can shift equilibrium to its e¢ cient
level and thus may have real e¤ects even in the long-run. We will come back to this when we are
to discuss the two-country model.
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3.6 Key insights from New Keynesian policy analysis

There are some insights from New Keynesian models that have become stylized
facts in modern monetary policy analysis. The �rst one is that a central banker
should adopt an in�ation targeting strategy and adjust for the optimal in�ation
rate gradually. The reason for this is that to the extent that a supply shock is
present, there exists a trade-o¤ between output and in�ation variability. In the
absence of a cost-push shock, in�ation depends only on current and future demand
and the central bank sets the interest rate so that yt = 0. As a consequence in�ation
and output hit their target values. This implies that one should completely o¤set
demand shocks, but accommodate supply shocks. Extreme in�ation targeting, in
the sense that a monetary authority should set the interest rate to hit the in�ation
target immediately, represents the optimal strategy only in the absence of cost-push
shocks or when there is no concern for stabilizing the output gap, respectively. A
demand shock raises in�ation and output in the same direction, so that an increasing
interest rate pushes both variables back to equilibrium, and there exists no trade-o¤.
Moreover, the nominal interest rate should be adjusted more than one-for-one

with expected future in�ation in order to alter the real interest rate, manage aggre-
gate demand, and neutralize deviations of expected in�ation from target. This is
necessary since output is demand-determined in the short-run. Every reaction para-
meter smaller than one would lead to an unstable equilibrium, in the sense that the
implied change in the real interest rate as reaction to rising in�ation expectations
is not strong enough to stop expectations to increase. Clarida, Galí, and Gertler
(2000) �nd evidence that this more than one-for-one rule was in fact violated in
the pre-Volcker era of 1960-1979, whereas for the Volcker-Greenspan era this rule
seemed to be followed.
Another conclusion from a New Keynesian analysis is that central banks should

not react to shocks on potential output. A permanent rise in productivity raises
potential output. However, output demand also rises by exactly the same amount
due to the increase in permanent income, and completely o¤sets the demand gap.
Nevertheless, the most important insight from a New Keynesian analysis is the one
we already discussed in the preceding sections: An authority, who sticks himself
credibly to a commitment strategy eliminates the in�ation bias and improves the
output/in�ation trade-o¤.

4 Hansen-Sargent robustness

Since the investigation of uncertainty is essential in monetary policy analysis, there
are many di¤erent techniques to study the consequences of uncertain model struc-
tures. The most popular ones are Bayesian methodologies, which all have in common
that the expected loss of a policy maker is minimized, given a prior probability of
uncertain parts of the underlying model. In contrast, robust control techniques do
not need any information about probabilities in advance. So far, most applications of
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Hansen-Sargent robust control techniques are restricted to quadratic problems with
linear transition equations. However, in chapter 17 of Hansen and Sargent (2007)
the methodology is extended to allow for more general functional forms. As this
thesis concentrates on linear-quadratic problems we do not discuss this extension.
The following sections give a brief summary of the Hansen and Sargent robust

control techniques, built to re�ect the decision maker�s fear about model misspeci�-
cation. In 4.1 the main idea is sketched. Subsequently, technical details for solving
robust (and non-robust) RE programs are given in 4.2. 4.3 critically assesses the
potential of this approach, and �nally 4.4 gives robust control applications apart
from the analysis of monetary policy.45

4.1 Methodology

Doubts about models have existed for as long as models themselves have. This
tradition is one normative reason for studying robust decision rules. Another, pos-
itive one, is a phenomenon, referred to as the "equity premium puzzle": The value
of prices to be assigned to macroeconomic risks seem to be underestimated in RE
models. This result follows from the fact that under RE agents could trust the
model because subjective and objective probability distributions (i.e. their models)
coincide. Each agent�s model is an equilibrium outcome, not to be speci�ed by the
model builder. So the decision maker has not to worry about model misspeci�ca-
tion, because RE remove agents´ personal model as element of the model.46 Hansen,
Sargent, and Tallerini (1999) show that agent´s caution in responding to fears about
model misspeci�cation can raise the theoretical value of the risk premium.
This is reminiscent of the well known Lucas critique, which shows that under the

assumption of RE, decision rules are a functional of the serial correlation of shocks.47

He argues that the way to build expectations changes so that estimated relations and
simulations of models of the past are no longer useful for forecasting under a new
environment. While RE econometrics achieve parameter identi�cation by exploiting
the structure of the function, mapping shock serial correlation properties to decision
rules, robust control theorists alter the mapping by treating the decision maker´s
model as an approximation and seek one rule to use for a set of models that might
govern the data.48 Following Muth (1961) they put econometricians and the agent
being modelled on the same footing: If econometricians doubt a model speci�cation,
the agents in the model should doubt this speci�cation too.

45An overview of robust control applications in monetary policy is given in 5.4.
46See Hansen and Sargent (2007) for a discussion.
47See Lucas (1976).
48See Hansen and Sargent (1991).
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4.1.1 The core idea

The core of the idea is to treat the decision maker´s model as an approximation of
the true model. Let x be a vector of state variables and let the true data follow a
markov-process with a transition density f (x�jx).49 Moreover, let the approximating
model be described by a transition density f�

�
x
�jx
�
(� 2 A, where A denotes a

compact set of parameter values). If there exists no � such that f� = f the model
is considered to be misspeci�ed. The maximum likelihood estimator b�0, often used
by econometricians, ful�lls

plim b�0 = argmin
�2A

I (�; f) , (8)

where I (�; f) denotes the relative entropy of f and f� respectively.50 Relative
entropy measures the "expected distance" between f and f� and is de�ned as the
expected value of the logarithm of the likelihood ratio evaluated with respect to the
true conditional density f (x�jx) :

I (�; f) (x) =

Z
log

�
f (x�jx)
f� (x

�jx)

�
f (x�jx) dx� � 0: (9)

If the model is misspeci�ed I is strictly positive while I = 0 if the decision maker´s
model is the true data generating process. While the maximum likelihood estimator
tries to minimize entropy, robust control inverts this approach by taking f�0 as
given, and building a set of possible data generating processes around this model,
so that the true model is one model in this set. As the decision maker does not
know the true model, he is interested in decision rules that are robust against model
misspeci�cation and work well in a set of models, which is restricted by I � �.

4.1.2 The distorted shock process

To describe the distorted shock process that re�ects the preference for robustness,
�rst some key insights of standard control theory are reviewed, by considering the
following problem, which from now on will be referred to as the approximating
model:

x� = Ax+Bu+ Ce"�, (10)

z = Hx+ Ju, (11)

where (10) and (11) represent the transition and the target function, and x, u and
z denote vectors of state variables, control variables and target variables, respec-
tively, and the vector of shock processes fe"t+1 : t = 1; 2; :::g is a conditionally
homoskedastic Gaussian martingale di¤erences process that satis�es Et (e"t+1) = 0

and Et
�e"0t+1e"t+1� = I.

49� denotes next periode values.
50See A.1.1 for a de�nition of the limes in probability (plim).
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The decision maker uses a (one-period) loss function r (x; u) = z2 to express
his preferences in an objective function that he wants to maximize by choosing a
sequence of control vectors futg:

min
fug

E0

1X
t=0

�tr (x; u) = min
fug

1X
t=0

�tE0
�
z2
�
: (12)

His aim is to get a decision rule of the form u = �Fx that minimizes his objective.
Under the assumption that the value function of this problem is the solution of the
�xed-point problem V (x) = x0Px, dynamic programming reduces the problem to
the following Bellman equation:

x0Px = min
fug

Et fz0z + �x�0Px�g (13)

subject to (10) and (11). The following certainty equivalence principle results di-
rectly from the linear quadratic nature of the problem:51

Lemma 1: Certainty Equivalence Principle
In a linear quadratic control problem of the form (10) - (12) the matrix P and

the decision rule F are independent from the volatility matrix C.

The Certainty Equivalence Principle makes robust control theorists doubt stan-
dard control theory. Because of their experience with misspeci�ed models they
believe that this theory does not capture doubts about the model´s speci�cation
in an adequate way. A robust control theorist particularly fears about misspeci�ed
dynamics, which in�uence the impulse response functions of the target vector. He
is unsatis�ed with using normally identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.)
shocks with zero mean, as he believes a robust solution needs a shock process that
feeds back on the state variable.
Therefore an additional vector process f!tg is introduced that depends in a pos-

sibly nonlinear way on the history of the state variables. This is similar to the
work of Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989), who implement a malevolent second player
to re�ect concerns about model misspeci�cation. Here this malevolent player tries
to maximize the objective by choosing a feedback rule

!t = gt (xt; xt�1; : : :) , (14)

where fgtg is a sequence of functions which are measurable (in a stochastic sense)
with respect to xt = [xt; : : : ; x0]. To represent dynamic misspeci�cation, we surround
the approximating model with a set of models of the form

xt+1 = Axt +But + C ("t+1 + !t+1) , (15)

where the vector of shock processes f"t+1; t = 1; 2; : : :g is another conditionally ho-
moskedastic Gaussian martingale di¤erences process that satis�es Et ("t+1) = 0 and

51See A.1.2 for a proof.
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Et
�
"0t+1"t+1

�
= I. Equation (15) and (10) coincide, when e"t+1 is normally distrib-

uted, conditioned on xt, with mean !t+1, and identity covariance matrix.
As the decision maker believes that his model is not that bad, and the second

player could distort the system in a way that leads to completely nonsense solutions,
distortions need to be restricted. For this reason remember relative entropy

I (fa) (x) =

Z
log

�
fd (x

�jx)
fa (x

�jx)

�
fd (x

�jx) dx� (16)

where fa and fd denote the transition densities of the approximating and the dis-
torted model, respectively. Following Bayesian analysis these densities are equal to
the corresponding likelihood functions. So the relative entropy could be interpreted
as the expectation of the log likelihood ratio conditioned on the distorted model:

I (fa) (x) =

Z
log

�
fd (x

�jx)
fa (x

�jx)

�
| {z }

value of the log likelihood ratio

� fd (x
�jx)| {z }

probability under the distorted model

dx� (17)

The transition densities of the models are

fa
�
x
�jx
�
� N (Ax+Bu;CC 0) ; (18)

fd (x
�jx) � N (Ax+Bu+ C!�; CC 0) : (19)

Because !t+1 is measurable with respect to xt, the log likelihood functions of xt+1
conditioned under the distorted and the approximating model are

logLd = � log
p
2� � 0:5"0t+1"t+1; (20)

logLa = � log
p
2� � 0:5 ("t+1 + !t+1)

0 ("t+1 + !t+1) : (21)

A combination of (20) and (21) gives the log likelihood ratio with respect to the
distorted model

log

�
fd (x

�jx)
fa (x

�jx)

�
= logLd � logLa = 0:5!0t+1!t+1 + !0t+1"t+1: (22)

Averaging over "t+1, evaluated when the data are generated by the distorted model
gives the expectation of the log likelihood function conditioned on the distorted
model. This is what in (17) is de�ned as relative entropy52

I (fa) = 0:5!
0
t+1!t+1: (23)

To get a measure of the size of model misspeci�cation for dynamic models relative
entropy is extended to an intertemporal measure of the form

R (!) = 2E0

1X
t=0

�t+1I (fa) = E0

1X
t=0

�t+1!0t+1!t+1 � �0, (24)

where expectation conditioned on x0 is evaluated under the distorted model.

52The term !0t+1"t+1 vanishes when we build the expectation over all x
�-values.
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4.1.3 The distorted model

Under the assumption that the value function is of the form V (x) = x0Px the
distorted model can also be displayed by a Bellman equation:

x0Px = min
fug
max
f!�g

Et fz0z � ��!�0!��+ �x�0Px�g (25)

subject to (15), where � > 0 represents the decision maker´s preference for robust-
ness, that falls as � rises, so that the problem is equal to its non robust version when
� reaches in�nity, since for � =1 (25) implies that the optimal solution for f!�g is
zero. The second player embodies pessimism and the solution of (25) incorporates
now a worst case ! as a function of x and u. This allows for misspeci�cation in a
more adequate way, since the corresponding decision rule u = �Fx depends on C
for all �nite values of � (as we will see soon). Thus certainty equivalence is broken.53

It follows from the properties of "t+1 that E ["t+1 + !t+1jxt] = !t+1, so that !t+1
could be interpreted as the mean of the new shock process f"t+1 + !t+1g conditioned
on the information set up to time t. The !´s can also be interpreted as multiple prior
probabilities in the transition function at time t.54 Their size is directly penalized
through �. This � is equivalent to the Lagrangian multiplier on an intertemporal
misspeci�cation constraint in a min-max problem of the following type:

min
futg

max
f!t+1g

E0

1X
t=0

z0z (26)

subject to xt+1 = Axt +But + C ("t+1 + !t+1)

and E0
1X
t=0

�t+1!0t+1!t+1 � �0:

Since the value function of (25) is monotonous and concave in �0 there is bijective
negative function from �0 to �, so that � limits the size of model misspeci�cation
introduced by the distorted shock process.
In what follows the relationship between the distorted and the true model is

clari�ed. Let the true model be

xt+1 = A�xt +B�ut + C"t+1: (27)

Then the distorted model

xt+1 = Axt +But + C ("t+1 + !t+1) (28)

and the true model coincide, if we can solve the equation C!t+1 = (A� + A)xt +

(B� +B)ut for some !t+1. Thus the volatility matrix C limits the form of the

53See Hansen and Sargent (2000).
54To make this clear take the urn example of Ellsberg (1961); see Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989),

p. 141 f.
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misspeci�cation and the restricted worst case model is equal to the true one with
di¤erent matrices. Because of the very di¤erent possibilities of interpretation (non-
linearities, time-varying parameters, etc.) this kind of robustness is referred to as
unstructured robustness. The solution of the inner minimization of (25) leads to the
following formula of the worst case error !t+1 as function of xt and ut:55

!t+1 =
1

�

�
I � 1

�
C 0PC

��1
(C 0P (Axt +But)) , (29)

which implies that

A� = A+
1

�

�
I � 1

�
C 0PC

��1
C 0PA (30)

B� = B +
1

�

�
I � 1

�
C 0PC

��1
C 0PB: (31)

Depending on A, B, � and P a context speci�c and distorted model arises, which
provides more robustness than the conventional one. As � goes to in�nity (29)
- (31) illustrate, that the worst case process disappears and the matrices of the
approximating and the worst case model coincide.

4.1.4 Detection error probabilities

As robust decision rules depend crucially on the choice of �, we need a method-
ology to �nd a value for �; which corresponds to a plausible range of uncertainty.
Using detection error probabilities links the choice of the worst case model with
Bayesian statistical detection theory. Detection error probabilities depend on the
log-likelihood ratios of the approximated and the worst case model, that we already
introduced in 4.1.2.
The log likelihood function under the approximating model (10), given that this

model is the data generating process, is

logLaa = � 1
T

T�1X
t=0

n
log
p
2� + 0:5e"0t+1e"t+1o ; (32)

and the log likelihood function under the distorted model (15), given the same data
generating process, is

logLad = � 1
T

T�1X
t=0

n
log
p
2� + 0:5

�e"t+1 � !at+1
�0 �e"t+1 � !at+1

�o
; (33)

where
�
!at+1

	
is the worst case process when the data generating process is the

approximating model. Therefore the log likelihood ratio under the assumption that
the approximating model is the data generating process is given by

ra � Laa � Lad =
1

T

T�1X
t=0

�
0:5!a0t+1!

a
t+1 � !a0t+1e"t+1	 : (34)

55See A.1.3 for details.
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Now, suppose the distorted model is the data generating process. The log likeli-
hood function for the distorted model is then given by

logLdd = � 1
T

T�1X
t=0

n
log
p
2� + 0:5"0t+1"t+1

o
: (35)

De�ning
�
!dt+1

	
as the worst case process when the distorted model generates the

data, the log likelihood function for the approximating model, assuming that the
distorted model is the data generating process, is

logLda = � 1
T

T�1X
t=0

n
log
p
2� + 0:5

�
"t+1 + !dt+1

�0 �
"t+1 + !dt+1

�o
: (36)

In analogy to (34) the log likelihood ratio under the assumption that the distorted
model is the data generating process is given by

rd � Ldd � Lda =
1

T

T�1X
t=0

�
0:5!d0t+1!

d
t+1 � !d0t+1"t+1

	
: (37)

To derive a value for � based on statistical detection theory, the log likelihood ra-
tios for the approximating and the distorted model are computed for a large number
of simulations. With equal prior weights the Bayesian detection error probability is
de�ned as

p (�) =
1

2
(pa + pd) ;

where pi = freq (ri � 0) ; i = a; d; represents the frequency of simulations with a
log likelihood ratio ri smaller or equal to zero. If ri � 0, an econometrician would
reject model i, although we generated the data with this model. Thus pi can be
interpreted as the probability to reject model i wrongly. And p (�) is the equally
weighted mean of of this probability for both models. When � rises, both models
become more similar to each other, and the probability to reject a model wrongly
increases. Furthermore, when � reaches in�nity, p (�) = 50% and both models have
the same probability to be rejected wrongly and thus coincide. Hansen and Sargent
(2000) suggest to set p (�) at a plausible value and then invert p (�) to �nd a plausible
value for the robustness parameter. This parameter is the negative inverse of the
risk-sensitivity parameter � of Whittle (1990) and Jacobson (1973): � = ���1.
Hansen and Sargent among others56 advise to use a value for the detection error
probability around 10% in a sample of size 150. Note that � increases as the sample
size does, so that � goes to in�nity and uncertainty disappears when the number of
samples does.57

56See for example Giordani and Söderlind (2004).
57See Hansen, Sargent, and Wang (2002) or Anderson, Hansen, and Sargent (2003) for more

details about computing detection error probabilities.
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4.1.5 Interpretation

As uncertainty is a wide �eld, this section provides interpretations of the presented
methodology to show which kind of uncertainty a Hansen-Sargent robust control
theorist is concerned about.
Following the seminal work of Knight (1921) a Hansen-Sargent robust planner

models the risk between Knightian risk and Knightian uncertainty (measurable ver-
sus unmeasurable uncertainty). Unlike a Bayesian planner, who would only be
concerned about calculated risk, this kind of robust planner faces unorganized un-
certainty and cannot express his beliefs in probabilistic statements (he is unable to
build a prior probability). So he takes the least favorable prior, given a restricted
set of priors. Therefore robust control theory covers a wide range of misspeci�ed
dynamics:

� Wrong parameters (!t+1 is a linear function of xt),

� autocorrelated errors (!t+1 is a linear function of xt) and

� nonlinearities (!t+1 is a nonlinear function of xt)

A Hansen-Sargent robust planner handles all these types of misspeci�cation by
specifying only one parameter �. This is an advantage because it makes the analysis
very easy, but it also implies that it is not possible to investigate speci�c uncertainty
because Hansen-Sargent robustness only allows to analyze all types of uncertainty
at once.
The methodology introduces an imaginary evil agent, who re�ects the cautionary

behavior of the policy maker. This evil agents tries to wreak the largest possible
havoc, given his budget constraint (24). So he hits the model at the point where the
variance of the forecast error is the largest. Obviously this re�ects the concern of the
policy maker, who fears misspeci�cation most, where forecast errors are the largest.
Furthermore, a comparison of the dynamics of the approximating and the worst
case model allows identifying the type of misspeci�cation the policy maker fears
most, when the approximating model uses the same robust policy without an evil
agent. Giordani and Söderlind (2004) argue, that for models including expectations,
Hansen-Sargent robustness is also a good way of interpreting deviations from the
RE hypothesis of the term structure.

4.2 Solving robust RE programs

After the preceding sections illustrated the motivation behind Hansen-Sargent ro-
bustness, this section brie�y sketches the solution algorithms needed to solve robust
(and non-robust) linear quadratic problems. As the inclusion of forward-looking
variables implies di¤erent solution techniques under commitment, discretion and
simple rules, we also explain the di¤erences related to these concepts.58

58For a more detailed description see A.2.
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Henceforth, the approximating model is characterized by the following transition
equations �

x1t+1
Etx2t+1

�
= A

�
x1t
x2t

�
+But + C"t+1; (38)

where x1t is a n1� 1 vector of predetermined (backward-looking) variables with x10
given, x2t is a n2� 1 vector of nonpredetermined (forward-looking) variables, ut is a
k � 1 vector of control variables (policy instruments), and "t+1 is a vector of n1 � 1
vector of innovations (linear combinations of Gaussian i.i.d. shock processes with
zero mean and constant variance) to x1t with covariance matrix �.59 Furthermore,
the matrices A, B and C are �lled with the appropriate structural model parameters.

4.2.1 Commitment

Given the loss function of the authority

E0

" 1X
t=0

�t (x0tQxt + 2x
0
tUut + u0tRut)

#
; (39)

where R, Q and U are matrices �lled with preferences of the policy maker, xt =
(x01t; x

0
2t)

0 and x10 is given, the planner´s reaction function ut = �Fxt can be de-
rived by minimizing (39) subject to (38), using the standard algorithm provided by
Söderlind (1999).
A preference for robustness expands the problem to a max-min problem of the

form (25), which can be transformed into a standard RE program:

min
futg

max
f!t+1g

E0

" 1X
t=0

�t (x0tQxt + 2x
0
tU

rurt + ur0t R
rurt )

#
(40)

subject to xt+1 = (A�BrF r)xt + C"t+1,

where U r =
�
U 0n

�
, Rr =

�
R 0k�n
0n�k ��In

�
, Br =

�
B C

�
, F r =

�
Fr
F!

�
,

urt =
�
u0t; !

0
t+1

�0
, !t+1 is a n � 1 vector of shock processes, and x0 is given. After

this transformation the robust rule is given by ut = �Frxt, and as the �rst order
conditions for minimization and maximization are the same, the control law can be
derived by the same standard RE algorithms. Thus, the easiest way to solve robust
and non-robust solutions is simply to solve (40) subject to (38) for p (�) = 10%

(robust) and � =1 (standard).
Under discretion and simple rules solution algorithms for (39) and (40) need to

be modi�ed. The ideas behind these modi�cations are illustrated in the following
sections, and are due to Giordani and Söderlind (2004), and based on Backus and
Dri¢ l (1986). A more detailed technical summary is given in the appendix.

59As we build expectations of the vector of forward-looking variables x2t the last n2 entries of
"t are empty.
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4.2.2 Discretion

This section assumes a central bank that is unable to commit credibly to the optimal
interest rate path. In what follows changes in the solution algorithm related to this
concept are presented. Thus we �rst summarize the sequential decision process,
assumed for deriving a standard RE solution under discretion, provided by Backus
and Dri¢ l (1986):

1. The private sector builds its expectations for x2t+1: Etx2t+1 = Kt+1Etx1t+1.
As the authority moves after the private sector, the matrix Kt+1, mapping the
backward looking variables to the forward looking ones, includes a guess of
the central bank´s policy function.

2. The planner is now able to observe Kt+1 and chooses a policy function ut =
�Fxt that minimizes (39) subject to (38), but also subject to Etx2t+1 =
Kt+1Etx1t+1.

3. The RE Equilibrium is found when the private sector´s Kt+1 coincides with
its mathematical expectation. The policy function is consistent with private
sector´s expectations in the sense, that the F implied by Kt+1 also solves the
problem given Kt+1. Therefore Kt+1 and the control law F are constant in
equilibrium.

Based on this algorithm, Giordani and Söderlind (2004) propose to use the
Hansen-Sargent robustness concept by assuming that an evil agent tries to max-
imize the planner´s loss at the time (and only at this time!) the planner chooses his
policy. As a policy maker under discretion reoptimizes at every period, given the
private sector expectations, the evil agent should also be allowed to do so. Every
time the authority chooses a policy rule he faces uncertainty and wants to design a
robust rule. Solving the robust problem given by (40) subject to (38) thus implies
the following additions to the preceding steps:

1. Kt+1 incorporates now also a guess of the policy function of the evil agent
(!t+1 = �F!xt). This represents the assumption that private agents and the
planner share the same concern for robustness.

2. The evil agent designs a policy function !t+1 = �F!xt at the same time as the
planner does. He faces the same constraints as the planner, but also his own

constraint given by Et
1P
t=0

�t+1!0t+1!t+1 � �, and implemented by the robustness

parameter �.60

3. In equilibrium also the evil agent�s policy rule (in particular F!) has to be
constant and consistent with private sector�s expectations (in particularKt+1).

60See 4.1.3 for the relation between � and �. Note that as � is time-independent the size of
deviations from the reference model is constant.
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Once the treatment of the evil agent described above is accepted, the robust
and the non-robust versions of the problem can both be solved, using the solution
algorithm for discretionary RE problems of Backus and Dri¢ l (1986) described
above.61 The equilibrium dynamics are given by

x1t+1 = Mx1t + C"t+1; (41)

and

24 x2t
ut
!t+1

35 =

24 N

�Fr
�F!

35x1t, (42)

where M is a matrix speci�ed in the appendix. The only di¤erence between the
worst case and the approximating model in the dynamics of the backward looking
variables is due to this matrix M . Therefore the di¤erences between these matrices
help to �nd out the misspeci�cations feared most by the policy maker.

4.2.3 Simple rules

As already discussed in 3.5.3 and 2.1, simple rules become more and more attrac-
tive for several reasons, for example the improved credibility and the reduction of
uncertainty. A side e¤ect of assuming a planner, who commits to a given simple
rule, is that this allows to analyze the e¤ect of private sector deviations from the
RE hypotheses. As soon as one assumes that the planner commits to a rule, he is no
longer involved in any decision, and the di¤erences between the RE and the robust
solution must be due to private sector expectations. The solution concept is here
exemplarily illustrated for the robust problem. Changes regarding the non-robust
problem are straightforward and only a¤ect the matrices.
After implementing a simple rule the problem faces an additional constraint: the

policy function of the authority:

max
f!t+1g

E0

" 1X
t=0

�t (x0tQxt + 2x
0
tU

�u�t + u0tR
�ut)

#
(43)

subject to xt+1 = (A�B�F �)xt + C"t+1,

and ut = �Fsxt,

where F � =
�
Fs
F!

�
, U� =

�
U 0

�
, R� =

�
R 0k�n
0n�k ��In

�
, B� =

�
B C

�
, and

u�t =
�
u0t !0t+1

�0
.

As solving this problem would lead to in�nite loss for every degree of robustness,
another constraint is needed for deriving a plausible solution to this problem. With-
out allowing the authority to use a robust rule the evil agent could, for example,

61Like in the commitment case, we solve (40) subject to (38) for p (�) = 10% (robust) and � =1
(standard).
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choose an exponentially increasing or decreasing series f!t+1g - the policy maker
would be defenceless. This seems to be no plausible way for modelling fear about
misspeci�cation. The technical reason for this problem is due to the speci�cation of
the evil agent´s policy function. As long as the evil agent is allowed to use any rule
reacting to private sector expectations, he would strategically exploit these forward
looking expectations to derive in�nite loss. The solution is to constrain the evil
agent´s policy function so that it depends only on the predetermined variables of
the model: !t+1 = �F!x1t. Now the misspeci�cations are given exogenously and do
not depend on the formation of expectations.62

Putting both new constraints together the vector of controls is modi�ed to F � =�
Fs

F! 0n1�n2

�
and the solution to the problem is given by

u�t = �
�

Fs
F! 0n1�n2

�
xt. (44)

4.3 Criticism

With increasing popularity of Hansen-Sargent robust policies, more and more econo-
mists have started to criticize the methodology. For example, Svensson (2002b) ar-
gues that robust policies depend crucial on the choice of �; as in linear quadratic
problems the solution will always be on the boundary of the set of possible models.
In his opinion a robust planner could also be a fool, taking too much care about
implausible catastrophes, just by setting the value for � too low. It is truly right that
this is a weakness of the methodology, but with the use of detection error probabili-
ties the choice of � is not that arbitrary any more. Rather it is based on the idea to
take a set of models, that are not easy to distinguish by available data. As the policy
maker does not know the true data generating process, he chooses a probability of
making the wrong choice between the two models on the basis of in-sample �t, for
a sample of given size.63 Contrary to this, Svensson´s way of restricting the set of
possible parameter values appears to be more arbitrary.
Furthermore Svensson puts forward the argument that the boundary solution

is important, but all other solutions (that might be only a small epsilon away)
are not considered. This is of course true, as this is exactly the robust control
philosophy: minimize the worst case loss. So one has to consider the boundary
solution. Sims (2001) raises concerns over some other issues regarding a minimax
approach to model uncertainty. In his opinion minimax expected utility theory is
merely a way of constructing a prior someone has to consider when assessing actual
prior believes. He argues that it can be used at best as a shortcut when there is
not enough time to construct a prior in a more appropriate way. For example, he
believes that modelling a robust private sector and a robust central bank is not

62See Giordani and Söderlind (2004) for a more detailed discussion.
63See also Giordani and Söderlind (2004).
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appropriate, as this implies that central banks have the same sub-rational behavior
than private agents. He suggests modelling uncertainty only in the private sector,
whereas a Hansen-Sargent robust planner believes that the private sector and the
central bank should have the same model, the same loss function and the same degree
of fear about misspeci�cation.64 In short, his argument is that it would be better to
form prior distributions in a reasonably way, and that the methodology presented
here is only concerned about a very general and unspeci�c type of uncertainty. As
already mentioned above, this can be an advantage as well as a disadvantage: If a
policy maker is not able to express his beliefs, this approach seems plausible. And
of course, the results of this approach should be compared to results of more direct
approaches (when possible).
Sims also argues that most studies using Hansen-Sargent robustness deal with

uncertainty about relatively unimportant sources of model uncertainty. In his view
the uncertainty about actual values of coe¢ cients in log-linear approximations is not
the most important lack of knowledge. Rather, the question whether there is a long-
run trade-o¤ between in�ation and output, and the uncertainty about the danger
of de�ationary or in�ationary spirals, are much more important. As these aspects
of uncertainty are not included in Hansen-Sargent robust control applications, he
proposes not to label this as "model uncertainty" when one puts strong assumptions
on some important sources of uncertainty. He is de�nitely right when he says that
most studies using such an approach include a lot of critical assumptions. However,
(a) these assumptions normally stem from the underlying model and are not related
to the methodology, and (b) by keeping these assumptions in mind, one gains insights
into how uncertainty changes results, given these assumptions. Di¤erent models
lead to di¤erent results under uncertainty and should of course be compared to each
other. As long as a policy maker knows the weak points, this methodology helps
him in making a decision. With these criticisms in mind, Hansen-Sargent robustness
remains "(...) a tool for assessing uncertainty, not a replacement (...)"(Sims (2001),
p. 53).

4.4 Applications apart from the analysis of monetary policy

Before we discuss the consequences of a Hansen-Sargent robust central banker, we
believe that it is straightforward to show results from robust control applications in
other �elds of economic interest. For example, Hansen and Sargent (1999) use their
methodology in a forward-looking model of a monopoly (acting as a Stackelberg
leader) facing a competitive fringe in an industry producing a single nonstorable
homogenous good. When robustness is only assumed in one sector, pessimistic
forecasts about demand push �rms�output down and the robust sector produces
less, while the other produces more. However, when both sectors share the same

64This becomes somewhat di¤erent when we analyze simple rules, as uncertainty about the policy
disappears, when assuming the policymaker to use a predictable rule. See 3.5.3 for details.
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concern for robustness the monopolist produces enough more (as reaction to the
cautious production of the other sector) to overcompensate his own uncertainty,
and drives the price below the value of the non-robust case.
A number of papers analyzes market prices of risk under Hansen-Sargent ro-

bustness.65 These studies provide a solution to the "equity premium puzzle" as
robustness leads to increasing risk premia. Hansen, Sargent, and Tallerini (1999)
develop a robust decision and pricing theory that incorporate a market price for
Knightian model uncertainty. Therefore a multiplicative adjustment to a stochastic
discount factor, re�ecting a preference for robustness, is introduced. As a result
the premium for model uncertainty increases the conventional market price of risk.
Hansen, Sargent, andWang (2002) extend this analysis by assuming that the state of
the economy is partly unobservable, so that planner and agent have to use a Kalman
�lter to estimate the unobservables. Unfortunately, comparing the resulting market
price of risk with the one derived from a fully observable state does not suggest that
the introduction of unobservable parts of the economy raises the risk premium.
Cagetti, Hansen, Sargent, and Williams (2002) show how a Hansen-Sargent con-

cern for model misspeci�cation changes prices and quantities in a stochastic non-
linear growth model under uncertain growth. Investors make inferences about the
growth rate of the technology (modeled as a hidden Markov model) by observing
movements in the technology level without the possibility to distinguish between
infrequent large shocks and continuos small shocks hitting the growth rate. Prefer-
ences of investors are modeled using a penalty approach that penalizes departures
from a reference or approximating model. As a reaction to a concern for robustness
investors are more cautious and robustness enlarges the risk premium. This motive
can be o¤set by making investors discount the future more.

5 Uncertainty in closed economy models

"(...) uncertainty is not just a pervasive feature of the monetary pol-
icy landscape; it´s the de�ning characteristic of that landscape."
(Alan Greenspan in his Remarks at the Meeting of the American Eco-
nomic Association, 2004)

Following Alan Greenspan, an assessment of uncertainty is essential for the analy-
sis of monetary policy. Since uncertainty is not just "the de�ning characteristic of
the monetary policy landscape", but also a wide research �eld, and as this study
concentrates on model uncertainty, this section only presents a brief survey and in-
tegration into the "modeling model uncertainty"-literature. Seeing as doubts about
models have existed for as long as models themselves have, this is already a vast
research area.

65See Anderson, Hansen, and Sargent (2000), Anderson, Hansen, and Sargent (2003), Hansen,
Sargent, and Tallerini (1999), Chen and Epstein (2002), Hansen, Sargent, and Wang (2002), and
Cagetti, Hansen, Sargent, and Williams (2002).
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The two most in�uential economists have already been mentioned above: Fried-
man (1953) and Friedman (1961), who stress the uncertainty of the time structure in
economic models, and Brainard (1967), who argues that political interventions can
give rise to uncertainty about the impacts of monetary policy. Both conclude that
policy actions should be dealt with cautiously and not in a heavy handed manner.
Nowadays a vast amount of complicated and advanced methodologies have been de-
veloped and implemented to deal with the impact of di¤erent types of uncertainty
in macroeconomic models and their conclusions are diverse. One that can be drawn
from all these results is that various ways of modeling di¤erent types of uncertainty
can lead to quite di¤erent results.66

Most studies concerning model uncertainty use Bayesian approaches or robust
control techniques, that provide a robustness analysis with respect to a single ref-
erence model. However, some more recent studies evaluate monetary policy rules
across di¤erent models, often by mixing Bayesian with robust control approaches.
Figure 2 classi�es the bulk of this literature according to the approach, the model
type (forward-looking vs. backward-looking) and the kind of model uncertainty
(general vs. parametric uncertainty). As a detailed discussion of every study is
clearly impossible the following survey is limited to the main characteristics of the
most important ones.

5.1 Bayesian techniques

Studies using Bayesian techniques are all based on the principle of minimizing the
expected loss, given a prior probability of an uncertain part of the model. After
Brainard´s seminal work (based on multiplicatively added error terms), which leads
to "Brainard´s Conservatism Principle", other investigations also propose that a
more aggressive policy rule can be an appropriate reaction to uncertain parameters.
The analysis of Chow (1975), for example, show that one can say almost nothing
even qualitatively about the changes in the presence of uncertainty about several pa-
rameters, whereas Craine (1979) and Söderström (2002) both derive the result that
uncertainty in in�ation dynamics can lead to more aggressive policy rules. Craine
uses a simple dynamic random coe¢ cient model to demonstrate that if uncertainty
about policy impact is dominant, this results in a �xed money growth rate policy,
while the dominance of uncertainty over transition dynamics leads to very aggressive
countercyclical policy rules. Söderström models uncertainty by assuming coe¢ cients
that are subject to multiplicative random shocks and suggests that in the case of
uncertainty about the persistence of in�ation, it may be optimal to respond more ag-

66In contrast, studies of data uncertainty most often lead to clearly less aggressive rules: Aoki
(2003) and Rudebusch (2001) for example suggests reacting more defensively to �rst publications
of data as they are often revised. However, Wieland (1998) shows that monetary strategies under
an uncertain natural unemployment rate can also motivate an element of experimentation, so that
in the case of very high uncertainty and in�ation close to target, the authority responds more
aggressively.
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Table 1: Uncertainty in closed economy models

gressively to shocks to reduce uncertainty about future in�ation dynamics, whereas
uncertainty about other parameters makes policy rules more defensive. When the
impact of lagged in�ation is uncertain, the variance of future in�ation increases if a
central bank fails to stabilize current in�ation and a more aggressive policy reaction
reduces the impact of the coe¢ cient uncertainty on the unconditional variance of
in�ation.
The studies of Levin and Williams (2003a), Kurozumi (2003), Walsh (2004c), and

Kimura and Kurozumi (2007) use micro-founded models with a micro-founded loss
function and include uncertainty even in the social loss function. These studies also
conclude that uncertainty can lead to more aggressive rules. Kimura and Kurozumi
show in a hybrid New Keynesian framework that, particularly when uncertainty
about in�ation dynamics increases, the central bank should place more weight on
price stability and respond to shocks more aggressively. Aggressive policy rules as
a response to uncertain output dynamics are justi�ed by the positive correlation
between the policy multiplier and the transmission of natural interest rate shocks
as well as by the e¤ect of loss function uncertainty. Furthermore a more aggressive
policy response with a highly inert interest rate policy reduces Bayesian risk. Levin
and Williams use Bayesian and robust control methods to show that multiplicative
uncertainty about the elasticity of in�ation with respect to output leads to more
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aggressive rules when e¤ects on the objective function are taken into account. The
analysis of Walsh studies the costs of using a simple rule in face of uncertainty about
the degree of in�ation inertia and price stickiness. He suggests that the robust im-
plicit instrument rules derived by Giannoni and Woodford (2003b) and Giannoni
and Woodford (2003a) are in fact robust to uncertainty about in�ation inertia, but
not robust to a misspeci�cation in the degree of nominal price rigidity. Further-
more he shows that optimal �rst di¤erence rules (proposed by some studies using
an evaluation across di¤erent models) are robust to uncertainty about in�ation iner-
tia. For most combinations of actual and perceived structural in�ation persistence,
however, losses of using such rules instead of the optimal targeting rule exceed the
costs arising from parameter misspeci�cation.
So far all the aforementioned studies have been based on model theoretic analysis.

An empirical approach is taken by Onatski and Williams (2003), who use a Bayesian
model error modeling (MEM)-approach based on Ljung (1999). The idea is to esti-
mate a reference model, take the reference model´s errors, and try to �t them with a
general set of explanatory variables. Afterwards a set of uncertainty models is built
around the reference model, which is consistent with all regressions for the errors,
not rejected by formal statistical procedures. For this purpose they use frequency
domain methods, as well as Bayesian posterior distributions. This allows them to
analyze the performance of di¤erent Taylor-type rules for di¤erent types of uncer-
tainty, which they characterize in the following way: model uncertainty (uncertainty
about the parameters and the model speci�cations), shock uncertainty (uncertainty
about the serial correlation properties of the noise-processes), and data uncertainty
(uncertainty about the data generating process). The results suggest that real-time
data uncertainty is less dangerous as model uncertainty, and that the e¤ects of a
pure shock uncertainty are relatively mild. They also evaluate di¤erent robust mon-
etary policy rules, related to di¤erent types of model uncertainty, by calculating an
upper bound on the worst possible losses under these di¤erent uncertainty sources.
These evaluations lead one to conclude that the most dangerous part of model un-
certainty involves the e¤ect of the real interest rate on the output gap (the slope of
the IS-curve), while the least dangerous part is - contrary to the recent ECB studies
we will discuss shortly - the dynamics of in�ation. In the �eld of model uncertainty
all resulting policy rules are more aggressive than the rules ignoring uncertainty.

5.2 Evaluation across di¤erent models

Another branch of literature focusses on the performance of policy rules across dif-
ferent models to analyze the robustness of policy rules. Some of them achieve this by
using both Bayesian and robust control techniques, others by employing a decision
theoretic approach.67 The contribution of this strand of literature to the under-

67As our approach uses Baysian detection error probabilities as well as an investigation of dif-
ferent reference models - di¤ering in their degree of persistence - it shares an overlap with these
approaches. We will come back to this issue in 6.3.
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standing of policy rules in di¤erent models is important, but these papers are, in
fact, unable to compute one robust rule that performs well across all models. Most
of these studies suggest using a rule which includes a weight on the lagged interest
rate.
Following the arguments of McCallum (1988) and McCallum (1999) the studies

of Taylor (1999), Christiano and Gust (1999), Levin and Williams (2003b), Levin,
Wieland, and Williams (1999) and Levin, Wieland, and Williams (2003) analyze
the performance of optimal rules for one model when the true model is described
by a di¤erent model. Levin, Wieland and Williams conclude that �rst di¤erence
rules (those with a parameter on the lagged interest rate of one) perform well in
a wide range of models including current and lagged in�ation and show that fore-
cast based rules provide no substantial gains in stabilizing the performance of the
economy compared with purely outcome based ones. Furthermore longer horizon
rules perform badly and lead to multiple equilibria because of self-ful�lling expecta-
tions that are not related to fundamentals in �ve models that di¤er in output and
price dynamics. In a similar analysis Levin and Williams (2003b) suggest that rules
with a moderate parameter on lagged in�ation are good when an authority wants
to stabilize in�ation and output. However, there is no simple rule that performs
well across models for a regime solely targeting in�ation. They also show that rules
derived by robust control methods might perform very poorly in models di¤erent to
the reference model. In all of these studies non-nested models represent competing
perspectives about controversial issues like expectation formation or in�ation per-
sistence. Average loss functions are minimized across di¤erent models, which from a
Bayesian perspective is equivalent to assuming a policy maker with �at prior beliefs
about the extent to which each model provides an accurate description. As such a
policy maker is unable to express probability statements about the di¤erent models
he simply puts an equal weight on each model.
The ECB studies the behavior of monetary strategies under uncertainty in in�a-

tion and output gap persistence in a number of papers, which suggest that it pays
for a central bank to overestimate the in�ation persistence. Angeloni, Coenen, and
Smets (2003), for example, show in a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model
that uncertainty about in�ation persistence is a greater problem than uncertainty
about output persistence. They use an estimated Smets and Wouters (2003) euro
area model and conclude that it is better to proceed under the assumption of a
relatively high degree of in�ation persistence, as the costs of assuming a lower de-
gree of in�ation persistence than the one prevailing in reality are greater than the
costs of making the opposite mistake. Coenen (2007) con�rms this result in two
small-scale models using parameter estimates by Coenen and Wieland (2005). He
also concludes that policy makers, under uncertainty about the degree of in�ation
persistence, are well-advised to design rules under the assumption of a high de-
gree of in�ation persistence. His investigation follows partly Levin, Wieland, and
Williams (2003), who evaluate policy rules across di¤erent models, but as Coenen
only assumes uncertainty in the in�ation persistence, his analysis is restricted to
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two model speci�cations of one single reference model di¤ering in the underlying
staggered contracts speci�cation.
More recently, Brock, Durlauf, and West (2003) and Brock, Durlauf, and West

(2007) develop a decision theoretic approach by employing Bayesian model averag-
ing. In contrast to the three studies mentioned above, they do not put equal weights
on the di¤erent models but use posterior model probabilities that are derived by the
relative likelihoods of each model in an empirical analysis. The applications within
a class of hybrid and a class of backward-looking models suggest that the standard
Taylor rule performs quite well, but that rules with a weight on the lagged interest
rate perform better.

5.3 Some other approaches

Recently some completely new approaches providing robustness in economic mod-
els have been developed, which can neither be categorized in one of the previous
methodology classes nor in the class of robust control. For example, Giannoni and
Woodford (2003a) and Giannoni and Woodford (2003b) provide a general method
for deriving an optimal monetary policy rule in the case of a dynamic linear rational-
expectations model and a quadratic objective function. Their rule results in a deter-
minate equilibrium in which the responses to shocks are optimal. Furthermore their
"robust implicit instrument rules" are (i) independent of the speci�cation of the sto-
chastic disturbances, (ii) can be justi�ed from a "timeless perspective",68 and (iii)
can be represented by a generalized Taylor rule. A �rst application concludes that
optimal policy rules require history-dependence and do not place nearly as much
weight to future in�ation and output projections as the current practice of central
banks using in�ation-forecast targeting might suggest. Walsh (2004a) and Walsh
(2004b) show that these rules lead to exactly the same rules as the robust control
policies in a wide class of models, while the implied macroeconomic behavior di¤ers
because of di¤erent assumptions about the formation of expectations.
An even more recent developed methodology for the investigation of monetary

policy rules under uncertainty has been provided by Svensson and Williams (2005).
They extend the standard linear-quadratic framework to a Markov-jump linear-
quadratic system, where model uncertainty takes the form of di¤erent modes (or
regimes) for random transition matrices following a Markov process with constant
transition probability. These modes correspond to a �nite number of random coef-
�cient values that are independent of the conventional additive innovations. This
allows one to approximate very di¤erent kinds of uncertainty, as for example sim-
ple i.i.d. model deviations, serially correlated model deviations, estimable regime-
switching models, and so forth. They present examples of this method based on two
empirical models of the US economy, a backward- and a forward-looking one. They
estimate three-mode regime-switching models using Bayesian methods to locate the

68Commitment to such a rule does not imply time-inconsistent policy.
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maximum of the posterior distributions, and compare the results to the constant-
coe¢ cient versions. Their analysis suggests that model uncertainty clearly leads
to a change in the nature of monetary policy, and that the median instrument-rate
response under uncertainty is less aggressive. Unfortunately, they have not provided
a reasonable economic interpretation of the three regimes at the time of writing.

5.4 Robust control approaches

We now turn to studies using methods similar to those employed here.69 Robust
control techniques are based on minimizing the worst case loss for a given set of
models around a single reference model. Studies using these techniques can be
classi�ed according to the modelling of unstructured uncertainty (Sargent (1999),
Hansen and Sargent (1999)), structured non-parametric uncertainty (Stock (1999),
Onatski (2000a), Onatski (2000b), Tetlow and Von Zur Muehlen (2001), Onatski and
Stock (2002), Leitemo and Söderström (2004), Kilponen (2003), Kilponen (2004),
Kilponen and Leitemo (2006)), and parametric uncertainty (Giannoni (2001), Gian-
noni (2002), Kara (2002), Levin and Williams (2003a)). Unstructured uncertainty
is modelled by adding a shock term to the model equations to represent model
misspeci�cations. These misspeci�cations are limited by the statistical distance
between the approximating and the distorted model.70 Structured non-parametric
approaches modify this technique by imposing structures on the set of possible mod-
els and compute robust policy rules for the maximal size of uncertainty that still
leads to a determinate equilibrium and a stable model. Studies modelling parametric
uncertainty impose bounds on parameter values and compute rules that minimize
the maximum loss for all models with parameters inside this speci�ed range. Nearly
all studies using one of these techniques conclude that more aggressiveness is the
appropriate reaction to model uncertainty.
Early studies employing Hansen-Sargent robustness concepts are based on small

backward-looking models. For example Sargent (1999) investigates the open econ-
omy model of Ball (1998), whereas Stock (1999), and Onatski and Stock (2002)
analyze the closed economy of Rudebusch and Svensson (1998). The unstructured
approach of Sargent suggests using more aggressive rules for a plausible parame-
trization of the Ball-model. The more aggressive reaction is appropriate because
shocks become larger and serially correlated as uncertainty arises, so that a higher
aggressiveness is needed to dampen the e¤ects these shocks. The analysis of Stock,
and Onatski and Stock impose di¤erent structured model sets for mixed model and
shock uncertainty, as well as for pure model uncertainty. The key �ndings of their
studies are that (a) nearly all uncertainty sets lead to more aggressiveness and (b)
the more structure is placed on the perturbation sets, the less aggressive are the

69We will discuss the results from the most important studies in more detail when we compare
them with ours in 6.3.
70Details of this statistical distance have already been discussed in 4.1.4.
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rules. However, they also conclude that uncertainty in the lag structure of the
model can lead to a more defensive reaction to in�ation but a more aggressive one
with respect to the output-gap.
The last �nding is con�rmed by Giannoni (2001) and Giannoni (2002) who use

robust control to derive policy rules for the case of uncertainty of the parameters in a
standard New Keynesian model. His robust rules also include in general a stronger
response of the interest rate to �uctuations in in�ation and the output gap. In
Giannoni (2001) it is also shown that uncertainty may amplify the degree of super-
inertia in optimal rules (a coe¢ cient on the lagged interest rate greater than one). An
interesting equivalence result concerning expectation modelling is obtained by Kara
(2002), who shows that under parameter uncertainty robust control methods lead
to exactly the same rules, no matter if both the policy maker and the private sector
fear misspeci�cation, or only the private sector is modelled in a robust fashion.71

His results suggest that uncertainty about the slope of the Phillips curve leads to
less aggressive responses, whereas imperfect knowledge about the shock persistence
results in more aggressive rules.
The studies closest to our are those of Leitemo and Söderström (2004), Kilponen

(2003) and Kilponen (2004), who also employ robust control techniques to forward
looking New Keynesian frameworks.72 Kilponen (2003) argues that the higher ag-
gressiveness in robust policy rules calls for a more in�ation-averse policy maker. In
the application of Kilponen (2004) the partial information model of Svensson and
Woodford (2003) is chosen and only private expectations are modeled robust. His
results suggest that robust private agents should overestimate the persistence of ex-
ogenous shocks (shock uncertainty), but underestimate the policy response to the
output gap (policy uncertainty). The latter leads, together with imperfect measure-
ments, to larger and more persistent responses of private consumption to government
expenditure shocks (precautionary savings). More recently, Kilponen and Leitemo
(2006) argue that using the Friedman rule of increasing money supply can reduce
the costs of robustness.
Leitemo and Söderström (2004) analyze a small open economy version of the stan-

dard New Keynesian framework under structured uncertainty, namely uncertainty
for each of the three model equations separately. Depending on the type of shock
reduced form solutions of the robust optimal policy rules can be more aggressive
or more defensive in an open economy, whereas the results for a closed version of
their model suggest reacting more aggressively, regardless of the uncertainty source.
Unfortunately robustness can have serious consequences when more likely scenarios

71Notice that dynamics di¤er due to di¤erent private sector behavior.
72The modi�cation of the solution to a standard RE program to one that proposes robustness for

the case of an authority acting under commitment is originally due to Hansen and Sargent (1999)
and Hansen and Sargent (2003). More recently, Kasa (2002) builds an extension to a frequency
domain approach, and Giordani and Söderlind (2004) extend the solution principle to an authority
acting under discretion, and also provide a method for the evaluation of simple policy rules. See
4.2 for details.
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than the worst case appear to be the true speci�cation: Fear about misspeci�cation
in the Phillips curve or the exchange rate equation leads to an ine¢ ciently high
output variability, and robustness against misspeci�cation in the output equation
leads to a higher in�ation variability.
Contrary to all previous studies analyzing Hansen-Sargent robustness discussed

above, we use a hybrid New Keynesian closed economy to investigate how di¤erent
degrees of backward-looking behavior in the NKPC and the expectational IS-curve
change robust and non-robust results under the assumption of an unstructured un-
certainty set. We choose the unstructured approach to receive the most general
results possible when investigating the connection between robustness and di¤er-
ent degrees of persistence. Furthermore we build our model on a microeconomic
foundation that leads to persistence in in�ation and output gap dynamics, so that
di¤erences in optimal policy strategies can be attributed to the preferences of house-
holds and �rms. This illustrates the in�uence of private sector behavior on optimal
policy. Since optimal commitment solutions are very hard to achieve, and discre-
tionary solutions often lead to undesirable results, we also investigate the perfor-
mance of simple rules in a hybrid model under uncertainty, and calculate losses and
impulse-response functions for di¤erent generalized Taylor-type rules.

6 Robustness in a hybrid New Keynesian model

This section presents a hybrid version of a New Keynesian framework, including all
important features discussed above. We build on a DSGE model, based on opti-
mizing behavior of forward-looking households and �rms, combined with Calvo-type
price stickiness. In order to capture the in�ation and output persistence suggested
by most empirical studies,73 we allow a fraction of the price adjusting �rms to use the
recent history of the aggregate price index to set their prices, and assume a habit
formation in consumption. The following section presents the benchmark model,
before 6.2 calibrates it and shows robust and non-robust solutions in form of losses
and impulse response functions. Finally, 6.3 concludes and provides a comparison
with the existing literature.

6.1 The benchmark model

The New Keynesian framework is based on the assumptions of competitive goods
markets (drawn from Dixit and Stiglitz (1977)) and sticky prices (drawn from Calvo
(1983)). For a detailed model derivation see appendix A.3.

73See for example Roberts (2005), Fuhrer (1997), Sbordone (2002), Galí, Gertler, and Lopez-
Salido (2001), Rudebusch (2002) and Altissimo, Ehrmann, and Smets (2006).
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6.1.1 Households

Households supply labor (Lt), purchase consumption goods (Ct), and hold money
(Mt) and bonds (Bt). A representative household maximizes the expected sum of
its discounted utility with respect to its preferences:

max
fCt;Mt;Nt;Btg

Et

1X
i=0

�i

"
(Ct+i �HC;T )

1��

1� �
+

�1
1� b

�
Mt

Pt

�1�b
� �2

N1+�
t+i

1 + �

#
; (45)

where � represents the discount factor, b represent the risk aversion parameter (the
inverse of the intertemporal elasticities of substitution) of real money holding, and
HC;T = hCCt�1 represents the habit formation in consumption. The higher hc, the
more the households try to consume at least as much as in the last period. Therefore
hC is a measure of persistence in the habit formation. If hC = 0, � represent the
risk aversion parameter of consumption, for values di¤erent from zero � is merely an
index of the curvature of the utility function.74 The parameters �1 and �2 represent
weights, de�ning household preferences.
Firms are normalized to a continuum of measure one and produce di¤erentiated

products (cj). Under the assumption of monopolistic competition the composite
consumption good is given by

Ct =

�Z 1

0

c
��1
�

jt dj

� �
��1

; � > 1; (46)

where � represents the price elasticity of demand.75

Households choose the cost minimizing combination of individual goods to achieve
any given level C of the composite consumption good:

min
cjt

Z 1

0

pjtcjtdj (47)

subject to �Z 1

0

c
��1
�

jt dj

� �
��1

= Ct; (48)

where pj represents the price of the individual good cj. The �rst order condition for
good j implies

cjt =

�
pjt
Pt

���
Ct: (49)

where Pt �
hR 1
0
p1��jt dj

i 1
1��

represents the aggregated price index, de�ned as a gen-
eralized weighted mean of all prices. The price elasticity of demand for every good

74For convenience we refer to � simply as the risk aversion parameter of consumption or the
inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution.
75The composite consumption good is in fact the generalized mean of a continuos function

x(j) = cjt (representing the individual good of �rm j) weighted by the function h(x) = x
��1
� .
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cj is given by the same �. With increasing �, goods become closer substitutes, and
�rms loose market power. As a consequence, a change in the price of any individual
good has greater in�uence on demand due to substitution.
Given the cost minimizing combination of individual goods for a given level of the

composite consumption good, households now choose the utility maximizing levels
of consumption, labor supply, and real money and bond holdings. The decision
problem is given by (45) subject to household�s budget constraint (in real terms):

Ct +
Mt

Pt
+
Bt

Pt
=

�
Wt

Pt

�
Nt +

Mt�1

Pt
+ (1 + it�1)

Bt�1

Pt
+�t; (50)

which simply says that the sum of consumption, and real money and bond holdings
in period tmust equal the sum of the real wage bill (Wt represents the nominal wage)
and real �rm pro�ts (�t) in period t, and real money and bond holdings (including
interest payments (1 + it�1)) from period t� 1.76 The �rst order conditions of this
problem are given by (50) and the following three optimality conditions

(Ct � hCCt�1)
�� = � (1 + it)Et

��
Pt
Pt+1

�
(Ct+1 � hCCt)

��
�
; (51)

�1

�
Mt

Pt

��b
= (Ct � hCCt�1)

� it
1 + it

; (52)

�2N
�
t

(Ct � hCCt�1)
�� =

Wt

Pt
; (53)

which represent the Euler condition for the intertemporal allocation of consump-
tion, the intertemporal optimality condition setting the marginal rate of substitution
between money and habit adjusted consumption equal to the opportunity costs of
holding money (the interest rate), and the intertemporal optimality condition setting
the marginal rate of substitution between leisure and habit adjusted consumption
equal to the opportunity costs of "holding" leisure (the real wage).
The Euler equation implies a �at consumption path over time (consumption

smoothing). Due to (51) habit adjusted consumption in period t is chosen such
that it equals the discounted, and in�ation, interest earnings, and habit adjusted
consumption of period t + 1. The second condition represents the money market
equilibrium, with money demand depending directly on consumption rather than
income. According to this the demand for money balances depends positively on
consumption relative to habit and negatively on the nominal interest rate. By hold-
ing money the representative agent loses the opportunity to eliminate the costs of
in�ation (by earning interest payments), or the opportunity to receive utility from
immediate consumption, respectively. The third equation can be interpreted as a
labor-leisure trade-o¤ equation, requiring that in equilibrium the marginal utility
of a higher revenue from producing one extra unit of output equals the marginal
disutility of the work e¤ort needed.

76As the prices for the individual goods determine the aggregate price index, the composite
consumption good is already measured in real terms.
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6.1.2 Firms

The pro�t maximizing �rms face three constraints: The production function, the
demand curve and the price adjustment mechanism. Production is assumed to follow
a constant returns to scale production function which solely depends on labor input,
cjt = ZtNjt, E (Zt) = 1, where Zt is a stochastic zero mean aggregate productivity
disturbance. Every �rm j �rst chooses the cost minimizing labor demand subject
to the production function:77

min
fNjtg

�
Wt

Pt

�
Njt + 't (cjt � ZtNjt) : (54)

It follows directly that 't is equal to the �rm´s real marginal production costs. The
�rst order conditions implies that real marginal costs equal the real wage divided
by the marginal product of labor:

't =
Wt

Pt

Zt
: (55)

Regarding the price adjustment we assume a variant of Calvo�s price stickiness
due to Galí and Gertler (1999). Like in the original paper of Calvo (1983) a randomly
selected fraction of �rms (1� !) adjusts their price while the remaining fraction of
�rms ! does not adjust. Thus ! is a measure of the degree of nominal rigidity and
can be interpreted as the probability of a �rm not to adjust in period t. In addition
we assume that a fraction of (1� �) �rms behave in a forward-looking way (just
like in Calvo�s model) and the remaining fraction � use the recent history of the
aggregate price index when they set prices. According to this, � is a measure of the
degree of backwardness in price setting.
First consider the forward-looking fraction of �rms. Those �rms that adjust

their price at time t maximize the expected discounted value of current and future
pro�ts. Pro�ts at some future date t + s are a¤ected by the price decision at time
t if (and only if) the �rm does not receive another opportunity to adjust between t
and t+ s. As the probability for the event "no adjustment" is !, the probability for
"no adjustment between t and t + s" is !s and the maximization problem is given
by78

max
fpjtg

Et

1X
i=0

!i4i;t+i

��
pjt
Pt+i

�
cjt+i � 't+icjt+i

�
; (56)

where (since all variables are measured in real times) 4i;t+i represents the real
discount factor, which is determined by (51) to be

4i;t+i = Et

�
Pt+i
Pt

�
(1 + it)

i = �i
�
Ct+i � hCCt+i�1
Ct � hCCt�1

���
: (57)

77Since all �rms face same constraints, we assume that equilibrium wages for all �rms are the
same.
78P ("no adjustment in s periods")= P ("no adjustment in one period")s.
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All �rms are identical in the sense that they use the same technology and face the
same demand curve, but di¤er in current prices due to di¤erent adjustment dates.
Firms that adjust their price at date t all chose the same optimal price pflt (the
superscript fl simply clari�es that it is the optimal price of forward-looking �rms),
determined by the �rst order condition of (56):

 
pflt
Pt

!
= �

Et
P1

i=0 !
i�iCt+i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)

�� 't+i

�
Pt+i
Pt

��
Et
P1

i=0 !
i�iCt+i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)

��
�
Pt+i
Pt

���1 ; (58)

where we used (57) and � = �
��1 .

79 The aggregate price level is an average of the
price charged by the adjusters and the price charged by the nonadjusters.
As the adjusting �rms are randomly selected, the average price of the nonadjusters

equals the average price (of all �rms) at time t� 1. De�ning pnt as an index for the
prices newly set in period t, the law of large numbers determines the aggregate price
level to be

Pt =
h
!P 1��t�1 + (1� !) (pnt )

1��
i 1
1��

: (59)

The index for newly set prices is de�ned as the weighted average of the prices of the
forward-looking adjusters and the prices of the backward-looking adjusters:

pnt = (1� �) pflt + �pblt ; (60)

where pblt represents the optimal price of a backward-looking �rm adjusting the price
at time t. We assume that the pblt evolves according to the following equation:

pblt = pnt�1 + �t�1; (61)

�t � bpt � bpt�1 represents in�ation, de�ned as the di¤erence between the actual
percentage deviation of the price level from its steady state value (bpt) and its corre-
sponding lagged percentage deviation (bpt�1). A backward-looking �rm that adjusts
at time t simply corrects the average price of last period´s price adjustment for
in�ation. For this correction it uses last period´s in�ation to forecast future in�a-
tion. These assumptions ensure that the evolution of prices (i) converges to optimal
behavior (as long as in�ation is stationary), and (ii) implicitly incorporates future
information since pnt�1 is partly determined by forward-looking price setters.

80

6.1.3 Linear approximations

In the following we derive the key equations of the New Keynesian model by ap-
proximating the preceding equations in percentage deviations from �exible price

79Note, that for the derivation of (58) the fact is used, that as long as �rms do not adjust
pjt = pjt+i.
80See Galí and Gertler (1999) for a discussion.
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equilibrium.81 This has the advantage of "easier-to-handle" additive representations
and allows us to assume an equilibrium with zero values for in�ation, output and
the interest rate relative to their steady states, without concerning absolute steady
state values, and without any loss of generality. Henceforth a variable bv denotes the
percentage deviation of a variable V around its steady state and the superscript f
denotes the �exible-price steady state. The Euler equation implies an equilibrium
steady state interest rate i = 1��

�
.

The New Keynesian Phillips Curve In the special case when all �rms are
able to adjust (! = 0) (58) is reduced to the standard result of monopolistic com-
petition: every �rm sets its price equal to a markup � > 0 over nominal marginal
costs Pt't:  

pflt
Pt

!
= �'t; (62)

When prices are �exible, all �rms are able to adjust and all prices have to equal the
average price (p�t = Pt), and thus (62) gives ��1 = 't. Together with (55) and the
labor-leisure trade-o¤ equation (53) this leads to

Zt
�
=

�2N
�
t

(Ct � hCCt�1)
�� : (63)

Approximating (63) and the production function, under the market clearing as-
sumption that output equals consumption in equilibrium, allows us to derive an
expression for percentage deviations of output from �exible price equilibrium:

bxft = 1



h
(1 + �) bzt + �{bxft�1i ; (64)

where  � � + �
1�hC , { �

hC
1�hC , and x denotes output.

Approximating (58) around a zero average in�ation steady state gives

bpflt = (1� !�)
1X
i=0

!i�i
�
Etb't+i + Etbpt+i� ; (65)

which can be interpreted as follows: The optimal nominal relative price of the for-
ward looking price setters equals the expected discounted value of future nominal
marginal costs. Combining (65) with approximations of (59), (60) and (61) leads to
an expression for aggregate in�ation,

�t = (1� �) (1� !) (1� �!)�b't + � (!�Et�t+1 + ��t�1) ; (66)

where � = (! + � [1� ! (1� �)])�1. Equation (66) represents the supply side of
the economy and is often referred to as the hybrid version of the NKPC. In the

81Recall that equilibria of �exible and sticky price models are the same and only dynamics di¤er,
since �exible prices imply an immediate adjustment. Thus, we can use the assumption of �exible
prices, when we are to approximate around equilibrium. See also 3.1 and 3.2.
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border case of � = 1 the NKPC di¤ers from (66) since (65) disappears when there
are no forward-looking price setters. If all prices are adjusted in a backward-looking
manner the in�uence of marginal costs and expected in�ation vanishes and (66) is
reduced to �t = �t�1. As all price adjustments only correct for the last period´s
in�ation rate, price-changes are always of the same size. Therefore, no one takes
marginal costs into account when it comes to set the prices. This follows directly
from (60) and (61) by setting � = 1 : p�t = p�t�1 + �t�1.
Following (66) the measure of the degree of backwardness in price setting � also

represents a measure of the degree of persistence in in�ation dynamics. For an
increasing � the in�uence of the lagged in�ation rate rises, whereas for � = 0 we
derive a purely forward-looking variant of the NKPC. A rise in the degree of price
stickiness ! or in the discount factor � increases the relative importance of in�ation
expectations, simply since price adjustments become more rare, or the future is
discounted less, respectively.
In contrast to the conventional Phillips Curve (66) depends on real marginal costs

instead of the output gap. However, real marginal costs can be related to an output
gap measure, namely the gap between actual output and �exible-price equilibrium
output: yt � bxt � bxft : The di¤erence between this concept to the conventional one
is the following: The conventional output gap is output relative to its natural level,
which depends solely on productivity disturbances, and is often derived under the
assumption of wage rigidity, whereas the output gap used here depends on the utility
function of labor supplying households. Thus, it re�ects changes in equilibrium
employment after a On the contrary, the output gap measure used here represents
the di¤erence between output relative to its steady state level under price rigidity
(! > 0) and output relative to its �exible price steady state value (! = 0) and
re�ects only deviations from steady state, adjusted for particular movements in
equilibrium.82

With the help of (55), (62), (53), the production function and bxt = bct, real
marginal costs can be approximated by83

b't = yt � {�yt�1 (67)

Marginal costs are related to the real wage due to cost minimization of the �rms,
as illustrated in (55). As the real wage is in turn related to the labor supply de-
cision of the households via the labor-leisure trade-o¤ equation (53), labor supply

82For convenience we refer to yt simply as the output gap. See Walsh (2003) for a more detailed
discussion of the two gap-concepts.
83Note that the following approximation can only be derived under very restrictive assumptions.

First of all, in a single-country model consumption always equals output in equilibrium. For the
two-country analysis we have to drop this assumption. More important, the production function
solely depends on labor. Thus we deny any in�uences of capital accumulation. This is a standard
assumption for short-run analysis in monetary policy models (see Walsh (2003) for a discussion). In
a model with variable capital the relationship between output and marginal costs would no longer
be proprtionate. However, simulations suggest that the relation remains close to proportionate
and justify this assumption. See Galí and Gertler (1999) for a discussion.
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and consumption decisions depend on the real wage and in�uence marginal costs.
Since consumption equals production in equilibrium, and production solely depends
on labor, marginal costs and output have the equilibrium relationship shown by
(67). Output is only able to rise, when households work more. Just as households
su¤er opportunity costs in terms of foregone leisure, �rms have to pay more to
recruit enough workers, until the marginal rate of substitution between leisure and
habit adjusted consumption equals the opportunity costs of "holding" leisure. Thus,
real wages and marginal costs rise. In addition to the conventional New Keynesian
Framework, our hybrid model also includes lagged output, as household�s consump-
tion decisions include habit formation, and the relationship between marginal costs
and the consumption-leisure decision exhibits this persistence as well. Workers al-
ter their consumption behavior slowly, and thus demand changes slowly, and the
feedback on marginal costs also includes a lag.
Substituting (67) into (66) leads to

�t = � (yt � �{yt�1) + � (!�Et�t+1 + ��t�1) ; (68)

where � = (1� �) (1� !) (1� �!)�. The parameter � can be interpreted as follows:
It represents the impact of real marginal costs on in�ation and depends on the
structural parameters �, � and !. When the discount factor � rises a �rm gives
more weight to the future and therefore � declines, because current in�ation is
less sensitive to current, but more sensitive to future marginal costs. An increase
in nominal price rigidity also reduces the impact of current marginal costs, simply
because the �rms are able to adjust more frequently. The same is true for the degree
of backwardness in price setting: When the fraction of backward-looking �rms rises,
the forward-looking behavior becomes less important and, as a consequence, the
impact of current marginal costs decreases, since �rms adjust prices according to
"the rule of thumb" given by (61).
An increase in the fraction of backward-looking price-setters has several implica-

tion on the dynamics of the NKPC. The �rst concerns the impact of marginal costs
on in�ation, represented by �. As the central bank controls in�ation by in�uencing
demand via the real interest rate, and marginal costs depend on output via (67),
this is an important channel for the transmission of monetary policy. As we have
just discussed, � falls when � rises:

@�

@�
= � (1� !) (1� �!) < 0: (69)

Thus, the e¤ectiveness of monetary policy declines with a rising fraction of backward-
looking price-setters. The more �rms take last period�s in�ation to correct for ex-
pected future in�ation, and do not set prices equal to the expected discounted value
of future nominal marginal costs, the less e¤ective is the demand management of the
monetary authority. In the extreme case � = 1, �t = �t�1, monetary policy would
have no e¤ect, and every temporary change in in�ation would be permanent.
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Another e¤ect is the impact on the relative importance of expected and lagged
in�ation:

@!��

@�
= � !� [1� ! (1� �)]

(! + � [1� ! (1� �)])2
< 0 (70)

and
@��

@�
=

!

(! + � [1� ! (1� �)])2
> 0: (71)

According to (70) and (71) expectations lose relative importance in in�ation dy-
namics and deviations of in�ation from equilibrium are more persistent. Thus an
increase in the fraction of backward looking price-setters calls for stronger interest
rate reactions to control for in�ationary pressures when the policymaker acts under
commitment, since the possibility to in�uence expectations declines. Furthermore,
the persistence in in�ation dynamics tends to strengthen the return to steady state
when in�ation is out of equilibrium.
According to (68) an increase in hc has two e¤ects. Contrary to the persistence

in price-setting behavior, the in�uence of output on marginal costs increases with
hc:

@

@hC
=

�

(1� hC)
2 > 0 (72)

This e¤ect is due to the in�uence of consumption habits on the optimal labor-leisure
decision. The habit adjusted inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution of
consumption ( �

1�hC ) rises when last period�s consumption becomes more important
for the decision about the optimal amount of labor supply. Recall that a rise in
output can only be achieved by recruiting more worker, and, as a consequence,
by paying higher wages to increase the opportunity costs of holding leisure. This
increase in real wages has to be the higher, the more persistent the consumption
habits of the households are, since households base their decision partly on last
period�s consumption and change their labor supply slowly. If the consumption
behavior is persistent, any change in real wages in order to change labor supply needs
to be stronger. Thus, the in�uence of a change in consumption (and thus production
in equilibrium) on real wages and marginal costs increases also. Contrary to the
e¤ect described by (69) an increase in consumption habits improves the in�uence
of monetary policy, as the transmission channel in the NKPC via marginal costs
becomes more important.
As a second e¤ect of a rise in hc also lagged consumption comes into play:

@�{
@hC

=
�

(1� hC)
2 > 0: (73)

The higher consumption habits are, the more the change in consumption becomes
the relevant variable for deciding between consumption and leisure.84 A temporary
rise in Ct would provoke the households to claim for higher real wages, as they

84To clarify, see that in the extreme case of hc = 1 (53) is given by �N
�
t 4C�t = Wt

Pt
.
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would otherwise be willing to substitute work with leisure and abandon on some
consumption. Independent from the habit formation, any fall in consumption after-
wards makes households more willing to work and tends to lower real wages again,
but consumption habits imply a slower adjustment as the dynamics back to equi-
librium exhibit persistence as well. Therefore, the in�uence of deviations of Ct from
equilibrium on real wages, and thus marginal costs, become more persistent.

The hybrid IS curve Equation (68) is only one half of the key equations of a
New Keynesian model. The second half is a linearized version of (51)85

yt =

�
1

1 + hC

�
Etyt+1 +

�
hC

1 + hC

�
yt�1 � ��1

�
1� hC
1 + hC

�
(it � Et�t+1) : (74)

Equation (74) represents the demand side of the economy and is often referred to as
the expectational forward-looking IS curve. From (74) follows that hC , the measure of
the persistence in the habit formation, is also a measure of the degree of persistence
in the output gap dynamics. Moreover, for hC = 0 (74) is purely forward-looking.
Concerning the dynamics of (74) an increase in hC rises the relative importance

of yt�1 with respect to yt:

@
�

1
1+hC

�
@hc

= � 1

(1 + hC)
2 < 0;

@
�

hC
1+hC

�
@hc

=
1

(1 + hC)
2 > 0: (75)

This is due to the household�s optimal allocation of consumption over time. As
habit adjusted consumption in period t is chosen such that it equals the discounted,
and in�ation, interest earnings, and habit adjusted consumption of period t+ 1, an
increase in consumption habits implies that every change in consumption becomes
more persistent. Households base their decision partly on last period�s consumption
and do not prior smooth consumption over time, but rather habit adjusted con-
sumption. This has no in�uence on equilibrium outcomes, since consumption does
not change in the steady state, but any change of consumption, and thus output in
equilibrium, becomes more persistent.
A second e¤ect concerning the e¤ectiveness of monetary policy is the impact on

the in�uence of the real interest rate the decision of the households:

@
�
��1

�
1�hc
1+hc

��
@hc

= � 2��1

(1 + hc)
2 < 0: (76)

The habit adjusted inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution of consump-
tion ( �

1�hC ) increases and the opportunity costs of consumption (the real interest
rate) lose importance. Thus a higher hc calls for stronger interest rate reactions in
order to manage demand and control in�ation. Thus, consumption habits have two
opposing e¤ects. On the one hand, consumption habits increase the e¤ectiveness of

85For convenience we use it instead of bit.
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monetary policy by rising the in�uence of demand on marginal costs, as shown in
(69). On the other, they reduce the impact of changes in the interest rate, since the
opportunity costs of consumption become less important. In addition, the in�uence
of the real interest rate falls faster with rising hc:

@2
�
��1

�
1�hc
1+hc

��
@hc

=
4��1

(1 + hc)
3 > 0: (77)

6.1.4 State space representation

The model so far ignores any disturbances in the in�ation or output gap dynamics
other than the productivity disturbance. Walsh (2003), chapter 5.4, for example,
shows how including a taste shock in the utility function leads to a more general
disturbance term in the expectational IS-Equation. Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2001)
derive a a New Keynesian Phillips curve with in�ation shocks by adding a stochastic
wage markup that capture deviations between the marginal rate of substitution
between leisure and consumption and the real wage. For convenience and generality
we simply add two demand (eyt) and supply (e�t) shocks to study the dynamics of
the model. These are assumed to follow an AR(1)-process with orthogonal Gaussian
zero mean innovations:

yt =

�
1

1 + hC

�
(Etyt+1 + hCyt�1)� ��1

�
1� hC
1 + hC

�
(it � Et�t+1) + eyt; (78)

�t = � (yt � �{yt�1) + � (!�Et�t+1 + ��t�1) + e�t; (79)

eyt = �yeyt�1 + �yt ; �yt � N (0; �y) ; (80)

e�t = ��e�t�1 + ��t ; ��t � N (0; ��) : (81)

Combining these model equations in the appropriate state-space form leads to

A0

�
x1t+1
Etx2t+1

�
= A1

�
x1t
x2t

�
+B1it + C1"t+1; (82)

where A0, A1, B1 and C1 are matrices �lled with appropriate structural parameters,
x1t = (eyt ; e�t ; yt�1; �t�1; it�1)

0 is the vector of predetermined (backward looking)
variables with x10 given, x2t = (yt; �t)

0 is the vector of forward looking (jump) vari-
ables, and f"t+1 : t = 1; 2; :::g is a conditionally homoskedastic Gaussian martingale
di¤erences process, which satis�es Et ("t+1) = 0 and Et

�
"0t+1"t+1

�
= I.86 Solving

this for the state variables leads to the conventional representation of a transition
equation: �

x1t+1
Etx2t+1

�
= A

�
x1t
x2t

�
+Bit + C"t+1; (83)

where A = A�10 A1, B = A�10 B1 and C = A�10 C1. Since central banker�s opinions
about their optimal objective are diverse, we assume a very general quadratic loss

86To allow for interest rate smoothing and/or stabilization the lagged interest rate is included
into the vector of state variables.
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function including the possibility for interest rate smoothing and/or stabilization.
The corresponding minimization problem to (39) is given by

E0

1X
t=0

�t
�
�2t + �yy

2
t + �ii

2
t + �4i (it � it�1)

2� ; (84)

where �y; �i and �4i represent the weights regarding the policymaker�s preferences
for output gap and interest rate stabilization, and interest rate smoothing, respec-
tively. The planner�s reaction function it = �Fxt can be derived by minimizing (84)
subject to (83), where x10 is given. For deriving a robust solution the problem is
extended to a min-max standard RE problem of the form (40). The following sec-
tion shows the calibration and the results under commitment, discretion and simple
rules for the closed economy hybrid model.87

6.2 Calibration and results

parameter scenario

hc degree of persistence in habit formation 0 0.4 0 0.4 0.8

� degree of backwardness in price setting 0 0 0.4 0.4 0.8

! degree of nominal price rigidity 0.8598

� inv. of consumption elasticity 0.1571

� inv. of labor elasticity 0.824

� discount factor (quarterly periods) 0.99

�y; �� AR parameter of shocks 0.35

�y; �� standard deviation of shocks 1

Table 2: Calibration, single-country economy

The values for the model parameters for �ve di¤erent scenarios are summarized
in Table 2. All structural parameters are chosen so that the parameters in the
NKPC and the IS Curve for the purely forward-looking version of the model coin-
cide with the empirical results of Rotemberg and Woodford (1997), who estimate a
complete purely forward-looking New Keynesian Framework, including the loss and
the reaction function of the monetary authority, which provides a good description
of the macroeconomic behavior in the United States between 1979 and 1995. For
reasons of comparability we take the baseline value for the inverse of labor elastic-
ity of Giannoni (2002), who studies robust optimal Taylor rules in the Rotemberg
and Woodford (1997)-model. We focus on varying only hc and � to investigate
the in�uence of backward-looking behavior in the private sector separately. Since
the information about the real degree of persistence in consumption habits and the
degree of backward-looking �rms is rare, we simply experiment with the values to

87See 4.2 and A.2 for details of the solution algorithms.
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0:4 and 0:8 to study the qualitative in�uence of rising persistence. Thus, the re-
sults should be interpreted carefully, especially for the case of � = hc = 0:8, which
seems to be unrealistic high with respect to the corresponding �-value, representing
the in�uence of marginal costs on in�ation, and should thus be interpreted as an
experiment, done to clarify the qualitative e¤ects of a change in persistence.
The following sections show losses and impulse response functions under commit-

ment and discretion for di¤erent weights in the objective of the policymaker, inter
alia the estimated objective of Rotemberg and Woodford (1997), which is given
by (�y; �i; �4i) = (0:0483; 0:2364; 0). Losses are computed for the approximating
model using the optimal RE rule (lREa ) and the worst case model using the ro-
bust rule (lw). Additionally, we show losses for an authority and a private sector
with unfounded fear against misspeci�cation, using the robust rule although the
approximating model is the true one (lra), and there is no imaginary evil agent. A
comparison of lREa and lr illustrates how losses under uncertainty rise, whereas the
di¤erence between la and lra shows the disturbance caused by the suboptimal robust
rule. Robust solutions are computed for robustness parameters � that correspond
to detection error probabilities near 10% and near 35% in a sample of 150, using
Monte Carlo simulations.
For the following technical reason it is not possible to compute the solution for

an authority, using the approximating rule in the distorted model. In equilibrium
the dynamics of a solution to (39) are given by�

x1t+1
�2t+1

�
=M

�
x1t
�2t

�
+

�
C"t+1
0n2�1

�
, (85)

and 24 x2t
ut
�1t

35 = N

�
x1t
�2t

�
, (86)

where M and N are matrices, speci�ed in the appendix A.2, �it are Lagrangian
multipliers, and �20 = 0.88 The matrix M , which determines the dynamics of the
backward-looking variables, depends on the control variable ut, and thus on the re-
action functions of the central bank and the evil agent. Therefore, we can study the
dynamics of an authority who uses the robust policy in the approximating model
(simply by canceling the evil agent�s reaction function), but we are not able to simu-
late the approximating rule in the worst case model, as assuming the approximating
rule would alter the matrix M , and thus the dynamics of (85) are not those of the
worst case model any more. Note that when we talk about the robust policy in
the approximating model, this model uses the same policy function and expectation
formation as the worst case model, but simply sets the evil agent (!t+1) to zero.

88For the discretionary solution and the solution using simple rules, the Lagrangian multipliers
are zero for all t and the matrices are slightly di¤erent, but the following arguments remain valid
nevertheless. See appendix A.2 for details
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Therefore the approximating model uses not only the robust policy, but also robust
expectations. This can be interpreted as assuming that central bank and private
sector share the same reference model, the same loss function, and the same degree
of robustness.

6.2.1 Commitment

Table 3 gives results for di¤erent weights in the objective. Recall that for the non-
robust versions p (�) = 50%, what corresponds to � = 1.89 Unfortunately, we are
only able to �nd a determinate equilibrium under uncertainty for (�y; �i; �4i) =
(0; 0:3; 0:3) and (0; 0:6; 0), as for objectives including a preference for output gap
stabilization the problems show an in�nite number of stable solutions. Under inde-
terminacy every expected in�ation can be justi�ed.90

(�y; �i; �4i) (0; 0:3; 0) (0:0483; 0:2364; 0) (0:1; 0:5; 0)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 45 48,55 50;1 219 ind ind 239 ind ind

hc = 0:4; � = 0 47 45,49 43;1 220 ind ind 241 ind ind

� = 0:4; hc = 0 153 166,272 183;1 831 ind ind 977 ind ind

hc = � = 0:4 138 148,174 160;1 834 ind ind 982 ind ind

hc = � = 0:8 540 599,4158 689;1 6151 ind ind 8299 ind ind

(�y; �i; �4i) (0:5; 0; 0) (0; 0:6; 0) (0:5; 0; 0:3)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 249 ind ind 52 54,125 59,1 250 ind ind

hc = 0:4; � = 0 249 ind ind 49 51,66 54,1 250 ind ind

� = 0:4; hc = 0 920 ind ind 176 187,8618 212,1 879 ind ind

hc = � = 0:4 920 ind ind 157 166,578 183,1 876 ind ind

hc = � = 0:8 8265 ind ind 629 691,1117 811,1 4880 ind ind

For some scenarios the steady state of the model is indeterminate (ind).

Table 3: Losses under commitment, single-country economy

First of all, the non-robust results suggest that a preference for stabilizing output
seems to complicate the optimal reaction of a central banker and raises losses. This
is a plausible result, since a supply shock brings the monetary authority to raise
the interest rate to dampen in�ationary pressures, but also causes a fall in out-
put and thus raises losses, when the aim of the central bank is also to stabilize the

89When both models have the same probability to be rejected wrongly they coincide. See 4.1.4
for details.
90For a discussion of indeterminacy see Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (1999), Batini and Pearlman

(2002) and Batini, Levine, and Pearlman (2004).
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output gap. Furthermore, persistence in in�ation dynamics increases losses substan-
tially, whereas persistence in the output gap does not change outcomes considerably
or even decreases losses. This is due to the e¤ects described in 6.1.3. Whereas
the e¤ects of increasing consumption habits on the e¤ectiveness of monetary pol-
icy are twofold (see (72) and (76)), an increase in the fraction of backward-looking
price-setters clearly deteriorates the transmission of monetary policy. With increas-
ing persistence in price-setting behavior monetary policy looses e¤ectiveness in two
important channels: (i) expectations are less important, so that in�uencing expec-
tations is less e¤ective (this argument is also valid for an increase in consumption
habits), and (ii) deviations from �exible price output play a lower role in the Phillips
curve, as marginal costs are of less importance in price setting (here consumption
habits imply the opposite).
Regarding the robust solutions, table 3 clearly shows that losses under uncertainty

increase. Furthermore, the results suggest that under commitment the model is very
sensitive with respect to uncertainty. Using the robust rule in the approximating
model does not stabilize the problem for p (�) = 10% in the cases where we could
determine one single steady state. For p (�) = 35%, corresponding to a lower degree
of uncertainty, the losses in the case of an unfounded fear against misspeci�cation
already rise substantially, whereas using the robust rule in the worst case scenario
keeps the evil agent under control, and implies that losses are near the optimal RE
solution even for p (�) = 10%. Thus, a central banker acting under commitment is
confronted with a very di¢ cult decision, since he is faced with two options: The
�rst is to react on uncertainty and use a robust policy, risking an immense increase
in losses, when his fear is unfounded. The second is simply to ignore uncertainty,
even if a Hansen-Sargent robust policy provides a very good advise, when the worst
case scenario actually arrives.
If we are compare the in�uences of uncertainty with those of persistence in price-

setting or consumption habits, respectively, Table 2 suggests that already a small
degree of in�ation persistence increases losses more than the evil agent could, when
the policymaker uses a robust monetary strategy. This indicates that the choice of
the degree of backward-looking price-setting is more important for the conduct of
monetary policy than an appropriate degree of general model uncertainty.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the dynamics of the model for (�y;�i;�4i) = (0; 0:3; 0) af-

ter supply and demand innovations of size one for the standard RE solution (� =1)
and the robust policy for p (�) = 10%. Impulse responses show that uncertainty jus-
ti�es a stronger equilibrium interest rate for all scenarios and objectives. Note that
the evil agent starts distorting in the second period, so that the contemporaneous
response of the approximating and the worst case model are the same.
In the case of a supply shock the impulse is a rise in�ation, which provokes the

central banker to increase the nominal interest rate strong enough to cause a positive
real interest rate in order to reduce demand, and thus in�ationary pressures. The
fall in the output gap causes a period of disin�ation immediately, and in�ation
undershoots its equilibrium value for some periods. This is the reaction we already
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Figure 2: IRFs, commitment, p(theta) = 0.1 , supply innovation

discussed in 3.5.2. Under commitment the monetary authority chooses a path for
the output gap that keeps output below its potential value for some periods to lower
private sector expectations of future in�ation and improve the policy trade-o¤. Thus,
in�ation undershoots its equilibrium level before it returns to zero. Additionally, the
interest rate is adjusted gradually under commitment, because of its preference for
interest rate stabilization, and due to the in�uence on expectations. The gradual
response exploits private sector expectations as it signals that the central bank is
willing to �ght in�ation. As we will see in 6.2.2, for the discretionary solution this
gradual response vanishes even for an objective including a preference for interest
rate stabilization.
When comparing the optimal reactions of the purely forward-looking model with

those including persistence, the graphs con�rm the results of Table 2. Introducing
persistence in consumption habits seems not to change the degree of deviations
considerably, whereas persistence in price-setting clearly does. For hc = 0:4 reactions
simply include a more cyclical adjustment of the output gap, without altering any
other reaction in a noteworthy manner, except the interest rate. The introduction
of both consumption habits and backward-looking price-setting leads to stronger
reactions due to the loss in e¤ectiveness of monetary policy. Thus, the interest
rate responses in Figure 2 increase from the left to the right column. Furthermore,
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Figure 3: IRFs, commitment p(theta) = 0.1 , demand innovation

the case of a small persistence in price-setting behavior (� = 0:4) already con�rms
that deviations become much stronger for all variables. In the extreme case of
hc = � = 0:8 persistence leads to cyclical adjustment paths of in�ation and the
output gap, which seem to amplify each other, and are transmitted to the interest
rate as well.
Concerning the robust solutions all graphs justify stronger interest rate reactions

when the policymaker fears model misspeci�cation. Moreover, deviations from equi-
librium are stronger and more persistent for all variables. The imaginary evil agent,
re�ecting the policymaker�s fear about misspeci�cation, wreaks the most possible
havoc, given his budget constraint, by causing stronger and more persistent shock
impacts. As this represents the worst possible scenario for the monetary authority,
it is plausible to react to uncertainty with a more aggressive interest rate policy
in order to protect against this worst case. Since the e¤ectiveness of monetary
policy decreases with rising persistence, this e¤ect becomes even stronger when we
introduce consumption habits and backward-looking price-setting.
The last two rows in Figure 2 clarify the in�uence of the evil agent and the

model misspeci�cation that the policymaker fears most. In order to distort the
model as severely as possible, the malevolent player strengthens the downturn in the
supply shock which implies an undershooting of equilibrium. At the same time he
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generates a demand shock in the opposite direction to enlarge reactions of in�ation
and output, complicates the decision of the central banker, and introduces a cyclical
component. This cyclical component becomes bigger when persistence increases, as
the evil agent exploits the dynamics of in�ation and the output gap. The reactions
of supply and demand shocks represent the greatest possible deterioration the model
can exhibit, given the restriction of the distortion, and therefore re�ect the concern
of a policymaker who fears model misspeci�cation most where the disturbance is
the greatest.
Comparing the in�uence of uncertainty with the in�uence of persistence, the

graphs con�rm the result from Table 3, and also suggest that the degree of con-
sumption habits and backward-looking price-setting seems to in�uence outcomes
more than an appropriate degree of uncertainty. The responses also suggest that
persistence justi�es even stronger interest rate reactions than uncertainty. Thus,
uncertainty about the right degree of persistence (the right reference model) seems
to be more important than general model uncertainty, represented by the imaginary
evil agent.
In Figure 3 the responses after a demand innovation are illustrated. The primary

impulse is an increase in consumption, leading to an increase in in�ation as well.
The policymaker reacts with an increase in the interest rate to dampen in�ationary
pressures by reducing demand via a positive real interest rate. Similar to the supply
shock, an authority under commitment keeps output under potential for some peri-
ods to improve expectations, and output and in�ation undershoot their equilibrium
values before they return to zero.
In contrast to the supply innovation, an increase in persistence in price-setting

does not imply a more aggressive policy. Since the transmission of marginal costs
on in�ation decreases with � the increase in in�ation is smaller when more �rms
set prices in a backward-looking manner and do not care about today�s and future
marginal costs. This clearly decreases the e¤ectiveness of the central banker, but
as the primary e¤ect on in�ation becomes smaller, it calls for a more defensive
policy reaction. Due to the same arguments, the opposite is true for consumption
habits. Since an increase in consumption habits increases the primary transmission
on in�ation and deteriorates the e¤ectiveness of monetary policy (as the opportunity
costs of consumption are of less importance in household decisions) the optimal
policy has to be more aggressive. In addition, as the importance of expectations falls,
which tends to complicate optimal reactions for a central bank under commitment,
in�ation and consumption dynamics become more persistent, and for high values of
hc and � persistence leads to cyclical adjustments of in�ation and the output gap
which are transmitted to the interest rate as well. Nevertheless, the reactions after
a demand innovation for hc = � = 0:8 are still of less strength than the reactions
after a supply shock for hc = � = 0. This indicates that reactions after demand
disturbances should in general be more defensive than after supply innovations of
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Figure 4: IRFs, commitment, p(theta) = 0.35, supply innovation

the same size.91

The robust solutions validate the hypothesis that a robust policymaker should
react more aggressively. The greatest fear of the policymaker is represented by a
cyclical supply shock that contradicts the response of the policymaker and compli-
cates the decision of the monetary authority. The evil agent causes stronger and
more persistent reactions of all variables, and the central banker is well advised to
implement a more aggressive interest rate policy to deal with this problem. In addi-
tion, the cyclical behavior of the induced supply shock leads to cyclical adjustment
paths even for hc = � = 0. As in the case of a supply innovation, the last two rows
of Figure 3 can be interpreted as the greatest possible havoc an imaginary evil agent
can do, and thus re�ect the concerns about model misspeci�cation.
Analogous to the result of the supply innovation, when comparing the in�uence

of uncertainty with the in�uence of persistence, the degree of persistence in con-
sumption habits and price-setting behavior seem to have a greater impact than an
appropriate degree of model uncertainty, given a reference model with a particular
degree of persistence.

91Note that the e¤ect of a demand innovation is less damaging than a supply innovation of same
size, as the primary impulse of risen demand can be damped directly in the IS curve by increasing
the real interest rate, so that the e¤ect on in�ation is much smaller.
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Figure 5: IRFs, commitment, p(theta) = 0.35, demand innovation

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate responses on supply and demand shocks under commit-
ment for the case of p (�) = 35%, and the dynamics of an unfounded fear against
misspeci�cation by showing the response of the robust rule in the approximating
model. Recall that the RE and the approximating solution share the same dynam-
ics for the predetermined variables (the same approximating model), but the latter
uses robust expectations and a robust policy rule. Central bank and private sector
share the same reference model, the same loss function, and the same degree of
robustness.
The reactions of the standard RE solution and the robust solution in the worst

case model are the same as before, except that robust reactions are of less strength
due to the lower degree of uncertainty. However, the reactions of the robust solution
in the approximating model show a highly undesirable cyclical adjustment of the
interest rate and the output gap, which seems to become even stronger and more
persistent when the fraction of backward-looking price-setters increases, whereas an
increase in consumption habits tends to decrease the variability. The last result
is due to the increase in the transmission of output deviations on in�ation. As
the monetary policy becomes more e¤ective, when the in�uence of consumption on
real wages and marginal costs increases, the robust policy does not need to be as
aggressive as for an increase in backward-looking price-setting. Therefore, the robust
policy does not lead to that strong changes in the interest rate when the evil agent
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is absent. All graphs con�rm the results from table 3 and underline the di¢ culty
to choose an optimal interest rate reaction under commitment, since the case of
unfounded fear of the central banker and the private sector leads to disastrous
results, even for a small amount of uncertainty (p (�) = 35%). With respect to
uncertainty, these results suggest that a monetary policy under commitment seems
to be on the razor�s edge.

6.2.2 Discretion

In Table 4 losses are given for a central banker, who reoptimizes every period.
As the policymaker is unable to in�uence expectations, losses rise compared to
those of the commitment case for all scenarios and objectives. Similar to Table
3 consumption habits do not rise losses substantially, and even imply a decline
for (�y; �i; �4i) = (0; 0:3; 0) and (0; 0:6; 0). In contrast, a rise in the fraction of
backward-looking price adjusters leads to an immense increase in losses. This is due
to the same e¤ects on the e¤ectiveness of monetary policy as described above.

(�y; �i; �4i) (0; 0:3; 0) (0:0483; 0:2364; 0)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 255 305,317 491,566 270 315,327 410,452

hc = 0:4; � = 0 190 209,216 260,290 271 316,328 400,437

� = 0:4; hc = 0 1302 2045,2095 5541,5471 1107 1495,1520 2596,2715

hc = � = 0:4 758 879,889 1154,1196 1114 1510,1536 2508,2598

hc = � = 0:8 2827 3151,3100 3880,3653 16187 26819,26300 42490,27327

(�y; �i; �4i) (0:1; 0:5; 0) (0:5; 0; 0)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 282 333,348 504,586 263 304,315 447,508

hc = 0:4; � = 0 283 335,350 523,612 263 305,316 448,509

� = 0:4; hc = 0 1266 1778,1819 2890,3007 985 1321,1337 2079,2110

hc = � = 0:4 1271 1756,1795 4856,5590 985 1322,1338 1998,2008

hc = � = 0:8 24229 28158,25912 42714,32509 10830 24370,23520 42173,29152

(�y; �i; �4i) (0; 0:6; 0) (0:5; 0; 0:3)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 294 364,381 544,621 268 301,315 404,474

hc = 0:4; � = 0 252 293,306 428,499 268 302,315 404,474

� = 0:4; hc = 0 2215 5727,5876 12358,10028 924 1137,1161 1976,2139

hc = � = 0:4 1360 1720,1759 2608,2810 921 1134,1158 1986,2144

hc = � = 0:8 5529 6127,6018 15437,10961 5307 8912,7437 12158,8598

Table 4: Losses under discretion, single-country economy
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Figure 6: IRFs, discretion, p(theta) = 0.1, supply innovation

However, it seems to be easier for a discretionary central banker to handle uncer-
tainty, since robust losses are near the optimal RE solution, and using the robust
rule in the approximating model still stabilizes the economy. In fact, losses under
unfounded fear are near the robust solution in the worst case model. Thus, un-
der discretion a policymaker is well advised to use Hansen-Sargent robust policies.
Additionally, the problem of indeterminacy vanishes under discretion.
Figures 6 and 7 show the impulse responses of the standard RE solution(� =1),

as well as for the robust solution in the worst case scenario, and the robust solution in
the approximating model for p (�) = 10%. All graphs show that also a discretionary
policymaker is well-advised to react to uncertainty with a more aggressive policy.
Furthermore, the dynamics of the model under discretion clearly show the stabi-

lization bias due to the inability to manage expectations, which we already discussed
in 3.5.2. A discretionary policymaker adjusts the interest rate to o¤set shock im-
pacts immediately, which can only be achieved at very high costs in terms of strong
deviations from equilibrium of in�ation, the output gap and the interest rate. Fur-
thermore, the interest rate is not adjusted gradually, but is risen very sharply at the
beginning, even though the authority has a preference for interest rate stabilization.
For a discretionary policymaker a gradual interest rate adjustment brings no advan-
tages, as he could not improve private sector expectations. Thus, also the cyclical
responses of the commitment case for hc = � = 0:4 vanishes.
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The reactions with respect to a supply innovation show similar dynamics as for
the commitment solution for all scenarios, except for the case of � = 0:4. Here the
primary increase in in�ation is accompanied by an increase in output, as the interest
rate has not risen sharply enough to generate a positive real interest rate. Since for
� = 0:4, but hc = 0, the transmission from marginal costs to in�ation is very weak,
this seems to be a plausible result. As the real interest rate becomes positive, output
and in�ation slowly return to their steady states. Similar to the observations in the
case of commitment, the introduction of both, consumption habits and backward-
looking price-setting, leads to a more aggressive monetary policy. Moreover, the
responses of in�ation increase with � and decrease with hc, due to the in�uence on
the transmission of demand on in�ation.
The robust reactions in the worst case model illustrate again that uncertainty

leads to stronger and more persistent shock impacts and justi�es stronger and more
persistent interest rate reactions. In addition, for the dynamics of the robust rule in
the approximating model, the graphs con�rm the suggestion from Table 3: Under
discretion the case of unfounded fear lies not far away from the worst case solution.
As the initial impact is the same, since both models share the same dynamics of the
backward-looking variables, the reactions illustrate that an unfounded fear would
lead to stronger and more persistent reactions of the interest rate compared to the
RE solution, but they also illustrate how in the absence of an evil agent all variables
react with less strength than in the robust solution under the worst case. For the
policymaker under commitment, the ability to manage expectations makes decisions
under uncertainty more complicated, since in the case of unfounded fear the private
sector builds robust expectations about shock impacts that are too strong for the
approximating model, and thus lead to the undesirable result of a highly variable
interest rate and output gap. This becomes especially clear by taking a look at the
impulse responses of supply and demand shocks, which clearly show that the cyclical
dynamics vanish under discretion, as monetary policy does not keep output under
potential for some periods to improve expectations, and thus the malevolent player is
unable to exploit the undershooting of output and in�ation by generating a cyclical
demand disturbance to contradict monetary policy. As under commitment neither
the policymaker nor the evil agent are able to in�uence expectations, the authority
earns higher losses than in the commitment case, but also less disturbances due to
model misspeci�cation. In the absence of undershooting in�ation and output, the
greatest fear about model misspeci�cation of the monetary authority is no longer
represented by a cyclical demand shock. Again, this illustrates that achieving a
robust commitment solution is highly improbable and in fact a monetary policy on
the razor�s edge.
The dynamics of the model after a demand innovation are given in Figure 7. They

show similar primary reactions as in the commitment case, except for the size. Like
in the commitment solution, rising persistence in price-setting does not imply more
aggressive policies, whereas rising consumption habits do, due to the same e¤ects on
the marginal costs transmission channel mentioned above. Furthermore, all scenar-
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Figure 7: IRFs, discretion, p(theta) = 0.1, demand innovation

ios and objectives illustrate that robust policies are more aggressive and persistent.
However, using the robust policy in the approximating model does not lead to un-
desirable reactions of the interest rate and the output gap under discretion, since
robust expectations are una¤ected and thus private sector and central banker do
not overestimate the shocks in such a strong way, that the implied response of the
interest rate, in�ation, and the output gap are not to handle for the approximating
model. Similar to the reaction after a supply innovation, the discretionary poli-
cymaker does not keep output under potential to improve expectations any more,
and thus his fear about model misspeci�cation is not described by cyclical distur-
bances, but by a positive supply shock that contradicts his aim to stabilize in�ation
by increasing the real interest rate, and forces the policymaker to react more ag-
gressively. However, with respect to the comparison of uncertainty and persistence
both Figures validate again that the degree of persistence in consumption habits
and price-setting seems to be more important than the general model uncertainty,
described by Hansen-Sargent robustness.

6.2.3 Simple rules

Since Taylor (1993) shows that his hypothetical policy rule approximates the be-
havior of the Federal Reserve during the 1990s quite well, simple rules have received
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(g�; gy; gi) (8:294; 0:5; 0) (2:217; 0:5; 0)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 1215 1325,1402 1568,2063 335 372,408 ind

hc = 0:4; � = 0 1160 1271,1351 1518,2048 332 376,426 ind

� = 0:4; hc = 0 4239 4609,4917 5553,8097 1201 1355,1578 ind

hc = � = 0:4 4099 4514,4921 5390,7852 1201 1390,1748 ind

hc = � = 0:8 21819 25641,29381 30577,56971 8214 ind ind

(g�; gy; gi) (1:5; 0:5; 0) (4:5; 1:5; 0)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 288 ind ind 312 348,383 ind

hc = 0:4; � = 0 288 ind ind 317 356,401 ind

� = 0:4; hc = 0 1082 ind ind 1165 1327,1577 ind

hc = � = 0:4 1086 ind ind 1181 1376,1764 ind

hc = � = 0:8 9217 ind ind 8378 ind ind

(g�; gy; gi) (8:294; 0:5; 0:5) (4:5; 1:5; 1:5)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 1228 1342,1419 1602,2067 314 350,397 ind

hc = 0:4; � = 0 1192 1297,1368 1552,2029 320 360,412 ind

� = 0:4; hc = 0 4410 4791,5084 5937,8520 1189 1378,1733 ind

hc = � = 0:4 4351 4794,5172 5821,8248 1217 1415,1820 ind

hc = � = 0:8 23716 27638,31606 33586,63911 8357 ind ind

For some scenarios the steady state of the model is indeterminate (ind).

Table 5: Losses using simple rules, single-country economy

more and more popularity among academic researchers as well as policymaker. The
pros and cons of a rule-solution are already summarized in 3.5.3. No matter whose
arguments are more convincing, studying simple rules in the context of Hansen-
Sargent robust policies represents an interesting deviation of the private sector from
the RE hypothesis. As soon as one assumes that a policymaker commits to a rule,
he is no longer involved in any decision, and all di¤erences between the optimal RE
and the robust solution must be due to private sector expectations.
Table 5 shows losses for six di¤erent simple rules of the form it = g��t+gyyt+giit�1

for the policy objective estimated by Rotemberg andWoodford (1997): (�y;�i;�4i) =
(0:0483; 0:2364; 0). Among other hypothetical policy rules, we also investigate the
consequences of uncertainty for the famous Taylor-rule, (g�; gy; gi) = (1:5; 0:5; 0),
and the optimal rules of Giannoni (2002), who studies Hansen-Sargent robustness
in a forward-looking variant of our model under the same parameterization. For the
case of parameter uncertainty and a shock process on the equilibrium interest rate,
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he derives an approximating, (2:217; 0:5; 0), and a robust Taylor rule, (8:294; 0:5; 0).
We compute losses for the optimal RE solution (la), the robust solution under the

worst case scenario (lr, private expectations are robust), and for the approximating
model, using robust expectations(lra). Recall that for the last case, the dynamics of
the forward looking variables and the interest rate are the same and given by (85)
and (44). The only di¤erence to the robust solution under the worst case scenario
is that we cancel !t+1 and F!. Thus, the private sector builds (unfounded) robust
expectations, even though the evil agent is absent.
There are several similarities between the results under simple rules, and that for

a policymaker, who commits credibly to the optimal interest rate trajectory. Simi-
lar to the commitment case, under uncertainty the problem becomes indeterminate
for some objectives. Furthermore, the table provides that the degree of backward-
looking price setters seems to cause higher problems than the degree of consumption
habits, and that these measures of persistence can be more important than the poli-
cymaker�s fear about a general model misspeci�cation. The results also suggest that
the authority has to decide between the two options, that we already described for
the commitment case: He can implement a very aggressive policy rule that handles
uncertainty quite well, but leads to very high losses in the case of no uncertainty, or
he ignores uncertainty and uses a more defensive rule (like the Taylor-rule), which
leads to lower losses if the approximating model is the true one, but could imply
disastrous results under uncertainty. For example, the optimal robust rule of Gian-
noni (2002) implies only very small increases in losses under uncertainty, but already
implies very high losses for the case of no uncertainty.
When we are to compare the results under simple rules with those under discre-

tion, respectively, for the case of (�y;�i;�4i) = (0:0483; 0:2364; 0), there is no dis-
tinct, scenario-indepent regularity. For the case of a purely forward-looking model
the Taylor-rule, which is the one leading to the lowest losses for the case without
uncertainty, performs worse than the optimal discretionary policy. Contrary to this,
the introduction of a small persistence in consumption habits or price-setting be-
havior, respectively, yields the polar opposite of this outcome. For hc = � = 0:8 the
simple Taylor rule implies much smaller losses than the optimal discretionary solu-
tion, and is near the optimal, but highly improbable solution under commitment.
For the highly backward-looking scenario this result stays valid for all rules, except
for the highly aggressive ones, (8:294; 0:5; 0) and (8:294; 0:5; 0:5). This suggests that
using a moderately more aggressive simple policy rule, like (4:5; 1:5; 0), might be
good guidance for a monetary policymaker.
In Figures 8 and 9 the dynamics of the model for the optimal robust rule of

Giannoni (2002), (8:294; 0:5; 0) are given. Again we show impulse responses for the
the standard RE solution (� =1), as well as for the robust solution in the worst
case scenario, and the robust solution in the approximating model for p (�) = 10%.
The dynamics after a supply innovation in Figure 8 are very similar to the impulse

responses under discretion. The central bank raises the interest rate to generate a
positive real interest rate in order to dampen in�ationary pressures. This causes
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Figure 8: IRFs, simple rules, p(theta) = 0.1, supply innovation

a downturn in output which brings in�ation back to equilibrium. With falling in-
�ation, the interest rate is reduced very fast, the real interest rate declines, and
all variables return to their equilibrium. As in the case of commitment or discre-
tion, respectively, the degree of persistence in price-setting behavior causes stronger
deviations of in�ation from equilibrium, whereas a higher degree of consumption
habits causes the opposite. Furthermore, the loss in e¤ectiveness calls for stronger
responses with respect to both types of persistence. Due to the fact that we assume
no reaction parameter on the lagged interest rate, the interest rate is not adjusted
gradually, but is risen sharply at the beginning of the shock.
Regarding the robust solutions the graphs con�rm our previous results from the

discretionary case as well as the results from Table 5. The central banker reacts
on uncertainty with stronger and more persistent interest rate responses as he fears
stronger and more persistent shock impacts. In particular, for the extreme case of
hc = � = 0:8, the dynamics show very strong and long-lasting deviations under
uncertainty, suggesting that for a very high persistence uncertainty becomes more
di¢ cult to handle, as deviations of in�ation and output from equilibrium become
more persistent. Furthermore, it seems that unfounded robust expectations in a
model without evil agent do not lead to such catastrophic outcomes as shown in
the commitment case. This suggests that using a simple rule might be the silver
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Figure 9: IRFs, simple rules, p(theta) = 0.1, demand innovation

bullet that can handle an appropriate amount of uncertainty and, on the other
hand, does not cause too much trouble when the fear about model misspeci�cation
is unfounded. Of course, one should keep in mind that the rule of Figure 8 is very
aggressive and leads to very high losses compared to a more defensive rules for the
case of no uncertainty. In addition, the graphs illustrate again that the choice of the
right degree of persistence in price-setting behavior for the reference model can be
more important than an appropriate amount of general model uncertainty.
For the case of a demand shock impulse responses are shown in Figure 9 and once

again con�rm all of our previous results. First of all, an increase in persistence in
price-setting does not imply a more aggressive policy, whereas a higher degree of per-
sistence in consumption habits does. Furthermore, reactions under uncertainty are
more aggressive, and unfounded robust expectations of the private sector (without
evil agent) lead to outcomes near the optimal worst case reaction. Concerning the
comparison of uncertainty and persistence, the graphs also suggest, that the choice
of the right reference model - the choice of hc and � - can be more problematic than
a general model uncertainty.
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6.3 Discussion and comparison with related literature

This section summarizes the results of the preceding sections, compares them with
the existing literature, and draws conclusions for a single-country economy. First
of all, persistence in price-setting decreases the transmission of monetary policy
from the IS curve to the NKPC, whereas persistence in consumption habits does
the opposite. Thus the reactions on rising degrees of persistence after demand
and supply innovations di¤er. After a demand innovation, an increase in hc calls for
higher interest rates, since the transmission of the primary impulse (a rise in output)
becomes stronger, and the interest rate loses e¤ectiveness, whereas the opposite is
true for an increase in � , as the primary impulse is transmitted less. Considering
a supply innovation, the interest rate response becomes more aggressive when both
types of persistence increase, as the primary impulse is already a rise in in�ation.
Here, the negative impact on the e¤ectiveness of monetary policy due to consumption
habits in the IS curve dominate the increase in the transmission of output gap
deviations on in�ation. Furthermore, an increase in the fraction of backward-looking
price adjusters leads to higher interest rates due to the loss in transmission in the
NKPC. However, the losses for all scenarios, objectives, and monetary strategies
show that an increase in persistence of price-setting behavior causes much more
damage than an increase in consumption habits. Impulse responses show that this
due to the fact that demand innovations are less damaging, since the rise in output
can directly be dampened via the real interest rate in the IS curve, and thus the
transmission on in�ation is already much smaller. Leitemo and Söderström (2004)
bring forward a similar argument, as they show that in the case of uncertainty solely
about the output gap equation, the higher interest rate response of the central bank
directly o¤sets any misspeci�cation - a result we will discuss in more detail later.
The analysis of model uncertainty by employing robust control techniques clearly

provides for the use of more aggressive policy rules in the case of an unstructured
model uncertainty. However, the results also suggest that when the central bank
uses the robust policy and the private sector builds robust expectations in the ap-
proximating model, which is the most likely outcome, this can lead to disastrous
results and in�nite losses, especially in the case of commitment. Therefore, with
respect to uncertainty, a commitment solution seems to be a monetary policy on the
razor�s edge. As the commitment to optimal interest rate dynamics is unlikely, since
a monetary authority needs to be highly credible (see for example Walsh (2003) and
Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (1999) for a discussion), the results concerning uncer-
tainty suggest that optimal commitment solutions should be seen as a theoretical
benchmark for optimal monetary policy that one can not, and should not, implement
in reality. Nevertheless, the dynamics under commitment, as well as the comparison
with the discretionary solutions and the solutions using simple rules are interesting
for academics and practitioners.
Similar to the results under commitment, the analysis of discretion and simple

rules also shows that using robust policies in the approximating model can lead
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to undesirably high losses, suggesting that the monetary authority has to decide
whether he wants to re�ect his concerns about misspeci�cation and use a more ag-
gressive policy that works well in the worst case, but might lead to a very strong
increase in losses when the more likely approximating model is the true one, or
ignores his concerns and uses a standard policy which handles the approximating
model very well, but could lead to in�nite losses under uncertainty. A robust pol-
icymaker should bear in mind that a good performance in the worst case can only
be achieved at the cost of average performance. Thus, the silver bullet could be to
use a moderately more aggressive policy. As using simple rules implies losses near
the optimal commitment solution, a moderately more aggressive Taylor rule could
work as a benchmark and reduce the uncertainty of the private sector.

Comparison with the robust control literature Our results are con�rmed
by a vast amount of studies on uncertainty in monetary policy. We will only discuss
the most important ones, beginning with robust control approaches similar to the
ones that we employ. As we already discussed in 5.4, early studies using robust
control techniques investigate the consequences of a preference for Hansen-Sargent
robustness in backward-looking economies, like the closed economy of Rudebusch
and Svensson (1998) or the open economy of Ball (1998). Since our analysis is fo-
cussed on a forward-looking closed New Keynesian economy, we skip these studies
and turn to more recent investigations of model uncertainty, that are a better com-
parison with ours. However, all studies which employ an unstructured approach in a
backward-looking model con�rm that uncertainty leads to more aggressive policies.92

Robust control applications to purely forward-looking closed economies can be
found in Giannoni (2001), Giannoni (2002), Kara (2002), Giordani and Söderlind
(2004), Kilponen (2004), Kilponen and Leitemo (2006) and Leitemo and Söder-
ström (2004). The studies of Gianonni both concentrate on simple Taylor rules
and a structured approach of parameter uncertainty and also conclude that policy
rules under uncertainty have to be more aggressive for all parameters. Contrary to
this, Kara suggests that uncertainty about the slope of the NKPC can lead to more
defensive reactions, whereas uncertainty about shock persistence leads to more ag-
gressive rules. His study di¤ers from those of Gianonni as he derives optimal linear
robust targeting rules in the spirit of Svensson (2002a) and Svensson (2003), rather
than instrument rules. Assuming these rules, the policymaker commits credibly to
a rule of the form yt = � �t. He argues that, as parameter uncertainty a¤ects the
short-run trade-o¤ between output and in�ation by rendering in�ation stabilization
more costly, this requires the policymaker to act as if the instrument is less e¤ective.
However, his results for the case of uncertainty about shock persistence, comparable
to ours, con�rm that also targeting rules should be more aggressive.

92In fact, the structured approaches of Stock (1999) and Onatski and Stock (2002) only lead to
a more defensive reaction with respect to the output gap when there is uncertainty about the lag
structure of the model.
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Giordani and Söderlind (2004) summarize the solution algorithms for a policy-
maker under commitment, discretion and under the usage of simple rules, and give a
brief example for each strategy for one particular parameter set. Independent from
the monetary strategy, all examples show that, due to the fear about stronger and
more persistent shocks, robust interest rate reactions are more aggressive.
The work of Kilponen combines model uncertainty and data uncertainty by com-

bining robust control with imperfect information approaches.93 He follows Kasa
(2001), who extends the prediction formula for rational expectations of Hansen and
Sargent (1981) to a rule used by a robust forecaster. Robustness leads to overesti-
mation of shocks and revisions that are more often than under standard forecasting.
In Kilponen (2004) he develops a method to solve robust decision problems when
the policy is uncertain and some state variables are unobservable. For this rea-
son he uses the partial information model of Svensson and Woodford (2003), and
investigates robust Taylor rules in a closed New Keynesian economy including gov-
ernment expenditures, under a policy objective with no preference for interest rate
stabilization nor smoothing. To measure uncertainty he uses the sum of standard
errors of the worst case shocks, instead of error detection probabilities. The results
concerning an expenditure shock are similar to ours, as in�ation reacts stronger on
shocks under uncertainty and robust consumption implies precautionary savings.
More interestingly, as agents are prepared for deviations of exogenous expenditure
from equilibrium, the robust steady states imply that output is below and in�ation
above their equilibrium in the approximating model. Thus, nominal shocks have
real impacts. For the experiment of policy uncertainty - a shock process on the
Taylor rule to model that a policymaker might deviate from the rule under speci�c
circumstances - agents underestimate policy responses to output, but overestimate
responses to in�ation. In a recently published working paper, Kilponen and Leit-
emo (2006) argue that this might be a rationale to re-establish the Friedman rule of
increasing the money stock, as the price paid for robustness is smaller. Although we
do not study the e¤ects of an increasing money stock under uncertainty, we concur
with these authors that committing to a rule decreases uncertainty and thus the
costs of robustness.
Leitemo and Söderström (2004) investigate a forward-looking open New Keyne-

sian economy, including a real interest rate parity condition, under commitment.
They follow the modelling approaches of Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002) and Galí
and Monacelli (2005), but assume a time-varying premium on foreign bond hold-
ing. The model converges to our closed version when the degree of openness goes
to zero. Due to the simple structure of the model - shocks are not modelled by an
AR(1)-process, and the policy objective does not include a preference for interest
rate stabilization nor smoothing - it can be solved analytically. Contrary to our

93In a previous paper Kilponen (2003) con�rms the result, that a robust policymaker should
react more aggressively, and argues that with larger model misspeci�cations the central banker
should be more in�ation-averse.
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analysis, robustness is not modelled for the economy as a whole, but for every equa-
tion separately, as the authors want to re�ect the fact that policymaker are more
con�dent in some relationships than in others.94

Similar to our results, the solutions show that in a closed economy the interest
rate reacts with more aggression as the central banker fears that in�ation and output
are more volatile. Furthermore, the authors also argue that the robustness against
uncertainty in in�ation dynamics leads to undesirably high output variability when
the robust policy is used in the more likely approximating model instead of the
worst case scenario.95 However, this only illustrates the trade-o¤ between in�ation
and output variability faced by the authority. Due to their analytical approach, they
could not derive any measure of uncertainty comparable to the detection error prob-
abilities used here. Beyond controversy, there is of course an amount of uncertainty
that would lead to a catastrophe, but the more interesting question is whether as-
suming this amount of uncertainty is reasonable. Our simulations suggest that only
for the case of commitment and a reasonable amount of uncertainty (reasonable due
to the detection error probabilities near 10%) we see an undesirably high variability
in the interest rate and the output gap that can not be found in the dynamics for
the cases of discretion and simple rules.

Comparison with other methodologies With respect to Bayesian analysis,
we validate the results of previous robust control approaches, and also overcome
Brainard�s conservatism principle. Furthermore, we can con�rm the results of more
recent Bayesian studies, like Söderström (2002), who shows that in the case of
increasing uncertainty about in�ation persistence, optimal policy in a backward-
looking model becomes more aggressive, since the central bank wants to reduce the
probability for in�ation to move away from its target.
Studies using techniques that evaluate monetary policy in di¤erent reference mod-

els are closely related to ours in the sense that we also use the robust policy in the
approximating model, and investigate the performance of simple rules in models,
di¤ering in the degree of persistence, which can also be interpreted as di¤erent ref-
erence models. A paper comparable to ours is Angeloni, Coenen, and Smets (2003).
They explore the in�uence of uncertainty about nominal and real persistence in an
estimated hybrid DSGE model for the Euro area. The model is an extended ver-
sion of a standard New Keynesian economy, including partially backward-looking

94Technically speaking, those policymakers are able to express their beliefs (at least partially)
in probability statements. Critics would argue that this assumption is inappropriate. See also the
discussion in 4.3.
95For the open economy, uncertainty in output dynamics does also lead to undesirably high

in�ation variability in the approximating model. As the authors do not add general demand and
supply shocks, but shocks that were derived from structural equations, there is no uncertainty for
the IS curve for technical reasons. The central banker o¤sets speci�cation error in the IS curve
directly by adjusting the real interest rate. Since its objective includes no preference for interest
rate smoothing this does not a¤ect its loss function.
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wages and prices, consumption habits, and adjustments costs in investment. The
investigation builds up on Coenen (2007), who focusses on in�ation persistence and
concludes that it pays for a policymaker to overestimate persistence, since losses
increase when making the opposite mistake. Angeloni, Coenen, and Smets (2003)
analyze both in�ation and output persistence and con�rm Coenen�s result. Further-
more, optimized simple rules are quite robust against persistence in the output gap,
illustrating that output persistence seems to be a rather small problem. This sup-
ports our results regarding persistence in price setting and consumption habits. For
rising in�ation persistence, the optimal reaction parameter on in�ation increases,
but the parameter on the output gap decreases, while for investment persistence the
opposite is the case, so that a general statement about the aggressiveness of policy
rules is not possible. In contrast to our �nding, the analysis shows that a commit-
ment policy is more robust with respect to in�ation persistence than a simple rule,
and con�rms the �ndings of Amato and Lauenbach (2003), who show that the op-
timal commitment policy derived in a forward-looking model works reasonably well
also in a backward-looking version. However, keeping in mind that we derive robust
rules in the case of general model uncertainty and use them in a model without evil
agent to evaluate the performance, our results do not contradict those of Angeloni,
Coenen, and Smets (2003). Optimal rules under commitment derived in a forward-
looking model might work well in a backward-looking economy, but commitment
under uncertainty causes problems in the approximating model nevertheless, since
private sector and central bank expectations of shock impacts are too strong under
a preference for robustness. Thus, our analysis suggests that the costs of assuming
that in�ation can be controlled through expectations can be very high with respect
to uncertainty, whereas Angeloni, Coenen, and Smets (2003) argue that a commit-
ment policy is quite robust with respect to in�ation persistence. However, we clearly
di¤er in conclusions, since our investigation questions the gains from commitment
under uncertainty.
The study of Levin and Williams (2003b) use a diagnostic approach, where non-

nested models represent competing perspectives about controversial issues like ex-
pectation formation or in�ation persistence. They compare optimal rules under
three di¤erent models and show that rules that are derived in order to work well
in the neighborhood of one model might perform very badly in one of the others.
The model variants cover a standard forward-looking New Keynesian economy, the
purely backward-looking model of Rudebusch and Svensson (1998), and the model
of Fuhrer (2000), including persistence in output and in�ation. They show that
rules derived by robust control methods perform very poorly in a di¤erent model.
Similar to our analysis this provides that the right reference model - in particular
the right degree of persistence - seems to be of immense importance, as the choice of
persistence in the reference model can have a stronger in�uence than the fear about
misspeci�cation.
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Conclusions for a closed single-country economy After summarizing our
own results and those of the most important literature, there are a few robust con-
clusions to mention. First of all, due to the overestimation of shock persistence,
robust private agents and policymaker imply more aggressive policies. However, a
lot of academic work suggests that robust rules might perform very badly in mod-
els di¤erent from the reference model. We support this view by showing that the
in�uence of persistence on losses and dynamics can be stronger than the in�uence
of Hansen-Sargent robustness, at least with respect to the price-setting behavior .
Furthermore, we conclude that even using the robust rule in the same model without
an evil agent can cause problems, especially for a policymaker under commitment.
Thus, Sims (2001) is right in his belief that robust control can only be one methodol-
ogy among many others. A robust policymaker should bear in mind that robustness
against the worst case implies higher costs when a more likely model appears to be
the true one.
Furthermore, our results contribute to the discussion about whether optimal pol-

icy should be built under commitment, the argument that the costs of assuming that
in�ation can be controlled through expectations can be very high with respect to
uncertainty, since robust expectations overestimate shocks in a manner that is di¢ -
cult to handle in the approximating model. This questions the already very di¢ cult
to achieve commitment solution to be the best advise for the monetary authority.
Moreover, the results under discretion and simple rules give little support for using
a moderately more aggressive Taylor rule as a benchmark. In this we support the
view of Taylor (1998b) who also argues that a mixture of a pure rule and a pure
discretion scenario is superior to pure discretion as it reduces uncertainty (improves
predictability), and includes the necessary possibility of deviating from such a rule
under unforeseeable events.

7 The return of two-country models

In the following sections we sketch the road to a new workhorse model in interna-
tional macroeconomics. Parallel to the development of a single-country economy
including nominal rigidities and imperfect competition, open economy and two-
country models with these features have been derived. Due to the increased open-
ness of many economies this �eld of research received more and more attention over
the last three decades. Furthermore, the foundation of the European Central Bank
forced academic researchers to extend previous models, and include realistic treat-
ments of trade relations, �nancial markets, and policy interdependence, in order to
give helpful suggestions. The two countries in these models can be interpreted as
two economies with an own monetary policy, which are big enough to have an in�u-
ence on each other, like the U.S. and the EU. Since international interdependence
might make monetary policy even more complicated, as a central banker now faces
several additional constraints, like his in�uence on exchange rates or the in�uence
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of foreign monetary policy on the domestic country, analyzing uncertainty remains
essential. Thus 7.2 summarizes the few studies that already incorporate an analysis
of uncertainty in one of the recently developed models. That these studies are quite
rare calls for further investigations.

7.1 New Open Macroeconomics

This section gives an overview of the evolution of open economy and two-country
models including nominal rigidities and imperfect competition.96 Table 6 categorizes
the most important studies according to characteristics that are explained in the
following.
Dornbusch (1976) was the �rst, who implemented consistent expectations, a slug-

gish price adjustment and perfect capital mobility in an open economy IS-LM ex-
tension of Mundell (1962) and Fleming (1962). In his model the exchange rate
overshoots its equilibrium value after an unexpected monetary expansion due to
a slow adjustment of goods markets relative to asset markets. The overshooting
result is a consequence of perfect capital mobility, since assuming that domestic
and foreign assets are perfect substitutes ensures that the expected net yields have
to be equal. An unexpected domestic monetary expansion leads to a fall in the
domestic interest rate, which triggers a capital out�ow and a depreciation in the
exchange rate. However, since uncovered interest rate parity holds, agents expect
an appreciation proportional to the interest rate di¤erential and the exchange rate
has to stay above equilibrium until this di¤erential disappears. The rise in domestic
aggregate demand (due to relatively lower domestic prices) leads to an increase in
domestic prices and a fall in real balances, so that the domestic interest rate rises to
keep the money market in equilibrium. This is accompanied by capital movements,
implying the expected appreciation, until the exchange rate value is consistent with
purchasing power parity (PPP) and domestic and foreign interest rates are equal.
This analysis demonstrates that the exchange rate is a key transmission channel

for international monetary policy. Since a depreciation lowers the relative price of
domestic goods, aggregate demand shifts from foreign to domestic goods. This is
often referred to as the expenditure-switching e¤ect and is controversially debated
in the context of the stabilizing role of �exible exchange rates, as we will see soon.
In addition, Dornbusch impressively demonstrates that for a short-run analysis,
expectations about future dynamics seem to be more important than the current
interaction of markets.
However, there are a number of shortcomings in the Mundell-Fleming-Dornbusch

model. The most important one is the lack of microfoundations for the agent�s
intertemporal choice, which makes researchers unable to study welfare implications.
In contrast, an analysis based on a dynamic utility maximization of households

96The following subsection is heaviliy in�uenced by the more detailed surveys of Lane (2001b)
and Sarno (2001). For surveys about closed economy models see Dixon and Rankin (1994) and
Goodfriend and King (1997).
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Table 6: Classifying di¤erent two-country models

allows for an analysis of welfare, current accounts, and budget de�cits. Furthermore,
a monopolistic competition framework leads to a decentralized equilibrium output
lower than social optimum (the marginal utility from producing an additional output
unit is greater than the costs in terms of forgone leisure), so that an active monetary
policy could have positive real e¤ects in the long run by raising output to its e¢ cient
level - a possibility that is excluded in the Dornbusch paper. Moreover, monopolistic
competition justi�es the determination of output via aggregate demand in the short-
run: When there is a price markup on marginal costs, it is still pro�table to increase
output, even when prices are �xed.
For these reasons many economists search for a new workhorse model in open

economy macroeconomics superior to the hitherto existing reference model. The
seminal Redux paper of Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (1995) has established imperfect com-
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petition and nominal rigidities in open economies and therefore became a bench-
mark. However, it is fair to say, that the heavily in�uential forerunner model by
Svensson and Van Wijnbergen (1989) had already included many of the microfoun-
dations adopted in the more recent literature.97 As understanding this model is
essential for understanding the numerous modi�cations that have followed, as well
as for understanding our two-country setting, we �rst brie�y review the main fea-
tures and outcomes of the Redux model, before we turn to extensions and more
recent developments.98

7.1.1 Exchange rate dynamics redux

Obstfeld and Rogo¤ combine the Keynesian assumption of rigid prices from the
Dornbusch model (in the short-run output is demand-determined) with the ad-
vantages of modern intertemporal economics. They develop a two-country setting
with a world population, normalized to a continuum of measure one, where a frac-
tion of (0; n) live in the home and the remaining [n; 1) live in the foreign country.
All agents are consumer-manufacturers that produce di¤erentiated products. Each
agent chooses her dynamically utility maximizing bundle of consumption goods, real
money balances and labour supply with respect to a sequence of budget constraints
including transfers from the government. Assuming zero government consumption,
these transfers have to be of exactly the same size as the money creation. Further-
more, all individuals share identical preferences and trade is assumed to have no
barriers, so that the law of one price (LOOP) holds for each good, implying that
PPP holds and the consumption-based real exchange rate is unity. Since prices are
set one period in advance, short-run and long-run e¤ects di¤er.
The paper reexamines the Dornbusch experiment of an unanticipated and per-

manent increase in the domestic money supply, leading to a decreasing nominal
domestic interest rate, implying an increase in domestic consumption and output,
as well as an exchange rate depreciation due to �nancial arbitrage (like in the Dorn-
busch model).99 The falling world real interest rate (in the proportion to the increase

97However, Svensson and Van Wijnbergen (1989) model home and foreign output as stochastic
exogenous endowments, whereas the subsequent literature uses an endogenized production side of
the economy.
98Corsetti and Pesenti (2001) mention that all models including nominal rigidities legitimise

sticky prices by the assumption of �xed underlying menu costs, although a shock, large enough
to raise marginal costs above prices, would lead to an immediate change in prices. Therefore all
studies should be interpreted as analysing the e¤ects of shocks of relevant size.
99Note, that the model assumptions exclude an exchange rate overshooting. As both countries

face the same real interest rate, domestic and foreign consumption grow with identical rates. A
permanent increase in the money stock implies that short-run and long-run changes in domestic
real balances relative to its foreign counterpart are identical, so that the permanent increase in
the nominal exchange rate equals exactly its initial jump. However, a model extension introduc-
ing nontradables allows for di¤erent real interest rates and is able to capture the conventional
Dornbusch overshooting phenomena.
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in the world money supply) and the depreciation impact on the terms of trade brings
about foreign consumption to rise, whereas the impact on foreign output is ambigu-
ous because of two opposed e¤ects: on the one hand, foreign prices become relatively
more expensive, which has a negative impact on foreign output due to expenditure-
switching, on the other hand, increased world consumption results in rising foreign
production.
Independent from the question for the dominating e¤ect, the domestic current

account moves into surplus, since in the short-run the currency depreciation shifts
world demand toward domestic goods and raises domestic income above consump-
tion. Since domestic residents want to smooth consumption over time, they partly
save their extra income. As the short-run surplus implies a permanent improvement
in net foreign assets, the new equilibrium includes a permanent domestic trade
de�cit, since domestic (foreign) consumption remains permanently above domestic
(below foreign) output to the extent that the home country receives a positive net
investment income in�ow. However, in the long-run domestic agents shift from work
to leisure due to their increased wealth. This reduces domestic output and generates
a permanent improvement in the home country�s terms of trade. In equilibrium the
current account is in balance again, but money is not neutral in the long-run.
Studying the welfare e¤ects demonstrates that a permanent unanticipated in-

crease in the domestic money supply is able to raise output to the level consistent
with perfect competition. Astonishingly, welfare rises in both countries by the same
amount.100 The temporary increase in relative domestic production does not change
relative utility of domestic agents, as the extra revenue is exactly cancelled out by
the increased work e¤ort. From a welfare perspective the e¤ects of switching ex-
penditures from foreign goods to those produced in the home country are only of
second-order, since optimizing agents had initially set the marginal utility of an
extra revenue equal to the marginal disutility of extra work. The same is true for
current-account imbalances, as the initial equilibrium does not account for marginal
gains from reallocating consumption and leisure over time periods. The only �rst-
order e¤ect is the increase in aggregate demand, which corrects the initial world
output distortion due to monopolistic competition. This illustrates the major ben-
e�t from using microfounded models: evaluating the net welfare e¤ects on the basis
of the agent´s utility function prevents the rash conclusion that a higher relative
production would imply higher relative welfare.

7.1.2 Basic extensions

Even if the Redux model changes the view on international monetary policy con-
siderably, the analysis has some obvious shortcomings. The most evident one is
the oversimpli�ed price setting behavior. As prices are simply preset one period in
advance, all variables reach their new steady states after one period. One possibility
to escape the large and discrete jumps in the price level, which is incompatible with

100Except for a minor gain due to a relative permanent increase in real balances.
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empirical observations, is to use the Calvo (1983) staggering price adjustment mech-
anism, where the opportunity to adjust prices arrives stochastically to every �rm,
which leads to a smooth price level adjustment. Kollmann (2001) compares prede-
termined price and wage setting to the Calvo-type price stickiness and concludes
that the latter captures the observed serial correlation of nominal and real exchange
rates and the gradual adjustment in the price level, while di¤erences between the
model implied output correlations with other macroeconomic variables and empir-
ical observations are greater in the Calvo setting.101 Another basic modi�cation is
Hau (2000), who considers �exible prices but sticky nominal wages. By assuming
a constant elasticity of demand, he shows that monopolistic �rms set prices as a
constant markup over the wage, so that sticky wages in fact imply sticky prices.

7.1.3 Pricing-to-market

As the assumption of the LOOP in the original Redux model cannot be empiri-
cally con�rmed, some authors introduce international market segmentation into the
model to re�ect international deviations in tradable prices, which these authors be-
lieve to be responsible for a large proportion of the observed real exchange rate
�uctuations.102 In most of these approaches at least some �rms are able to charge
di¤erent prices for the same good in di¤erent countries. An European exporter fac-
ing a dollar depreciation would rather lower the export´s euro price and reduce the
pro�t margin to defend the U.S. market share than raise the export´s dollar price.
Since prices are now sticky in the currency of the buyer, these approaches are often
referred to as pricing-to-market with local-currency-pricing.

Local-currency-pricing Betts and Devereux (2000) show that under the as-
sumption of a low consumption elasticity of money demand the possibility of a
short-run exchange rate overshooting rises with the fraction of �rms able to set
di¤erent prices. Since a change in the value of the currency has only a very lim-
ited impact on relative prices and consumption, expenditure-switching plays only
a minor role. Therefore the size of an exchange rate movement required to satisfy
the monetary equilibrium is enlarged, as only an immense depreciation a¤ects the
relative price strong enough to shift aggregate world demand to domestic goods.103

Implications of local-currency-pricing are much in line with the empirical obser-

101Note, that the persistence in prices for a staggered price setting depends on (i) the sensitivity
of prices to costs, and (ii) the sensitivity of costs to output. In a model where prices are a constant
mark-up over marginal costs and marginal costs are increasing in the level of output, a �rm will
raise its price as soon as possible. Only the introduction of a price elasticity which is increasing in
the price level (for example by introducing convex demand schedules) leads to a smooth adjustment
in prices. See Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2000) for details.
102See Engel (1999), Rogo¤ (1996) and Devereux (1997) for empirical evidence.
103Like in the Dornbusch model, a falling interest rate to clear the money market in reaction to
a monetary expansion can only be achieved if the exchange rate is expected to appreciate.
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vation, that exchange rates are more volatile than relative prices.104 When all prices
are preset in the domestic currency, exchange rate movements change pro�t margins,
but do not a¤ect the consumption based price index (CPI), so that these models cap-
ture the strong correlation between nominal and real CPI exchange rates. Moreover,
the reduction of the co-movement of consumption and the rise in the co-movement
of output, since an increase in domestic demand now raises the demand for imports
at the �xed relative price of imports in terms of domestic currency, mirrors empirical
regularities of international business cycles.105

As under perfect pricing to market the expenditure-switching e¤ects completely
vanishes, the current account remains in balance.106 However, evaluating welfare
displays asymmetric gains across countries. Since export prices are �xed in terms
of the foreign currency, a depreciation raises the "price" of exports in domestic
currency, while import prices are una¤ected. This possibility of an improvement
in the domestic terms of trade introduces a beggar-thy-neighbor e¤ect by adversely
a¤ecting the foreign terms of trade.

A critical assessment The assumption of perfect pricing to market in local
currency, however, has attracted strong criticism. Obstfeld (2002), for example,
argues that the assumption of a complete exchange rate pass-through to import
competing goods prices (and therefore the overall CPI) reestablishes the exchange
rate pessimism of the early postwar period and is based on a misinterpretation of
the empirical record. The empirical evidence on stabilizing adjustment e¤ects of
exchange rates remains strong. In a world of sticky foreign currency prices, the
steep depreciation after the launch of the euro would have led to immediately rising
import prices, but the implied output in�ation failed to appear.
He argues that one should assume a rapid pass-through to import prices, but

a slow pass-through to the CPI, since the major component in production, wage
costs, are nominally sticky and very sluggish. Therefore output prices adjust slowly,
whereas exporters have to maintain their domestic-currency prices to maintain pro�t
margins. In contrast to static empirical studies,107 which argue that among OECD
countries exporters lower (on average) their own-currency price by around 5 % in
response to a depreciation of 10% (in the same year), implying a median pass-
through to manufacturing import prices (CPI pass-through) of 50 percent, dynamic
studies suggest a complete long-run pass-through of exchange rate changes to import
prices (import price pass-through).

104See also Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2000) and Devereux and Engel (2003) for recent
applications of local-currency-pricing.
105See Backus, Kehoe, and Kydland (1992).
106Not even a distinction between tradables and nontradables changes this result since due to
the highly variable nominal exchange rate international tradable prices move much in line with
international nontradable prices. See Engel (1999).
107See for example Goldberg and Knetter (1997).
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Obstfeld criticizes the missing distinction between consumer prices of imported
goods and producer prices domestic retailers pay to manufacturers. One of his key
arguments is that import prices paid at the point of entry to a country display a
very di¤erent behavior than CPI prices of imported goods. On their way to the
consumer, imports incorporate a substantial nontradable marketing input and pass
through imperfectly competitive retailing networks. Furthermore, import prices
measured in the currency of origin are closely linked to nominal wages, so that a
depreciation will tend to worsen the terms of trade by lowering relative wages.108 As
wages move more slowly than international prices the pass-through to import prices
should be more rapid than to the general CPI and a nominal depreciation causes
the observed real depreciation.
Moreover he is of the opinion that it may rather be �rms as opposed to consumers

who decide to switch expenditures. When import prices at the point of entry change,
importing �rms might switch to domestic goods, so that the critical relative price for
the switching e¤ect is the real exchange rate measured with respect to relative unit
labor costs. Rangan and Lawrence (1999) �nd striking evidence that intra�rm trade
responds very strongly to exchange rate changes by showing correlations between the
dollar´s real depreciation and U.S. content levels in sales made by majority-owned
foreign a¢ liates of U.S. multinationals from 1985 to 1989, indicating substantial
expenditure-switching. Obstfeld himself strengthens this evidence by showing strong
correlations between relative export prices and nominal exchange rates, and strong
co-movements of relative export prices with the bilateral exchange rate between
Canada and the U.S. for a wide range of products and a sample period from 1993
to 2001. Moreover, the ratio of the Canadian import prices to the industrial prices
of competing goods shows for the 1990s that a nominal e¤ective depreciation of the
Canadian dollar led to an increase in relative import prices.
Obstfeld (2001) develops a model including retail �rms which are able to switch

between imported and domestic inputs. Their relative price depends on the rel-
ative wages. Prices for the �nal goods and wages are preset, arbitrage between
national markets is prohibitively expensive. The model displays strong expenditure-
switching, but nevertheless captures the high empirical correlation between nominal
and real CPI exchange rates. However, the sticky �nal goods prices are irrelevant
with respect to the allocative role of �exible exchange rates.

Producer-currency-pricing Since all foregoing considerations lead to the con-
clusion that prices appear to be sticky in the producer�s currency, Obstfeld and
Rogo¤ (2000) and Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (2002) develop a model where exporters set
prices in their own currency. The authors further justify this assumption by the
direct evidence on invoicing, which is largely inconsistent with local-currency pric-

108For empirical evidence see Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (2000) and Obstfeld (2001).
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ing.109 Additionally they assume rigid nominal labour markets, since they believe
that sticky prices due to sticky wages are more likely to explain the observed persis-
tent macroeconomic �uctuations than the invoicing in local currency, which largely
applies to contracts of only 90 days. To capture deviations from the LOOP Ob-
stfeld and Rogo¤ assume a fraction of nontradables in each country.110 Since it is
not possible to o¤set the monopolistic distortions in labor and product markets and
raise welfare above its �exible-wage level, the optimal reaction on a productivity
shock would be to achieve the �exible-wage allocation associated with the realized
values of the shock - a constraint-e¢ cient solution, since it is subject to monopoly
distortions.
Corsetti and Pesenti (2005) develop a model where exporters can choose whether

they would like to invoice in their own currency or the foreign one. The degree of
pass-through of exchange rates to export prices is captured by a parameter �, where
� = 0 corresponds to local-currency-pricing, whereas for � = 1 the model converges
to a dynamic version of Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (2000) without nontradables. For � = 1
optimal monetary policy would replicate the �exible-price equilibrium, whereas for
� = 0 this equilibrium cannot be maintained and the optimal policy should reduce
export markups by aiming at a �xed exchange rate since this strategy would stabilize
the exporters�revenues in their own currency. For 0 < � < 1 a trade-o¤ arises and
exchange rate movements are muted. In an extension of this model by Corsetti and
Pesenti (2002) producers are allowed to choose � so as to maximize expected utility.
If the policy maker targets the �exible-price equilibrium it is optimal for �rms to
practice producer-currency-pricing, whereas they are indi¤erent to the choice of �
when monetary policy aims at �xing exchange rates. However, since welfare is
higher for all countries under a �oating-rate regime, cooperative policy authorities
would choose an optimal �oating strategy, and producers would practice producer-
currency-pricing.

7.1.4 Preferences and nontradables

In addition to conventional pricing to market approaches, a number of authors
introduce translog preferences, generating variable mark-ups over marginal costs, by
assuming that the expenditure share for each good is inversely related to its relative
price.111 As �rms are now reluctant to raise prices, a monetary shock has persistent
e¤ects on the real exchange rate and leads to persistent deviations from the LOOP.
Furthermore, the slower price adjustment also leads to a larger accumulation of net
foreign assets.

109Thygesen (1995), for example shows that imports are mostly invoiced in foreign currencies,
whereas exports tend to be invoiced in the exporter´s currency.
110Obstfeld (2001) argues that this is a much less extreme assumption to explain the close asso-
ciation between deviations from the law of one price and exchange rates than the complete CPI
pass-through of, for example, Devereux and Engel (2003).
111See, for example, Bergin and Feenstra (1998), Bergin and Feenstra (2001) and Basu (1995).
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The ideas of assuming only a limited degree of substitutability between home and
foreign goods or asymmetric preferences, �rst used by Svensson and Van Wijnber-
gen (1989), is picked up again by some more recent studies. Corsetti and Pesenti
(2001), for example, analyze a model with a unit elasticity of substitution between
home and foreign goods. Income shares for home and foreign agents are constant,
since an increase in domestic output by x percent would automatically be accom-
panied by a decrease in prices by x percent. In addition, these o¤setting terms of
trade movements imply a zero equilibrium current account, so that shocks have no
real long-run e¤ect any more. In this framework, an unanticipated exchange rate
depreciation can be a "beggar thyself"- or a "beggar thy neighbor"-policy, since the
positive output e¤ect of a monetary expansion could be more than o¤set by the
negative terms of trade e¤ect. In contrast to the Redux model, it is therefore not
optimal to raise output to its competitive level by a monetary expansion. Further-
more the asymmetric welfare e¤ect raises the potential for con�icts and calls for
policy coordination.112

Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (1997) assume an elasticity of substitution of home
and foreign goods less than the elasticity of substitution between di¤erent varieties
of home and foreign goods and include a home bias in consumption. Reacting to
the criticism concerning the separable treating of consumption and leisure in the
Redux model,113 they further consider preferences which imply a unit elasticity of
substitution between consumption and leisure, so that a monetary shock also raises
relative domestic consumption and compensates for the extra work e¤ort. As this
mitigates the impact of monetary shocks, the observed volatility in real exchange
rates can only be generated by an elastic labor supply and a high intertemporal
elasticity of substitution in consumption. In addition, they believe that adding
capital is important even for a short-run analysis, since a monetary shock causes
an investment boom by reducing the interest rate and may bring about a current
account de�cit in contrast to the surplus predicted by the Redux model. Concerning
the long-run e¤ect, the investment boom would lead to an increase in current relative
labor supply, so that the shock persistence diminishes.114

Hau (2000) introduces a fraction of non-traded goods, leading to an increase in
the size of the initial exchange rate response to a monetary shock. Since non-traded
prices are tied down by sticky nominal wages, a larger exchange rate movement is
required after a given change in the aggregate price level. However, this e¤ect is
dampened, since the demand expansion is biased towards home goods, so that rela-
tive domestic consumption increases. This consumption di¤erential is strengthened
by the relatively low domestic real interest rate.

112In addition, the assumption of asymmetric preferences allows one to derive policies as functions
of structural parameters and the policy stance of the other country.
113The assumption of separablity of consumption and leisure is incompatible with a balanced
growth path: as a country grows richer, labor supply continually declines to zero.
114See also Betts and Devereux (2000).
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Warnock (1998) includes asymmetric preferences across goods by assuming higher
utility gains from domestic goods. The results are intuitive: A domestic monetary
expansion increases relative domestic demand and raises domestic welfare more than
foreign welfare. Furthermore, the accumulation of net foreign assets a¤ects wealth
not only by the labor supply channel, but also by in�uencing the composition of
demand. The real exchange rate now depends on the terms of trade and nominal
exchange rate overshooting occurs.

7.1.5 Including complete �nancial markets

As Obstfeld and Rogo¤believe that one should not analyze imperfections and rigidi-
ties in goods markets and on the other hand, assume complete international capital
markets, they only allow for riskless international bonds trading in the Redux model.
However, some authors of a di¤erent opinion have included complete �nancial mar-
kets. Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (1997), for example, compare monetary shocks
in a model featuring complete �nancial markets to a model in which only a fraction
of bonds are traded. As they choose a pricing-to-market approach, the di¤erences
are small since foreign consumption is changed only slightly by the domestic mone-
tary expansion. The increase in domestic imports is �nanced by an increase in the
domestic currency value of export earnings, because of �xed foreign currency prices,
but depreciating exchange rates. For log-separable preferences the current account
stays always in balance and there are no persistent e¤ects at all.115

Sutherland (1996) includes trading frictions by assuming convex adjustment costs
for the purchase of foreign bonds, but perfect goods markets. This allows the domes-
tic interest rate to deviate from the foreign one. The increase in relative domestic
consumption is higher than in the Redux model, implying a smaller exchange rate
depreciation, less rising domestic output, and exchange rate undershooting. Since
consumption and output dynamics are more closely linked to each other, the current
account imbalances are smaller. Furthermore, a perfect �nancial market seems to
lower (increase) the volatility of most macroeconomic variables when shocks orig-
inate from real demand or supply (the money market). In addition, Sutherland
concludes that impacts due to trading frictions rise with the degree of price inertia
due to the slower adjustment of output accompanied by the higher willingness to
smooth consumption via �nancial markets. Senay (1998) extends this model by in-
cluding goods market segmentation and pricing-to-market behavior, and shows that
complete �nancial markets reduce the output response to monetary shocks only if
goods markets are segmented, whereas under integrated goods markets the output
response increases.

115This result is con�rmed by Betts and Devereux (2001).
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7.1.6 Including international policy interdependence

In the Corsetti and Persenti model introduced above, as well as in the original Redux
model, monetary policies have positive spillover e¤ects, in the sense that a domestic
expansion raises foreign welfare as well. However, they are strategically indepen-
dent in the sense that a domestic expansion does not a¤ect the optimal policy of the
foreign country. This follows directly from the assumption of an intertemporal elas-
ticity of substitution of home and foreign goods equal to the intratemporal elasticity.
If the intertemporal elasticity is larger (smaller) than the intratemporal elasticity,
the policies are strategic substitutes (complements), and the foreign central bank
responds with a monetary contraction (expansion) when the domestic country in-
creases its money supply, as the expansion raises (decreases) foreign output and
leads to higher (lower) costs in terms of foregone leisure, so that its optimal for the
central bank to react with a reduction (expansion) in the money supply. In the
Corsetti and Pesenti model a country acting unilaterally takes the negative terms
of trade e¤ect into account, it would choose too tight (loose) a policy, so that the
optimal output level could only be achieved by policy coordination.
Benigno (2002) analyses two countries of di¤erent size to show that under non-

cooperation a contractionary bias arises since each country does not internalize
the gain of the other one. The optimal cooperative solution leaves the terms of
trade unchanged and leads to a joint expansion to push both countries output levels
to their competitive solutions. Since the larger country (if it is big enough) has
lower terms of trade in the competitive case, it is possible that such a policy is
unsustainable, as this country is now worse o¤. Focussing on those policies that
make both countries better o¤ illustrates that under this restriction only the smaller
country reaches its competitive equilibrium, whereas in the other one the steady
state retains some monopoly power.
Tille (2001) shows that a monetary expansion can be a �beggar thyself�policy

since the negative terms of trade e¤ect dominates the domestic output expansion,
when domestic and foreign goods are poor substitutes. However, for close substi-
tutes the �beggar thy neighbor�result applies. In a multi-country setting, Corsetti,
Pesenti, Roubini, and Tille (1999) assume two peripheral countries A and B, sell-
ing similar goods to a country C, which exports these goods to the periphery. An
expansion in country A could be a �beggar thy neighbor policy�with respect to
country B, as the demand in country C switches to goods from country A due to
the devaluation, but a �beggar thyself�policy with respect to country C through
the negative terms of trade e¤ect.
Betts and Devereux (2000) investigate international policy coordination when

the LOOP fails to hold and illustrate in a pricing to market approach, how a do-
mestic monetary expansion reduces foreign welfare by decreasing its terms of trade.
In contrast to studies assuming that the LOOP holds, policy spillovers under full
pricing-to-markets are negative and coordination implies a slower rate of monetary
expansion.
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7.1.7 Small open economies

As the two-country models described so far include highly complex assumptions, that
may be not of relevance for a small open economy, Obstfeld and Rogo¤ themselves
sketch a small open economy model in the appendix of their Redux paper, where
domestic currency prices in the traded sector are equal to the world price times the
exchange rate. Furthermore, they assume log separable preferences for traded and
nontraded goods, international asset markets, which provide a riskless real bond
denominated in units of the tradable good, and a discount rate equal to the world
interest rate. The �rst and the last assumptions imply that the optimal path for
tradables consumption is perfectly �at, so that the current account � in contrast
to their two-country model �always remains in balance. However, they illustrate
that for a consumption elasticity of money demand less than one, the monetary
equilibrium requires a decline in the short-run nominal interest rate, so that the
Dornbusch (1976) overshooting result can be revised in this model. Lane (1997)
analyses discretionary monetary policy in this model to show that a more open
economy has a lower equilibrium in�ation rate. The reason is that a more open
economy gains less from a surprise in�ation, as the output gain, stemming from a
monetary expansion, diminishes when the nontraded sector decreases.
An alternative speci�cation is analyzed by Lane (2001a), who assumes a CRRA

utility function which solely depends on a consumption index, which is a CES ag-
gregate of traded and nontraded goods. The response of the current account to a
monetary shock depends on the interplay between the inter- and the intratemporal
elasticities of substitution between traded and nontraded goods. When the willing-
ness to substitute consumption across periods is smaller (greater) than the willing-
ness to substitute between traded and nontraded goods, the rise in nontraded output
and consumption, due to the monetary expansion, decreases (increases) traded con-
sumption and leads to a current account surplus (de�cit).

7.1.8 Small open New Keynesian models

Over the last years New Keynesian models, formerly focussed on closed economies,
have been extended to small open economies. Model equations are built by a log-
linear approximation of equilibrium (�rst order) conditions from a dynamic stochas-
tic general equilibrium framework with optimizing agents, nominal rigidities and
imperfect competition The main advantage of these models is high tractability, since
for most of the models, equilibrium dynamics are simple representations of domestic
in�ation and the output gap. However, the most important di¤erence of nearly all
models of the new open economics type described so far is that monetary policy is
not modelled by an exogenously given stochastic process, but endogenously by as-
suming a monetary policy instrument like the interest rate.116 These models assume
a quadratic loss function to derive optimal monetary policy rules by minimizing this

116One exception of the models discussed above is Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (2000).
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function.
The study of Galí and Monacelli (2005) di¤ers from most other small open econ-

omy models in modelling one economy among a continuum of in�nitesimal small
economies, aggregated as rest of the world. By assuming identical preferences,
technologies and market structures, as well as complete �nancial markets, a two-
equation dynamic system, consisting of the New Keynesian Phillips Curve and the
expectational dynamic IS Curve, emerges which is closed by a monetary policy rule.
Moreover, they assume a complete exchange rate pass-through to prices of imported
goods. The authors derive a loss-function by a second-order approximation to the
consumer´s utility function under the assumption of a log-utility and a unit elas-
ticity of substitution between domestic and foreign goods and show that optimal
policy should fully stabilize the domestic price level.
They investigate the welfare implications of three di¤erent monetary policy rules:

one rule where the interest rate responds to domestic goods price in�ation, one re-
sponding to CPI in�ation, and one pegging the e¤ective nominal exchange rate. The
optimal policy can simultaneously stabilize in�ation and the output gap, but leads
to a greater volatility in the exchange rate and the terms of trade than the two
Taylor-type rules and/or the exchange rate peg. The simple rules show an excess
smoothness in the nominal exchange rate, which combined with the assumption of
price inertia precludes a fast enough adjustment of prices in response to a productiv-
ity shock, so that there is a signi�cant deviation from the optimal solution. Ranking
the rules by their welfare implications demonstrates that for a broad range of para-
meter con�gurations the domestic (goods) in�ation-based Taylor-rule dominates the
CPI-based one, which in turn dominates the exchange rate pegging. Furthermore,
they conclude that volatility in the terms of trade is adversely related to volatility
in in�ation and the output gap, and therefore also to welfare.
Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2001) develop a model similar to that in Galí and

Monacelli (2005), Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (2000) and Svensson (2000), but add nomi-
nal labor market rigidities that (re)introduce a short-run trade-o¤ between in�ation
and output. They show that under certain conditions the problem is isomorphic to
the closed economy counterpart, so that the qualitative results are the same as those
given in the closed economy version of Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (1999). However,
quantitatively it is the degree of openness that determines optimal monetary policy.
Their analysis includes an expenditure-switching e¤ect when the elasticity of substi-
tution between domestic and foreign goods is large enough, and what they propose
seems to be empirically reasonable. Like Galí and Monacelli they �nd that to the
extent that there is a complete exchange rate pass-through, the central bank should
target domestic producer price in�ation.
McCallum and Nelson (1999a) and McCallum and Nelson (2000) promote an al-

ternative approach by modelling imports not as �nished consumer goods, but as in-
puts in domestic production, leading to simple analytics and correlations between the
exchange rate and in�ation, which are more realistic, compared to conventional ap-
proaches. Model simulations replicate the experience of some small OECD countries
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during the East Asian crisis of 1997-1998 quite well. For example, Australia, Canada
and New Zealand experienced double-digit depreciations of their trade weighted ex-
change rates during this period. The latter two countries tightened their monetary
policy in the hope of meeting their in�ation target, whereas Australia did not. Ex
post, Australia�s policy seemed to be the most appropriate, since it was consistent
with strong economic growth and ensured that in�ation was on target. By the simple
experiment of adding a shock to the uncovered interest parity, the authors illustrate
that the implied depreciation of the exchange rate causes an output boom in their
model. Since they assume a policy rule responding to expected nominal income
growth, the optimal interest rate declines, since the temporary output boom implies
an expected lower change in future output. By treating imports as producer inputs,
total consumer price in�ation does not depend on the real exchange rate or the terms
of trade any more, so that optimal policy should account only for shock-implications
on in�ation in terms of its e¤ect on the output gap. This provides a little support
for practicing pure in�ation-targeting, unless depreciations are associated with large
increases in the output gap.

7.1.9 New Keynesian two-country models

After the extension of the New Keynesian literature to the analysis of open economy
models, the most recent studies assume two-country settings. Benigno and Benigno
(2001), for example, derive the conditions under which price stability (de�ned as a
stable GDP-index) can implement the �exible-price allocation as a Nash equilibrium
in a model with imperfect competition and price stickiness. In this setting a stable
equilibrium is only possible if both countries maintain a certain positive degree of
monopolistic competition, so that the monetary policy makers have no incentive to
surprise price setters ex post. Since volatility is exactly the same as under �ex-
ible prices, there is no need for the policy maker to stabilize the exchange rate.
The intuition behind the association of stable prices with monopolistic distortions
is simply that otherwise policy makers would have the incentive to de�ate. Since in
a competitive equilibrium real wages are equated to the marginal rate of substitu-
tion between consumption and labor this strategy would reduce marginal utility of
labor and the marginal disutility of production by the same amount. However, the
implied appreciation of the terms of trade, following such a policy, would decrease
the disutility further.
A two-country version the small open economy of Clarida, Galí, and Gertler

(2001) is given in Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002). They show that their iso-
morphism result is preserved in a non-cooperative equilibrium and optimal rules
are qualitatively the same than in the closed economy case. However, since there
are potentially gains from coordinating policy rules, the isomorphism result breaks
down. As the domestic marginal costs of production and domestic potential output
depend on the terms of trade, a coordination of central banks could improve wel-
fare by taking this into account. Furthermore, the authors show that this can be
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achieved by using a Taylor-type rule, which also responds to foreign in�ation.
Batini and Pearlman (2002) and Batini, Levine, and Pearlman (2004) study

in�ation-forecast-based rules in a modi�cation of the Clarida et al. framework
including a habit formation in persistence and in�ation indexing. This leads to
persistence in the New Keynesian Phillips curve and the expectational IS curve that
capture empirical regularities in the euro area and the U.S.. In addition they assume
a home bias in consumption, so that long-run deviations from the consumption-
based PPP are possible. This helps replicating the observed movements in the real
euro/dollar rate. By analyzing the uniqueness and stability conditions for an equi-
librium under in�ation-forecast-based rules,117 they �nd out that for any feedback
parameter on in�ation indeterminacy occurs when the horizon parameter is too low.
Furthermore, the problem of indeterminacy seems to rise in an open economy, and
this result is compounded when central banks respond to expected consumer rather
than producer price in�ation. An extension of this model is estimated for the euro
area and the U.S. in Batini, Justiniano, Levine, and Pearlman (2005) using Bayesian
techniques. In addition, this study includes an imperfect exchange rate pass-through
and wage stickiness by assuming a staggered wage setting. They compute optimal
in�ation-forecast based rules for the cooperative and the non-cooperative case based
on the estimated parameters to provide an empirical assessment of coordination
gains, which shows that gains are fairly low in terms of average loss. However, they
�nd a signi�cant increase in the aggressiveness of the European monetary policy
rule at the expense of the U.S.
Pappa (2004) comes to similar conclusions in a theoretical approach. He inves-

tigates implications for macroeconomic stability and welfare in three international
policy regimes: cooperation, no cooperation and monetary union. He shows that
a non-cooperative equilibrium may be suboptimal because of beggar-thyself and
beggar-thy-neighbor e¤ects, while a monetary union maybe suboptimal due to the
sluggish price adjustment. He argues that for deriving signi�cant coordination gains
between the ECB and the Fed, one had to assume a high degree of trade link and
unrealistically high values for the international elasticity of substitution and the risk
aversion parameter. However, concerning the UK, he �nds the co-ordination gains
to be signi�cant.

7.2 Analyzing uncertainty in open economy models

To date only a very few studies include an analysis of uncertainty in a two-country
model. Most of them have focussed on monetary uncertainty by assuming a money
stock that follows a stochastic process and analyze the e¤ect of an unexpected
rise in the money supply leading to a risk-premium into output prices.118 As our

117A monetary rule leads to indeterminacy when its reaction parameter on in�ation is not high
enough, so that real interest rates fall and enforce demand to rise. Under these circumstances any
exogenous expected in�ation can be con�rmed.
118See Lane (2001a), p. 33 ¤. for a brief overview.
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uncertainty analysis focuses on model uncertainty and whether a monetary policy
should be more aggressive under uncertainty, the only analysis comparable to ours
is Leitemo and Söderström (2005). They use the Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002)
model to derive optimal policy rules with the robust control techniques developed
by Hansen and Sargent (2007) and Giordani and Söderlind (2004),which are also
employed in this paper. The simplicity of the model enables the authors to derive
analytical solutions under uncertainty for a monetary authority acting under discre-
tion. Furthermore, they generalize the robust control framework to allow a policy
maker to have di¤erent robustness preferences for di¤erent model equations. This
is an advantage when the policy maker has a prior belief regarding which equations
he should trust more than others. In contrast to a closed economy version of the
model, where policy rules under uncertainty should be more aggressive in general,
the open economy robust policy reaction can be either more aggressive or more
cautious, depending on the type of disturbance and the shock.
The model presented in this paper is very much in the spirit of the most recent

developments of New Keynesian two-country models like Batini, Levine, and Pearl-
man (2004) and Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002). Instead of assuming a complete
set of Arrow-Debreu securities (like in Clarida et al.), we assume one riskless interna-
tionally traded nominal bond, so that the uncovered interest parity should equalize
net yields (like in Batini). Similar to Batini et al. we introduce persistence in in�a-
tion and consumption. However, instead of in�ation indexing we use a fraction of
backward-looking price setters for this reason, as we believe that this leads to similar
outcomes, but is more straightforward to solve. In keeping with Batini et al. we
assume intermediate goods producers, practicing producer-currency-pricing, and a
home bias in consumption due to nontradables, but allow for di¤erent country sizes.
This setting captures the observed long-run deviations from the CPI based LOOP. In
contrast to most two-country studies we do not investigate possible gains from coop-
eration between central banks, but concentrate on gains stemming from the optimal
commitment policy of a social planner compared to the solution under discretion, for
three di¤erent assumptions on the degree of backwardness in expectations.119 There-
fore we study the optimal interest rate reactions by generating impulse responses to
general supply, demand and exchange rate shocks, and evaluate welfare implications.
Furthermore we investigate the consequences of Hansen-Sargent robust modelling.

8 Robustness in a hybrid two-country New Key-
nesian model

After the preceding sections�discussion of the most recent work in monetary macro-
economics, this section derives a two-country New Keynesian economy and analyzes

119Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002) investigate welfare gains from cooperation and illustrate how
the solution of an optimal planner can be implemented.
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the in�uence of a preference for robustness against model misspeci�cation on opti-
mal monetary policy. In 8.1 the benchmark model is introduced, 8.2 calibrates the
two-country economy and studies the consequences of uncertainty, and a discussion
of the results and a comparison with the related literature is given in 8.2.3. For a
detailed model derivation see appendix A.4.

8.1 The benchmark model

The model is based on a two country DSGE framework. The microfoundations
feature a home and a foreign country which share same preferences and technolo-
gies, but di¤er in their size. The size of the foreign country is , so that (1� )

is the size of the home country. Foreign country variables are denoted with the
superscript �, foreign price indices are measured in the foreign currency. House-
holds and �rms face the conventional New Keynesian optimization problems based
on a competitive goods market (drawn from Dixit and Stiglitz (1977)) and sticky
price set-up (drawn from Calvo (1983)). In a two-stage production, �nal goods pro-
ducers use the output of intermediate goods producers as input. The �nal goods
producers are assumed to produce competitively using a CES technology consist-
ing of a continuum of nontraded intermediate goods. Furthermore, we assume that
prices are sticky in the producer�s currency and believe that the uncovered interest
rate parity should equalize net yields from riskless internationally tradable bonds
across countries. Under these assumptions the LOOP applies to the PPIs, since
exchange rate movements are followed by price changes of exporters in the buyer
country´s currency (complete exchange rate pass-through to import prices). Fur-
thermore, the assumption of a home bias due to nontradables allows for additional
deviations from the CPI-based LOOP. While the producer-currency-pricing implies
a strong expenditure-switching, the home bias dampens this e¤ect. The home bias
can be due to nontradables or trading frictions, which imply that a switch to another
country is impossible. Contrary to most previous studies we assume a fraction of
backward-looking price setters and a habit formation in consumption. In the follow-
ing we focus on the microfoundations relevant for the domestic country for as long
as foreign counterparts are derived in exactly the same fashion. For convenience all
variables used in this section are summarized in table 7.

8.1.1 Households

Let Ct (C�t ) be the domestic (foreign) aggregate Cobb-Douglas consumption index,
where CH;t

�
C�H;t

�
and CF;t

�
C�F;t

�
denote domestic (foreign) consumption of home

and foreign goods, respectively:

Ct � C
(1�$H)
H;t C$H

F;t ; (87)

C�t � C
�(1�$F )
H;t C�$F

F;t ; (88)

$H =
$

$ + (1� ) (1�$)
; $F =

 (1�$)

 (1�$) + (1� )$
;
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CH;t (CF;t) : consumption index for domestic (foreign) products
cH;jt (cF;jt) : demand for domestic (foreign) �nal good j
PH;t (PF;t) : domestic (foreign) producer price index (PPI)

PH;jt (PF;jt) : price of domestic (foreign) intermediate good j
pH;jt (pF;jt) : price of domestic (foreign) �nal good j

pflt : optimal price of forward-looking price setters
pblt : optimal price of backward-looking price setters
pnt : price index for newly set prices

�H;t (�F;t) : domestic (foreign) producer price in�ation
Ct : composite consumption index
Pt : domestic (foreign) consumption price index (CPI)
�t : consumer price in�ation

HC;t : habit formation in consumption
Xt : aggregate output
Xjt : output of intermediate goods producer j
Mt : money holding
Bt : bond holding
Nt : labor supply

St : terms of trade
�
PF;t
PH;t

�
Wt : nominal wage
�t : real �rm pro�ts
Qt : nominal exchange rate

RERt : real exchange rate
TBt : trade balance
it : interest rate
't : real marginal costs

�i;t+i : expected real discount factor

Table 7: Model variables, two-country economy

where $ 2
�
0; 1

2

�
represents the home bias in consumption and measures the degree

of openness. For $ = 0 both countries live in complete autarky and buy only
domestic products, whereas $ = 1

2
corresponds to a complete integration scenario

without any trading frictions, so that the relative consumption decisions only depend
on the relative size of the countries.120 Thus $H and $F represent the home bias
adjusted country sizes. Note that without a home bias (87) and (88) are reduced to
the indices in Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002), whereas for equally-sized countries
they are exactly the same as in Batini, Levine, and Pearlman (2004).
Producers are normalized to a continuum of measure one and produce di¤erenti-

120The home bias can be justi�ed by trading frictions or nontradables and is analytically more
tractable than introducing a fraction of nontradables consumption CN as in Obstfeld and Rogo¤
(1995).
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ated products. Under the assumption of monopolistic competition, the consumption
indices of domestic and foreign goods are given by

CH;t =

�Z 1

0

c
��1
�

H;jtdj

� �
��1

; CF;t =

�Z 1

0

c
��1
�

F;jtdj

� �
��1

; � > 1; (89)

where cH;jt (cF;jt) represents the domestic demand for domestic (foreign) individual
good j and � represents the price elasticity of demand.
The �rst order conditions of the household�s cost minimizing problem lead to the

following demand equations:

cH;jt =

�
pH;jt

(1�$H) t

���
C
�(��1)
H;t C�

t ; (90)

and

cF;jt =

�
pF;jt
$H t

���
C
�(��1)
F;t C�

t ; (91)

where  t is the Lagrangian multiplier on the condition to achieve any given level C
of the composite consumption good. By combining (90) and (91) with the de�nition
of the domestic aggregate consumption index, the household�s optimization problem
gives an expression for the domestic and foreign CPI:

Pt � k�1H P
(1�$H)
H;t P$H

F;t ; (92)

P �t � k�1F P
�(1�$F )
H;t P �$F

F;t ; (93)

where kH = $$H
H (1�$H)

(1�$H) and kF = $$F
F (1�$F )

(1�$F ), and domestic
currency PPIs of home and foreign goods are de�ned as generalized means of all
corresponding prices (pH;jt; pF;jt):

PH;t �
�Z 1

0

p1��H;jtdj

� 1
1��

; PF;t �
�Z 1

0

p1��F;jtdj

� 1
1��

. (94)

De�ning the terms of trade St as the foreign PPI divided by the domestic PPI (both
measured in the domestic currency), the domestic and foreign CPIs are given by

Pt = k�1H PH;tS
$H
t ; P �t = k�1F P �H;tS

$F
t ; (95)

where we use the assumption of producer-currency-pricing, which implies PH;t =
QtP

�
H;t, PF;t = QtP

�
F;t.

121 Given the PPIs for domestic and foreign goods, domestic
and foreign households optimal intratemporal decisions are given by

PH;tCH;t = (1�$H)PtCt; PF;tCF;t = $HPtCt (96)

121Note that without a home bias in consumption
�
! = 1

2

�
home and foreign price indices are

equal to those in Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002), since all consumers share the same preferences
and therefore consume the same proportion of domestic and foreign goods.
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and
P �H;tC

�
H;t = (1�$F )P

�
t C

�
t ; P

�
F;tC

�
F;t = $FP

�
t C

�
t : (97)

Eliminating the Lagrangian multiplier in (90) and (91) leads to the demand for
domestic and foreign individual goods:

cH;jt =

�
pH;jt

(1�$H)Pt

���
C
�(��1)
H;t C�

t (98)

and

cF;jt =

�
pF;jt
$HPt

���
C
�(��1)
F;t C�

t : (99)

These equations show that the price elasticities of demand for domestic and foreign
products are the same: � @cH;jt

@pH;jt

pH;jt
cH;jt

= � @cF;jt
@pF;jt

pF;jt
cF;jt

= �.122 A change in the price for
an individual foreign good j leads to a change in the demand for good j in exactly
the same manner as a change in the price for an individual domestic good k leads
to an adjustment in the demand for good k.
De�ning the real exchange rate as RERt =

QtP �t
Pt
, there is a link to the terms of

trade given by

RERt =
QtP

�
t

Pt
=
kH
kF
S
($F�$H)
t : (100)

Since $F � $H = 1�2$
[$+(1�)(1�$)][(1�$)+(1�)$] � 0, an appreciation of the real

exchange rate (a fall in RERt) is accompanied by an improvement in the terms of
trade (a fall in St represents an increase in the relative value of domestic exports
to foreign imports, ceteris paribus), as, assuming constant quantities, the real term
relationship between both countries improves from a domestic perspective. For
equally sized countries the real exchange rate relationship is reduced to S(1�2$)t and
is exactly the same as in Batini, Levine, and Pearlman (2004). Furthermore, under
the assumption of no home bias (so that the home bias adjusted country sizes are
reduced to $F = $H = ) (100) implies a real exchange rate of value one as in
Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002), and represents the LOOP.
Given the cost minimizing combinations of individual goods for a given level of

the CPI, a representative household supplies labor (Nt), purchases domestic and
foreign consumption goods (CH;t; CF;t), and holds money (Mt) and domestic and
foreign bonds (Bt,B�

t ) to maximize
123

122This result follows directly from the assumed aggregate consumption index of the Cobb-Douglas
type. As preferences across countries are the same, this price elasticity also applies to a foreign
country facing domestic and foreign goods and prices.
123Note that for reasons of convenience we use the standard assumption that domestic citizens
do not hold foreign money, but pay foreign products with domestic money (see for example Batini
and Pearlman (2002) and Batini, Levine, and Pearlman (2004)). Including a termM�

t in (101) and
(102) would only complicate the following analysis without altering the log-linear representation
of equilibrium relationships. In fact the money market equilibrium would become slightly more
complicated without any further consequences.
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Et

1X
i=0

�i

"
(Ct+i �HC;t+i)

1��

1� �
+

�1
1� b

�
Mt+i

Pt+i

�1�b
� �2

N1+�
t+i

1 + �

#
; (101)

where � represents the discount factor, and b and � represent the risk aversion para-
meters (the inverses of the intertemporal elasticities of substitution) of real money
holding and labor supply, respectively, and the term HC;t = hCCt�1 captures the
habit formation in consumption. The weights �1 and �2 are individual preferences of
the representative household. In addition, households sequence of budget constraints
(in real terms) is given by

Ct +
Mt

Pt
+
Bt

Pt
+
QtB

�
t

Pt
(102)

=

�
Wt

Pt

�
Nt +

Mt�1

Pt
+ (1 + it�1)

Bt�1

Pt
+
�
1 + i�t�1

� QtB
�
t�1

Pt
+�t;

and simply says that the sum of consumption,124 and real money and bond holdings
in period t must equal the sum of the real wage bill (Wt represents the nominal
wage), the real �rm pro�ts (�t) in period t, and real money and domestic and
foreign bond holdings (including interest payments) from period t� 1.
Similar to the single-country model, the standard �rst order conditions of (101)

are given by (102) and

(Ct � hCCt�1)
�� = � (1 + it)Et

��
Pt
Pt+1

�
(Ct+1 � hCCt)

��
�
; (103)

�1

�
Mt

Pt

��b
= (Ct � hCCt�1)

� it
1 + it

; (104)

�2N
�
t (Ct � hCCt�1)

� =
Wt

Pt
; (105)

which represent the Euler condition for the intertemporal allocation of habit ad-
justed consumption, the money market equilibrium, and the labor-leisure trade-o¤
equation.
Households accumulate assets in form of either domestic or foreign bonds. The

assumption of internationally frictionless tradability implies that �nancial arbitrage
should equalize the expected net yields on bonds, so that the uncovered interest
parity holds:125

1 + it =
EtQt+1

Qt

(1 + i�t ) : (106)

124As the prices for domestic and foreign individual goods determine the aggregate price index,
the CPI good is already measured in real terms.
125In agreement with Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (1995) we do not include a complete asset market in an
analysis with nominal rigidity in the goods markets. See Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002), Corsetti
and Pesenti (2001) and Benigno and Benigno (2001) for a complete asset markt equilibrium in a
simple asset market.
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8.1.2 Firms

We assume a two-stage production process: The output of a continuum of interme-
diate goods producers is used as input by �nal goods producers who produce output
according to the following CES technology:126

Xt =

�Z 1

0

X
("�1)
"

jt dj

� "
("�1)

; (107)

whereXt denotes aggregate output, Xjt is the input produced by intermediate goods
�rm j (both expressed in per capita terms) and " represents the price elasticity of
demand. The pro�t maximization problem of the �nal goods producers is given by

max
fXjtg

PH;tXt � PH;jtXjt

and leads to the following set of demand equations

Xj;t =

�
PH;jt
PH;t

��"
Xt; (108)

where PH;jt is the price of a domestic individual intermediate good j.
Note that for the single-country analysis we assume a single �nal good producer

without modeling intermediates, as it would only complicate the derivation without
altering the equilibrium relationships. For a two-country economy the assumption
that �nal goods producer use only domestic intermediate goods is crucial for solving
the optimization problem of domestic producers, as this allows to express the de-
mand for intermediate goods as a function of solely domestic variables (PH;jt, PH;t
and Xt). An approximation of the �rst order condition from the Calvo price-setting
would include foreign PPI without this assumption and complicate the equilibrium
relationship substantially. This implies that the only transmission channel from one
country to the other is the demand for �nal goods. However, this assumption is
standard in monetary policy analysis (see for example Batini and Pearlman (2002)
and Batini, Levine, and Pearlman (2004)) and can be justi�ed, since for the analysis
of short-run �uctuations it should not change outcomes considerably. Furthermore,
for large economies like the U.S. and the EU trading of intermediates should remain
to the greatest extent inside their own country. In addition, McCallum and Nelson
(1999a) and McCallum and Nelson (2000) argue that this modeling strategy leads
to highly realistic correlations between the exchange rate and in�ation.
Similar to the single-country analysis, intermediate goods production is assumed

to follow a constant returns to scale production function, solely depending on la-
bor input, Xjt = ZtNjt, E (Zt) = 1;where Zt is a stochastic zero mean aggregate
productivity disturbance. Every �rm j chooses the cost minimizing labor demand,

126We assume that intermediates are nontradable, so that producers use only intermediates of
their own country.
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subject to the production function,

min
fNjtg

�
Wt

PH;t

�
Njt + 't (Xjt � ZtNjt) ; (109)

what directly implies that 't is equal to the �rm´s real marginal production costs.
Furthermore, the �rst order conditions give

't =
Wt

PH;tZt
=
WtS

$H
t

kHPtZt
; (110)

so that real marginal costs equal the producer price adjusted real wage divided by
the the marginal product of labor. According to (110) a rise in domestic producer
prices is accompanied by a fall in domestic real marginal costs.
Price adjustment is assumed to follow the same variant of Calvo´s price stick-

iness due to Galí and Gertler (1999) as in 6.1.2. A randomly selected fraction of
�rms (1� !) adjusts prices while the remaining fraction of �rms ! does not adjust.
In addition, a fraction of (1� �) �rms behaves in a forward-looking way and the
remaining fraction � uses the recent history of the aggregate price index when they
set prices. Thus � is a measure of the degree of backward-looking price-setting.
For the forward-looking fraction of �rms the optimization problem has the same

form as (56) in 6.1.2,

max
fPH;jtg

Et

1X
i=0

!i4i;t+i

�
PH;jt
PH;t+i

Xjt+i � 't+iXjt+i

�
; (111)

and leads to 
pflH;t
PH;t

!
= ��

Et
P1

i=0 !
i�i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)

��Xt+i't+i
Pt+i
PH;t

Et
P1

i=0 !
i�i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)

��Xt+i
Pt+i
PH;t+i

; (112)

where �� =
�

"
"�1
�
and di¤ers from the parameter �, de�ned in 6.1.2, as it does not

depend on the price elasticity of demand for consumption goods but for intermediates
used by the �nal goods producer.
De�ning the domestic index for the prices newly set in period t (pnH;t) as a weighted

average of the forward- and backward-looking prices, and assuming the same rule of
thumb as in 6.1.2 for the backward-looking price-setters (pblH;t), equations similar to
(59) - (61) can be derived:

PH;t =
h
!P 1��H;t�1 + (1� !)

�
pnH;t
�1��i 1

1��
: (113)

pnH;t = (1� �) pflH;t + �pblH;t; (114)

pblH;t = pnH;t�1 + �H;t�1; (115)

where �H;t = bpH;t � bpH;t�1 represents the domestic producer price in�ation.
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8.1.3 Equilibrium output and trade balance

In equilibrium goods markets, money markets and the bond market all clear. Equat-
ing supply and demand for domestic and foreign goods, and using (96) and (97) gives
(1� )Xt = (1� )CH;t + C�H;t and X

�
t = (1� )CF;t + C�F;t and determines

domestic and foreign output to be127

Xt =
Pt
PH;t

�
(1�$H)Ct +



1� 
(1�$F )RERtC

�
t

�
; (116)

and

X�
t =

Pt
PF;t

�
1� 


$HCt +$FRERtC

�
t

�
; (117)

where we use (100). These equations show that a fall in the terms of trade leads to
a rise in foreign output, and a drop in domestic, since relative prices change in favor
of the foreign country.
Combining the Euler equations (103) of both countries with the uncovered interest

rate parity (106) gives

Et

"�
Qt+1P

�
t+1

Pt+1

��
Ct+1 � hCCt
C�t+1 � hCC�t

���#
= Qt

P �t
Pt

�
Ct � hCCt�1
C�t � hCC�t�1

���
: (118)

If a variable is de�ned as zt � QtP �t
Pt

�
Ct�hCCt�1
C�t �hCC�t�1

���
, then (118) gives Etzt+1 = zt.

Linearizing zt around a symmetric steady state z = 1, then implies zt = 1 in any
stable equilibrium, so that128�

Ct � hCCt�1
C�t � hCC�t�1

��
=
QtP

�
t

Pt
= RERt (119)

According to (119) the real exchange rate balances the consumption di¤erential
across countries.
Due to the consumption habits and the home bias in consumption the model

includes net foreign asset dynamics, which can be illustrated by the trade balance,
de�ned as the value of exports minus imports denominated in the domestic currency
TBt = PH;tC

�
H;t � (1� )PF;tCF;t. Using (119) gives:

TBt = Pt ( (1�$F )RERtC
�
t � (1� )$HCt) (120)

Without a home bias in consumption ($H = 0; $F = 1) RERt = 1 and trade is bal-
anced as in Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002). This also true for � = 1 and without
a habit formation in consumption (hc = 0), since (119) is reduced to RERtC

�
t = Ct

under these conditions, and $H = $ = 1�$F .

127Recall that all variables are measured in per-capita terms.
128Without loss of generality we have to choose a particular value for z. See Batini, Levine, and
Pearlman (2004) for details.
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8.1.4 Linear approximations around a baseline equilibrium

As the model can be solved for an in�nite number of steady states, we have to restrict
the initial equilibrium. Without loss of generality we assume a baseline symmetric
steady state with equal and constant consumption and a real exchange rate of value
one, and therefore a balanced trade. Domestic and foreign Euler equations imply
an equilibrium steady state interest rate i = 1��

�
. In the following we derive the

key equations of the New Keynesian model by approximating preceding equations in
percentage deviations from �exible price equilibrium. Similar to the approximation
for the single-country a variable bv denotes the percentage deviation of a variable V
around its steady state and the superscript f denotes the �exible-price steady state.

The hybrid New Keynesian Phillips Curve Since (111) has the same form
as in 6.1.2 optimization leads to the familiar condition, equating the optimal price
of a forward looking price setter (bpflH;t) to the expected discounted value of future
nominal marginal costs (Et

�b't+i + bpH;t+i�):
bpflH;t = (1� !�)

1X
i=0

!i�iEt
�b't+i + bpH;t+i� : (121)

Together with an approximation of (112) and (113) around a zero average in�ation
steady state using (114) and (115) this gives an expression for the aggregate domestic
producer price in�ation,

�H;t = �b't + !��Et�H;t+1 + ���H;t�1; (122)

where � = (1� �) (1� !) (1� �!)� and � = (! + � [1� ! (1� �)])�1. Equation
(122) is a hybrid version of the New Keynesian Phillips curve, similar to the one
derived in 6.1.3. However, as for a two-country economy producer and consumer
prices di¤er, the relevant price index is substituted. For � the same arguments
with respect to the impact of real marginal costs on in�ation are valid as for the
single-country NKPC.
Deriving a relationship between marginal costs and output for a two-country

setting is somewhat more complicated than for a single-country economy, since do-
mestic output is no longer equal to domestic consumption. Thus the in�uence of
consumption and output on marginal costs represented by (105) and (110) leads to

b't = �yt +
�

1� hc
(bct � hCbct�1) +$Hbst; (123)

where we usedXt = ZtNt and yt � bxt�bxft is the output gap, that was already de�ned
in 6.1.3 as the di¤erence between the percentage deviations of output from its natural
level and its �exible price equilibrium level. Since output does not equal consumption
it is not possible to substitute bct as in the single-country analysis. Thus the e¤ects
of output and consumption enter (123) separately: � represents the in�uence of
the work e¤ort needed to produce output and �

1�hc represents the impact of habit
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adjusted consumption in the labor-leisure trade-o¤ equation (105). An increase in
output or consumption, respectively, raises the marginal rate of substitution between
leisure and consumption, and the opportunity costs of holding leisure has to increase
as well. Moreover, the terms of trade enter (123) due to the in�uence on real marginal
costs and and the real wage. An increase in bst represents a fall in PH;t, and thus an
increase in the PPI adjusted real marginal costs, or an increase in PF;t, and thus a
fall in the CPI adjusted real wages, provoking worker�s to call for higher nominal
wages, or both. A fall in PH;t has the opposite e¤ect on real wages, but as relevant
price indices for �rm and household decisions di¤er, the decreasing e¤ect on the real
wage due to a fall in domestic prices can only partly compensate for the increase of
the �rms real marginal costs (the PPI adjusted real wage).
Implementing this in (122) leads to

�H;t = �

�
�yt +

�

1� hc
(bct � hCbct�1) +$Hbst�

+� (!�Et�H;t+1 + ��H;t�1) : (124)

This New Keynesian Phillips Curve depends not only on output and in�ation, but
also on relative prices and consumption. Notice that, as domestic output depends
also on foreign consumption, there is a link of the two-countries additional to the
terms of trade relationship.
The foreign counterparts of (123) and (124) are given by

b'�t = �y�t +
�

1� hc

�bc�t � hCbc�t�1�� (1�$F ) bst (125)

and

��F;t = �

�
�y�t +

�

1� hc

�bc�t � hCbc�t�1�� (1�$F ) bst�
+�
�
!�Et�

�
F;t+1 + ���F;t�1

�
. (126)

The hybrid Euler equation After presenting the supply side equations for
the model, the demand side is derived by linearizing the Euler equation (103):

bct = � 1

1 + hC

�
(Etbct+1 + hCbct�1)� ��1

�
1� hc
1 + hC

��bit � Et�t+1

�
: (127)

For the hybrid Euler equation the same implications follow as for the hybrid IS
equation of 6.1.2. The measure of the persistence in the consumption habits hc,
is also a measure of the degree of persistence in consumption dynamics, and for
hC = 0 we derive a purely forward-looking variant of (127). Moreover, hc has the
same in�uence on the e¤ectiveness of the real interest rate, as an increase in con-
sumption habits decreases the habit adjusted inverse of the intertemporal elasticity
of substitution

�
�

1�hc

�
.
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Domestic and foreign output paths The paths of domestic and foreign out-
put are determined by linearizations of (116) and (117) together with the equilibrium
relationship between the real exchange rate and the terms of trade (100):

yt = �H;cbct + �H;c�bc�t + �H;sbst; (128)

y�t = �F;cbct + �F;c�bc�t � �F;sbst; (129)

where
�1 = (1�$H) +



1� 
(1�$F ) ; �2 =

1� 


$H +$F ;

�H;c =
1�$H

�1
; �H;c� =


1� (1�$F )

�1
; �H;s =

(1�$H)$H +

1� (1�$F )$F

�1
;

�F;c =

1�

$H

�2
; �F;c� =

$F

�2
; �F;s =

1�

$H (1�$H) +$F (1�$F )

�2

For equally sized countries ( = 1
2
) �H;s = �F;s = 2$ (1�$) and (128) and (129)

are exactly the same as in Batini, Levine, and Pearlman (2004). Furthermore, since
�H;s > 0 and �F;s > 0, a rise in the price for domestic goods relative to those
produced in the foreign country (a fall in the terms of trade) triggers the households
to switch their expenditures from domestic to foreign products. As a consequence
domestic output falls, whereas foreign output rises. As @$H

@$
� 0 and @$F

@$
� 0 a

stronger home bias (a smaller value for $) implies smaller expenditure switching
(smaller values for �H;s and �F;s). The more households prefer goods which are
produced in their own country, the less willing they are to switch to products from
the other country.
There are two interesting special cases. The �rst is the case of a full home bias

($ = 0, $H = 0, $F = 1). Since both countries live in complete autarky under this
scenario, yt = ct and y�t = c�t . Without any trading, the expenditure switching e¤ect
vanishes and the terms of trade are irrelevant for the determination of the output
paths. The second one is the case of no home bias ($ = 1

2
, $H =  = $F ), which

corresponds to full openness. Since we assume a baseline scenario with constant and
equal consumption, (128) and (129) are reduced to

yt = bct + bst; (130)

and
y�t = bc�t � (1� ) bst; (131)

and incorporate exactly the same country-size adjusted expenditure switching e¤ect
as in Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002).

Equilibrium terms of trade Since we assume equal and constant consump-
tion, and a real exchange rate of value one, using (96) and (97) to solve (116) and
(117) for St gives

St =

 
1�

$H +$F

(1�$H) +

1� (1�$F )

!
Xt

X�
t

=

�
 (1�$) + (1� )$

(1� ) (1�$) + $

�
Xt

X�
t

: (132)
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According to (132), equilibrium terms of trade depend positively on the output dif-
ferential Xt

X�
t
, indicating the plausible inverse relationship between prices and output

of the two countries. When the equilibrium ratio of foreign to domestic prices falls
(increases) the equilibrium ratio of foreign to domestic output increases (falls). No-
tice that without home bias ($ = 1

2
; $H = 0 and $F = 1) this equation is reduced

to St = Xt
X�
t
like in Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002).129 Furthermore, the same is

true for  = 1
2
(implying $H = $ and $F = 1 � $) since for an equal home bias

and equally sized countries the e¤ect is the same. Only if countries di¤er in their
size, a home bias, which is assumed to be equal in both countries, improves (132)
in favor of the bigger country. Consider for example the case where the domestic is
bigger than the foreign country ( < 1

2
). Then the coe¢ cient in front of Xt

X�
t
is less

than one, and every increase in the equilibrium terms of trade (a fall in PH;t or a
rise in PF;t) is accompanied by a stronger increase in Xt

X�
t
than under equally sized

countries. As the demand for products of the bigger country is greater, the strength
of the inverse relationship between equilibrium prices and output increases from the
perspective of the bigger country. Approximating (132) gives

bst = yt � y�t : (133)

Complete model dynamics The model dynamics are �nally completed by
linearizations of the terms of trade, the real exchange rate, the trade balance, and
the uncovered interest rate parity:130

yt = �H;cct + �H;c�c
�
t + �H;sst;

y�t = �F;cbct + �F;c�c
�
t � �F;sst;

ct =

�
1

1 + hC

�
(Etct+1 + hCct�1)� ��1

�
1� hc
1 + hC

�
(it � Et�t+1) + ect ;

c�t =

�
1

1 + hC

��
Etc

�
t+1 + hCc

�
t�1
�
� ��1

�
1� hc
1 + hC

��
i�t � Et�

�
t+1

�
+ ec�t ;

�H;t = �

�
�yt +

�

1� hc
(ct � hCct�1) +$Hst

�
+� (!�Et�H;t+1 + ��H;t�1) + e�Ht ;

��F;t = �

�
�y�t +

�

1� hc

�
c�t � hCc

�
t�1
�
� (1�$F ) st

�
+�
�
!�Et�

�
F;t+1 + ���F;t�1

�
+ e�Ft ;

qt = Etqt+1 + (i
�
t � it) + eqt ;

st = st�1 + ��F;t +4qt � �H;t;

129Recall that output is measured in per-capita terms.
130For convenience we use � instead of b� for all variables.
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�t = (1�$H)�H;t +$H

�
��F;t +�qt

�
;

��t = (1�$F ) (�H;t ��qt) +$F�
�
F;t;

rert = ($F �$H) st;

tbt = tbt�1 + �t +
 (1�$F )

 (1�$F )� (1� )$H

(4rert +4c�t )

� (1� )$H

 (1�$F )� (1� )$H

4ct;

where we add four general autocorrelated and orthogonal demand and supply shocks,
and an exchange rate shock, which are assumed to be serially uncorrelated,

ect = �cect�1 + �ct; �ct � N (0; �c) ;
e�Ht = ��He�Ht�1 + ��Ht ; ��Ht � N (0; ��H ) ;
ec�t = �c�ec�t�1 + �c�t ; �c�t � N (0; �c�) ;
e��Ft = ���F e�

�
Ft�1

+ ���Ft ; ���Ft � N (0; ��F ) ;
eqt = �eqteqt�1 + "eqt ; "eqt � N

�
0; �eqt

�
;

and coe¢ cients are given by

� = (1� �) (1� !) (1� �!)�; � = [! + � (1� ! (1� �))]�1 ;

�1 = (1�$H) +


1� 
(1�$F ) ; �2 =

1� 


$H +$F ;

�H;c =
1�$H

�1
; �H;c� =


1� (1�$F )

�1
; �H;s =

(1�$H)$H +

1� (1�$F )$F

�1
;

�F;c =

1�

$H

�2
; �F;c� =

$F

�2
; �F;s =

1�

$H (1�$H) +$F (1�$F )

�2
;

$H =
$

$ + (1� ) (1�$)
; $F =

 (1�$)

 (1�$) + (1� )$
:

8.1.5 State space representation

Assuming a social planer whose aim is to minimize the variance of world in�ation
�Wt = (1� )�t + �

�
t and who has a preference for a stabilization of world output

Y W
t = Y

(1�)
t (Y �

t )
, and stabilization and smoothing of the world interest rate

iWt = (1� ) it + i�t , the world loss function is given by
131

LW = Et

1X
i=0

�t
��
�Wt
�2
+ �c

�
cWt
�2
+ �i

�
iWt
�2
+ �4i

�
iWt � iWt�1

�2�
; (134)

131World in�ation can be derived by approximating world prices PWt = P
(1�)
t + (P �t )

 . The
world interest rate follows from combining both Euler equations to world consumption. Recall
that the interest rate is meausred in percentage deviations from equilibrium.
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where we use the fact that world output equals world demand in equilibrium, CW
t =

C
(1�)
t (C�t )

, and where the �i�s represent the corresponding weights, de�ning the
preferences of the countries or the social planner, respectively. As our focus is on the
in�uence of uncertainty and persistence we do not investigate possible gains from
coordination.132 However, solving the world loss function might also be interpreted
as cooperation of both countries, where the country size is used as a measure of
bargaining power. Notice that this loss function implicitly includes the exchange rate
as �t = (1�$H)�H;t +$H

�
��F;t +�qt

�
and ��t = (1�$F ) (�H;t ��qt) +$F�

�
F;t.

All equations can be combined in the appropriate state-space form,�
x1t+1
Etx2t+1

�
= A

�
x1t
x2t

�
+But + C"t+1; (135)

where x1t =
�
ect ; ec�t ; e�Ht ; e�Ft ; eq; it�1; i

�
t�1; ct�1; c

�
t�1; �H;t�1; �

�
F;t�1; qt�1; st�1

�0
is the

vector of predetermined variables (x10 given), x2t =
�
ct; c

�
t ; �H;t; �

�
F;t; qt

�0
is the vector

of forward-looking variables, ut = (it; i�t )
0 is a vector of control variables, and f"t+1 =�

"ct+1 ; "c�t+1 ; "�Ht+1 ; "�Ft+1

�
: t = 1; 2; :::g is a conditionally homoskedastic Gaussian

martingale di¤erences process, which satis�es Et ("t+1) = 0 and Et
�
"0t+1"t+1

�
= I.

A, B and C represent appropriate matrices, �lled with the corresponding struc-
tural parameters. The optimal reaction function it = �Fxt can now be derived by
minimizing

E0

" 1X
t=0

�t (x0tQxt + 2x
0
tUut + u0tRut)

#
; (136)

subject to (135), where Q, R and U are appropriate matrices, �lled with the corre-
sponding preferences of the two countries.

8.2 Calibration and results

The calibration of the two-country model is given in Table 8. For reasons of com-
parability, the same values are taken from Giannoni (2002) as for the single-country
economy. For the parameter representing the home bias in consumption we choose
a value of 0:2, which refers to a median home-bias (recall that $ = 0:5 represents
full integration). Thus the two countries could be interpreted as two large currency
unions which have a slightly greater amount of within-trade than trade with each
other. This seems to be a reasonable value if we are talking about currency unions
like the U.S. and Europe.
The following sections show robust and non-robust losses and impulse responses

for an authority under commitment or discretion, respectively. Unfortunately we
were unable to �nd a Taylor-rule, where the social planer sets both interest rates
according to world in�ation, output, and the world interest rate, that leads to one

132See Batini, Justiniano, Levine, and Pearlman (2005) for an empirical or Pappa (2004) for a
recent theoretical investigation of possible gains from cooperation.
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parameter scenario

hc degree of persistence in habit formation 0 0.4 0 0.4 0.8

� degree of backwardness in price setting 0 0 0.4 0.4 0.8

! degree of nominal price rigidity 0.8598

� inv. of consumption elasticity 0.1571

� inv. of labor elasticity 0.824

 size of the foreign country 0.7

$ degree of integration 0.2

� discount factor (quarterly periods) 0.99

�i AR parameter of shocks 0.35

�i standard deviation of shocks 1

Table 8: Calibration, two-country economy

single equilibrium. Due to the model�s complexity every simple rule leads to in-
determinacy, and any expected in�ation can be justi�ed. This result is clearly no
argument in favor of using a simple rule. As the results for the discretionary solution
are much more straightforward to interpret, the next section starts with this case.

8.2.1 Discretion

The results of the model for a discretionary policy maker are given in Table 9 and
con�rm all results of the single-country analysis under discretion.133 Persistence
in consumption habits seems to have no signi�cant impact, whereas persistence
in price-setting behavior clearly leads to an immense increase in losses due to the
lowered e¤ectiveness of monetary policy. Furthermore, a discretionary policy maker
deals with uncertainty quite easily, as long as private sector behavior is not too
persistent, since losses of the robust strategy in the worst case model are close to
the optimal solutions even for p(�) = 10%. In addition, a central banker seems to be
no fool when using Hansen-Sargent robust rules, as the losses of an unfounded fear
against misspeci�cation do also not increase substantially, except for the extremely
unrealistic case of hc = � = 0:8. A discretionary central banker reoptimizes every
period and thus he can react on unforeseeable events. Table 9 suggests that this
makes the discretionary solution quite robust against model misspeci�cation.
In addition, Table 9 validates the �nding that the choice of the reference model

is more important than a general model uncertainty given this particular model.
Introducing a small degree of persistence in price-setting behavior increases losses
to greater extent than a worst case scenario with p (�) = 10%.

133For the commitment solution we have to assume for a minimum value of 0:02 for the preference
on output-gap stabilization as otherwise algorithms fail. The generalized Schur-decomposition
needed to solve the model leads to a matrix Z which is close to singular. For reasons of comparability
a minimum value of 0:02 is chosen also for the discretionary case, which does not change the
outcomes considerably.
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(�y; �i; �4i) (0:02; 0:3; 0) (0:0483; 0:2364; 0)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 164 193,200 266,291 163 192,199 241,272

hc = 0:4; � = 0 166 196,203 235,259 165 194,201 238,268

� = 0:4; hc = 0 716 999,1019 2594,2640 680 964,983 1151,1018

hc = � = 0:4 747 963,969 2332,2379 698 987,1006 1964,2032

hc = � = 0:8 13413 15950,13313 52401,23307 15159 35255,32795 59768,34226

(�y; �i; �4i) (0:1; 0:5; 0) (0:5; 0; 0)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 171 203,212 241,266 159 185,192 230,258

hc = 0:4; � = 0 173 206,216 245,275 159 185,192 255,291

� = 0:4; hc = 0 779 1098,1124 1841,1747 604 839,850 1580,1611

hc = � = 0:4 798 1123,1148 2184,2096 605 839,850 1597,1643

hc = � = 0:8 33309 66101,65900 325130,373380 6648 13218,10923 67901,20866

(�y; �i; �4i) (0:02; 0:6; 0) (0:5; 0; 0:3)

p (�) 50% 35% 10% 50% 35% 10%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 176 210,219 347,416 161 183,191 244,283

hc = 0:4; � = 0 178 214,224 313,324 160 182,189 243,280

� = 0:4; hc = 0 893 1283,1315 2419,2509 563 697,710 1100,1170

hc = � = 0:4 932 1472,1514 2837,2649 556 690,702 1201,1267

hc = � = 0:8 21015 76859,52846 97749,148360 3405 5662,5510 24129,14985

Table 9: Losses under discretion, two-country economy

Scenario 1 (hc = � = 0) The impulse responses for the purely forward-looking
variant of the model are given in Figures 10 - 14 for a discretionary policy maker
and a robustness parameter �, which corresponds to a detection error probability
p (�) � 10%.
After a domestic supply innovation, both central banker raise their interest rates

to dampen the pressure on world in�ation. As the domestic interest rate is risen
more sharply, foreign households buy more domestic bonds and, as a consequence,
the domestic currency appreciates and q falls. The rise in the domestic interest
rate implies a positive domestic real rate which causes domestic consumption to
fall. In contrast, the foreign interest rate is not risen sharply enough to generate a
positive real rate, and thus foreign consumption increases. Due to the home bias
in consumption, the consumption dynamics are re�ected by the output reactions,
strengthened by the fall in the terms of trade. The rise in foreign consumption
and output raises the foreign producer price in�ation and thus world in�ation. The
dynamics of output and consumption indices illustrate that domestic households
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Figure 10: IRFs, discretion, domestic supply innovation, scenario 1

produce more than they consume, indicating that the relative value of domestic
exports to domestic imports increases and the trade balance becomes positive. The
fall in domestic demand is partly compensated by the foreign country and overweighs
e¤ects from expenditure switching due to the relative change in prices.
According to Figure 10 a robust social planer would not raise the domestic inter-

est rate more aggressively, but raises the foreign one. This seems to be plausible,
since the greatest fear of the policy maker is represented by a positive foreign supply
shock, which would raise foreign and thus world in�ation. As foreign in�ation can
be controlled best by a stronger increase in the foreign interest rate, a robust foreign
central banker increases the interest rate more aggressively. As a consequence, the
exchange rate appreciates less and the reaction of the terms of trade, as well as the
impact of the terms of trade on output indices, decreases. In addition the imagi-
nary evil agent, representing the policy maker�s fear about misspeci�cation, causes
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small domestic and foreign demand shocks and an exchange rate shock in order to
raise world in�ation. As a result foreign producer price in�ation and domestic and
foreign consumer price in�ation rates increase more strongly and more persistently.
The stronger increase in ��F further dampens the fall in the terms of trade and do-
mestic producer price in�ation increases a little more strongly because of the higher
domestic output. The higher domestic in�ation rate makes the domestic real inter-
est rate negative in the �rst period which dampens the fall in consumption. Due to
the strong rise in foreign producer price in�ation the foreign real rate becomes even
more negative under uncertainty, although the nominal rate is risen more sharply.
The e¤ects on consumption are re�ected by the output gaps as well. As the evil
agent generates slightly positive demand shocks, the di¤erences between consump-
tion and production decrease and the trade balance response is smaller in the worst
case scenario.
Furthermore Figure 10 validates the suggestions from Table 9 that an unfounded

use of robust expectations and a robust policy does not change the outcomes sub-
stantially. The (robust) expected rise in foreign producer price in�ation results, in
fact, in an increase in in�ation, but the strong foreign interest rate reaction cor-
rects this e¤ect very quickly. All other responses are straightforward. In the end the
increase in the trade balance is smaller as the exchange rate returns faster to equilib-
rium, and thus the deviation of the terms of trade are smaller. This implies smaller
deviations of domestic and foreign output, and thus smaller output-consumption
di¤erentials, since foreign demand for domestic products decreases. The exchange
rate response follows directly from the faster fall in the foreign interest rate, when
the evil agent is absent. Thus a preference for robustness of central bankers and
private sectors has an impact on equilibrium trade balance, independent from the
actual appearance of the evil agent.
The responses after a foreign supply innovation are illustrated in Figure 11. Sim-

ilar to the domestic supply shock, both interest rates are risen. However, even in the
case of a foreign shock, the domestic rate increases more, since the optimal social
planer wants the exchange rate to fall in order to dampen deviations of the terms
of trade from equilibrium. As the origin of the innovation lies in the bigger country
it pays to counteract the terms of trade response, whereas for the domestic shock
it does not as the increase in �H has a smaller impact on world in�ation. The dy-
namics of all in�ation rates, as well as those of both output gaps and consumption
indices mirror those from the domestic innovation, except that they are adjusted for
the hump-shaped terms of trade response. In addition, as the foreign interest rate
is risen to a lesser extent in order to decrease the exchange rate the foreign real rate
falls slightly, enforcing the return of consumption to equilibrium, whereas the do-
mestic real rate becomes positive. However, as domestic (foreign) households expect
an increase (fall) in output, consumption expectations are positive (negative) and
cause a boom (fall) in domestic (foreign) consumption nevertheless. Since the fall
in foreign demand is partly compensated by domestic households, foreign workers
produce more than they consume and one would expect the trade balance to fall. On
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Figure 11: IRFs, discretion, foreign supply innovation, scenario 1

the other hand, expenditure switching implies an increase in domestic exports. As
the innovation origin lies in the bigger country this e¤ect initially overweighs simply
since foreign households are of a greater quantity, and thus the country-size adjusted
expenditure switching is greater. The relative value of domestic exports increases
�rst, but with decreasing terms of trade this e¤ect vanishes and the dynamics show
the expected fall. In the long run equilibrium trade is more or less balanced.
For the robust dynamics in the worst case the reactions illustrate the same changes

as was the case for the domestic innovation. The interest rate of the bigger country
is risen more aggressively in order to dampen the stronger responses of domestic
and foreign supply shocks due to the distortion of the evil agent. Due to the greater
e¤ect on world in�ation the malevolent player increases the foreign supply shock,
which could be controlled best by rising the foreign interest rate. Similar to the
domestic case he further brings about an increase in both demand shocks, in order
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to increase in�ation, and increases the exchange rate shock to counteract on the
policy maker�s intention to decrease the distortions in the terms of trade. As a
consequence all in�ation rates rise more aggressively and the domestic and foreign
real interest rates fall. Now the domestic real rate also becomes negative initially,
and domestic consumption increases much stronger, leading to a further increase in
domestic in�ation as well. However, as the real rate becomes positive, consumption
and in�ation decrease again. Furthermore, the very strong increase in domestic con-
sumption partly compensates the foreign downturn and outweighs the expenditure
switching e¤ect implied by the terms of trade dynamics. Thus the trade balance
turns into negative territory.
Moreover, a policy maker using the robust rule in a model without evil agent

seems to behave wisely as the �rst impact of the robust expectations results in re-
actions of all other state variables equal to the worst case, but the more aggressive
foreign interest rate response makes their dynamics converge very quickly to the
optimal RE response. As the expected in�ation rates are smaller in the absence of
the evil agent, both real interest rates become positive in the beginning. Equilib-
rium trade balance becomes more negative due to the much smaller terms of trade
response.
The dynamics following domestic and foreign demand innovations are shown in

Figures 12 and 13 and con�rm the conclusion from the single-country analysis re-
garding the relative distortion of demand to supply innovations. The deviations of
all variables are much smaller than for both supply innovations, since these would
imply opposing reactions of consumption and in�ation, which clearly complicates
the optimal reaction of the policy maker. A domestic demand innovation leads to a
rise in the domestic producer price in�ation and increases world in�ation. Thus both
central bankers react by increasing the interest rate, where the interest rate of the
foreign country is risen more aggressively in order to depreciate the exchange rate
and dampen the fall in the terms of trade, as this tends to increase foreign producer
price in�ation due to its e¤ect on marginal costs.134 As a consequence deviations
of foreign producer and consumer price in�ation turn positive �rst when the terms
of trade reach their peak. Both real rates become positive and foreign consumption
decreases. The responses of domestic and foreign consumption are re�ected by both
output gaps. Since part of the domestic demand is for foreign products, domestic
consumption lies above production and the trade balance falls.
For the foreign demand innovation the dynamics of all in�ation and consumption

indices mirror those of the domestic one. However, similar to the response after
a domestic innovation the foreign interest rate increases more strongly, resulting
in an increasing exchange rate. This strengthens the e¤ect on the terms of trade

134Similar to the case of a foreign supply innovation, the interest rate of the country where the
shock does not originate increases the interest rate stronger to in�uence exchange rate dynamics.
However, note that for a domestic demand shock, the reaction of foreign PPI is a consequence
of the interest rate response, whereas for the foreign supply innovation the increase in PPI is the
impulse.
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Figure 12: IRFs, discretion, domestic demand innovation, scenario 1

and dampens the in�ationary pressure on foreign producer price in�ation. As a
proportion of the demand of foreign households falls on domestic goods, the increase
in foreign consumption is greater than the increase in production and the trade
balance becomes positive from a domestic perspective.
Regarding the worst case dynamics Figures 12 and 13 suggest that robust agents

do not fear strong misspeci�cations when the economy is hit by demand innovations.
For both innovations the misspeci�cation feared most is represented by very small
increases in all shocks in order to increase world in�ation. The robust central bankers
show no reaction, but interest rate dynamics become slightly more persistent due
to the stronger responses of in�ation rates. In the case of unfounded fear robust
expectations overestimate in�ation compared to the RE solution, but even for the
same interest rate response as in the RE solution all variables converge very quickly
to the optimal solution. Since the reactions of consumption and output are virtually
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Figure 13: IRFs, discretion, foreign demand innovation, scenario 1

una¤ected in both countries trade balance dynamics do also not change considerably.
Impulse responses after an exchange rate innovation are given in �gure 14. Sur-

prisingly, the innovation does not lead to an increase in the exchange rate, as it is
completely o¤set by the interest rate di¤erential generated due to a sharp increase
in the domestic and a fall in the foreign interest rate. In�ation expectations im-
ply an immediate fall in domestic and a rise in foreign in�ation indices, leading
to an increase in the terms of trade. The real interest rates re�ect the reactions of
their nominal counterparts, and as a consequence domestic consumption and output
falls, whereas the corresponding foreign indices rise. As the fall in domestic output
is partly compensated by foreign demand, the trade balance becomes positive.
The robust dynamics lead to the conclusion that the authority�s fear of misspec-

i�cation does not lead to any change in the optimal interest rate responses after
an exchange rate innovation. In fact only the exchange rate shows an identi�able
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Figure 14: IRFs, discretion, exchange rate innovation, scenario 1

change, which might be due to slightly more persistent reactions of the interest rates
which are so small that they can not be seen in Figure 14.
Summarizing the e¤ects in the purely forward-looking variant of the model, the

impulse responses suggest stronger interest rate reactions only after supply innova-
tions, and only for the bigger country, whereas in the case of demand and exchange
rate innovations optimal interest rate responses are una¤ected. This suggests that a
robust policy maker fears model misspeci�cation most in the case of supply distur-
bances. Furthermore the robust responses in the absence of the evil agent lead one
to conclude that using a Hansen-Sargent robust strategy is an appropriate way to
re�ect fears about model misspeci�cation and do not imply strong deviations when
the more likely approximating model describes the real world.
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Scenario 2 (hc = 0:4; � = 0) The dynamics of the model variant including a
small persistence in consumption habits are illustrated by the Figures 15-19. The
impulse responses con�rm the result from Table 9; as for the RE solutions all dy-
namics are very similar to those of the �rst scenario. The only di¤erence is a small
persistence in consumption and output dynamics that leads to cyclical and more
persistent responses that are partly transmitted to other variables as well. Intro-
ducing a small persistence in consumption habits does not lead to strong deviations
from the purely forward-looking variant.
The dynamics following a supply innovation are shown in Figure 15. Compared

to the �rst scenario the initial increase in both interest rates is quite the same.
However domestic consumption reacts less due to consumption habits, which imply
a hump-shaped response. This reaction is re�ected by domestic output dynamics.
The smaller reaction of domestic consumption is due to the increase in transmission
of consumption on in�ation because of its e¤ect on marginal costs. Similar to the
single-country analysis, every increase in consumption and/or output requires an
increase in the opportunity costs of leisure, and thus domestic producers have to
pay higher wages in order to recruit enough workers. This also seems to be a
rationale not to raise the interest rates stronger. As the interest rate di¤erential
causes a stronger appreciation of the exchange rate, the terms of trade react slightly
stronger, but foreign output does not change considerably compared to scenario
1 due to the consumption dynamics. According to Figure 15, consumption habits
seem to have an important impact on the trade balance dynamics, and �rst lead to a
small slump that is not present in the �rst variant of the model. Under persistence
in consumption habits, the fall in domestic demand is smaller and indicates that
domestic households switch their expenditures to foreign products to maintain their
consumption level although the relative domestic product prices increase. This e¤ect
raises the relative value of imports to exports and tends to make the trade balance
negative. As the terms of trade return to equilibrium, the trade balance turns
positive.
Regarding the robust responses the results di¤er substantially from the �rst sce-

nario, as both interest rates are risen much more aggressively. The greatest fear
of the monetary authorities is represented by an even stronger increase in the do-
mestic supply shock, and positive reactions of the foreign supply shock and both
demand shocks. All of these distortions imply stronger reactions of overall in�ation
and thus both central bankers react with more aggressiveness. Robust in�ation ex-
pectations increase the initial impact on domestic producer price in�ation and thus
the terms of trade passivate to a greater extent. As a consequence, domestic output
increases and foreign output falls stronger. As the interest rate di¤erential is higher
than for the �rst scenario, the implied appreciation of the exchange rate strength-
ens this e¤ect. Moreover both central bankers fear a negative exchange rate shock,
which ampli�es the exchange rate appreciation. Concerning international trade, un-
certainty leads to an increase in trade balance from a domestic perspective. The
expenditure switching outweighs in the beginning and the trade balance becomes
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Figure 15: IRFs, discretion, supply innovation, scenario 2

negative, but as the terms of trade return to equilibrium, the immense increase in
foreign demand is partly served by domestic �rms and activates the trade balance.
The robust solution without distortion con�rms previous suggestions and illustrates
that a robust policy maker is not a fool when the approximating model appears to
be the true one. The reactions of all variables lie between the RE and the worst
case solution and validate the hypothesis that robust control is a plausible way to
model uncertainty in the discretionary case.
For a foreign supply innovation (Figure 16) persistence in consumption habits

also does not lead to noteworthy changes in either interest rate compared to the
purely forward-looking model. In fact, persistence decreases the reactions of both
consumption and thus output indices, and seems to ease monetary policy. And
the same is true for the robust dynamics. Similar to the �rst scenario only the
foreign interest rate is risen more sharply in order to decrease the exchange rate
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Figure 16: IRFs, discretion, foreign supply innovation, scenario 2

further and counteract the terms of trade evolution. Changes in the worst case
dynamics are only present for shocks and the trade balance. The assumption of
persistence in consumption habits implies a cyclical response of ect ; ec�t ; e�Ht and
eq in order to exploit consumption dynamics and complicate the central banker�s
decision. In addition, the more aggressive foreign interest rate response causes a
much stronger and more persistent slump in foreign consumption, decreasing the
demand for domestic products as well. Thus under uncertainty the trade balance
does not become negative (like in the �rst scenario), and the stronger reaction of
relative prices increases the trade balance in the worst case as well as for the robust
policy without evil agent. Similar to the domestic innovation foreign households
react with stronger expenditure switching in order to keep last period�s consumption
level. Moreover, the responses for an unfounded fear against model misspeci�cation
again indicate that a robust policy maker is well-advised to use Hansen-Sargent
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Figure 17: IRFs, discretion, domestic demand innovation, scenario 2

rules.
Impulse responses following demand innovations are given in Figures 17 and 18.

Similar to the previous �gures the dynamics are quite the same as in scenario 1. The
reaction on a domestic demand innovation is a slightly more aggressive increase of
the domestic interest rate compared to the purely forward-looking model, in order
to react on the slightly more persistent shock impact, and thus the exchange rate
depreciates less. Furthermore, domestic variables react stronger, whereas foreign
variables do the opposite. The stronger deviation of domestic variables is due to the
more persistent impulse, whereas the smaller deviations of foreign variables is due
to the smaller reaction of the exchange rate, which strengthens the fall in the terms
of trade and dampens the downturn in foreign output and producer price in�ation.
The smaller fall in y� increases expected foreign consumption and deviations of c�

are also smaller. All in�ation indices re�ect the dynamics of domestic and foreign
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Figure 18: IRFs, discretion, foreign demand innovation, scenario 2

demand.
Whereas a preference for robustness in scenario 1 seems to have no impact on

monetary policy at all, it calls for stronger interest rate reactions of both countries in
the second scenario. The robust policy maker fears that the domestic demand shock
is accompanied by a foreign one, and domestic and foreign supply shocks, which
all tend to increase overall in�ation. This overestimation of shock impacts justi�es
stronger interest rate reactions. Furthermore the malevolent player generates a neg-
ative exchange rate shock, implying stronger terms of trade deviations, followed by
smaller reactions of foreign output and consumption. The increase in overall demand
brings all in�ation rates above the RE solution. As the increase in foreign demand
leads to an increase of the value of domestic exports, the trade balance reacts less
under uncertainty. The dynamics of an unfounded fear against model misspeci�ca-
tion are straightforward and illustrate again that for a robust policy maker acting
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Figure 19: IRFs, discretion, exchange rate innovation, scenario 2

under discretion robust control seems to be an appropriate methodology that helps
�nding the optimal policy under uncertain circumstances.
The dynamics in the second scenario for a foreign demand innovation, shown in

Figure 18, illustrate again that consumption habits do not have a very strong impact
on the economy. The domestic interest rate is risen more aggressively in order to
generate a smaller depreciation in the exchange rate. This dampens the stronger
and more persistent increase in the terms of trade due to the stronger and more
persistent increase in foreign producer price in�ation. Comparable to the domestic
shock, this implies stronger reactions of foreign, but smaller responses of domestic
variables.
The worst case dynamics lead to the same conclusion than for scenario 1, since

robust interest rate responses do not substantially di¤er from those of the RE so-
lution. Introducing persistence in consumption dynamics leads the policy maker to
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fear cyclical distortions, represented by the dynamics of the shocks in the worst case
model. As these cyclical responses imply a more aggressive fall in all in�ation rates,
this leads to undershooting for some indices, the dynamics of the interest rates are
even more defensive under uncertainty. However the changes due to a preference for
robustness are so small that the reactions for the RE and the worst case solution,
as well as for the robust strategy in the approximating model, are very hard to
distinguish from each other.
In Figure 19 impulse responses after an exchange rate innovation are given. Again

the in�uence of consumption habits on optimal interest rate policy is very small. The
domestic interest rate is risen slightly less, and thus the exchange rate appreciates
less. As consumption dynamics exhibit a persistent component, consumption and
output of both countries react less and so do all in�ation rates. This indicates
that consumption habits clearly decrease losses after an exchange rate shock. As all
variables deviate less from equilibrium also the trade balance is activated to a smaller
extent. When households are assumed to change their consumption behavior more
slowly, they do react less on interest rate changes (this is the loss in monetary policy
e¤ectiveness due to the fall in the habit adjusted substitution elasticity �

1�hc ), and
thus the interest rate di¤erential, which is created in order to o¤set the exchange
rate shock, leads to less deviations from equilibrium. As a consequence, trade also
deviates less from the balanced baseline scenario.
Contrary to the previous scenario, assuming a preference for robustness in a

model including habit consumption has an impact on optimal monetary policy. As
the central bankers fear negative demand and supply shocks that tends to disin�ate
the economy, the foreign interest rate is decreased more aggressively to react to the
fall of the foreign producer price in�ation. Moreover, since the in�uence of interest
rates on household�s consumption decisions is smaller, consumption reacts less to
a more aggressive monetary policy. As the robust agents expect the exchange rate
to depreciate, it does so slightly, and strengthens the impact on the terms of trade.
Foreign consumption, and thus foreign demand for domestic products, increases less
and the trade balance reacts to a lesser extent. However, the robust solutions in the
worst case as well as in the approximating model clearly show that a Hansen-Sargent
robust policy maker does quite a good job and is close to the optimal RE solution.

Scenario 3 (hc = 0; � = 0:4) Figures 20-24 show the dynamics of the two-
country model for the third scenario. The dynamics for all innovations are very
similar to those of the �rst scenario, but di¤er in size. Furthermore, the graphs
con�rm the results from Table 9 and from the single-country analysis. Introduc-
ing persistence in price-setting behavior has a strong impact on losses. Moreover,
the additional loss due to this persistence is greater than the one following from a
general model uncertainty.
Impulse responses for a supply innovation show stronger increases in both interest

rates. The stabilizing e¤ects of the transmission from output, consumption and
terms of trade deviations decrease when more prices are adjusted in a backward-
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Figure 20: IRFs, discretion, domestic supply innovation, scenario 3

looking manner, due the smaller in�uence of marginal costs. The interest rates
have to be risen stronger in order to decrease demand to a greater extent, and
decrease in�ationary pressures. As a consequence all variables deviate stronger and
some exhibit a small cyclical component, that re�ects the in�ation persistence. This
cyclical adjustment is also present in the trade balance dynamics as the hump-
shaped patterns in consumption dynamics (implied by hump-shaped real interest
rate responses) lead to an increase in the value of imports as domestic households
switch expenditures to foreign products. However, as the terms of trade return to
equilibrium this e¤ect vanishes and the trade balance activates.
Regarding the robust solutions, the graphs show that the policy maker fears the

same worst case scenario than before, represented by the increase in domestic and
foreign demand and supply shocks, and a positive exchange rate shock. However, due
to the smaller e¤ectiveness in monetary policy and the higher persistence in in�ation
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Figure 21: IRFs, discretion, foreign supply innovation, scenario 3

dynamics, the malevolent player leads to much stronger deviations in the third
scenario, calling for a much more aggressive monetary policy reaction. Moreover,
even for this stronger reaction the consumption and output indices react to a lesser
extent, and thus the deviations of the in�ation rates from equilibrium are much more
aggressive. With respect to the in�uence of persistence in price-setting behavior
this con�rms the result of Table 9 and the single-country analysis, and illustrates
that the amount of backward-looking price adjusters has a stronger in�uence on
optimal policy than a general model uncertainty, given a particular value for this
degree. However, given the reference model the graphs also con�rm that a Hansen-
Sargent robust policy represents an appropriate strategy to react on uncertainty for
a discretionary policy maker.
Reactions after a foreign supply innovation are illustrated in Figure 21. Mone-

tary policy in both countries becomes more aggressive due to the loss in monetary
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Figure 22: IRFs, discretion, domestic demand innovation, scenario 3

e¤ectiveness, when prices are set in a more backward-looking manner. As managing
demand via the real interest rate is less e¤ective in reducing in�ation, all in�a-
tion rates increase and thus the domestic real rate also decreases �rst. This causes
domestic consumption to increase more strongly, which further increases domestic
producer price in�ation. Not until the real rate turns positive, can in�ationary pres-
sure be reduced. Furthermore, the increase in overall consumption leads to an initial
increase in foreign output. As the stronger fall in foreign consumption leads foreign
households to buy more domestic products, the trade balance falls to a greater extent
than in the �rst scenario.
The robust dynamics suggest that more aggressive interest rate reactions are an

appropriate reaction to uncertainty when the price-setting behavior includes per-
sistence. The fear of the policy maker is represented by the same reactions of
ect ; ec�t ; e�Ht ; e�F�t

and eq as in the �rst scenario, but the stronger persistence in in-
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Figure 23: IRFs, discretion, foreign demand innovation, scenario 3

�ation dynamics and the loss in policy e¤ectiveness implies a much more aggressive
robust solution. However, even this much stronger reaction could not prevent all
other variables to deviate much stronger and persistent in the worst case. The pos-
itive exchange rate shock implies an depreciation which strengthens the response
of the terms of trade, and expenditure switching e¤ects increase the trade balance
�rst. Robust expectations and monetary policy in the approximating model vali-
date our previous results and are close to the optimal RE solution. Furthermore,
comparing the dynamics with those of the �rst scenario con�rms that the choice of
the degree of persistence in price-setting behavior causes stronger deviations from
equilibrium than a general fear about misspeci�cation and calls for stronger interest
rate responses - especially under uncertain conditions.
Concerning the responses after a domestic demand innovation (Figure 22) the

graphs seem to replicate the purely forward-looking results. The reactions of all
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Figure 24: IRFs, discretion, exchange rate innovation, scenario 3

variables are only slightly smaller, since the initial impulse is less transmitted in
the third scenario. Optimal interest rates seem to react a bit more aggressively,
but changes are negligible. And the same is true for both robust solutions, leading
one to conclude that introducing persistence in price-setting seems not to change
optimal dynamics after a domestic demand innovation considerably. Robust interest
rate responses do not change, but are slightly more persistent due to persistence in
in�ation dynamics.
For the foreign demand innovation, illustrated in Figure 23, conclusions are the

same as for the domestic one. Introducing partially backward-looking price ad-
justers does not have a noteworthy impact on the model dynamics after a foreign
demand shock. Due to the smaller transmission of the initial impulse on in�ation,
all variables deviate less, and the policy reactions are quite the same as for scenario
1. Furthermore, the robust responses do not change considerably either, and again
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Figure 25: IRFs, discretion, domestic supply innovation, scenario 4

con�rm the previous results.
Figure 24 gives the dynamics of the model following an exchange rate innova-

tion, which provide similar conclusion as those of both demand disturbances. The
responses in the third scenario are very close to those of the �rst one. In fact,
the responses of both interest rates, and consumption and output indices seem to
replicate the �rst scenario nearly exactly, but as the transmission on the NKPCs
decreases, all in�ation rates react to a lesser extent. Thus consumption habits seem
to decrease distortions from an exchange rate innovation. Furthermore, the robust
reactions indicate that an exchange rate innovation does not lead to any noteworthy
changes in dynamics, which suggests that an exchange rate innovation is quite easy
to handle for the discretionary policy maker.
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Figure 26: IRFs, discretion, foreign supply innovation, scenario 4

Scenario 4 (hc = � = 0:4) Dynamics for the two-country model including both,
persistence in consumption habits and in price-setting behavior, are illustrated in
the Figures 25-29 and are very similar to those of the third scenario. This validates
our previous suggestions concerning the in�uence of consumption habits. Whereas
introducing persistence in price-setting behavior leads to stronger deviations and
increasing losses, the e¤ect of persistence in consumption habits is rather small and
negligible.
For a domestic supply innovation robust and RE solutions are shown in Figure

25 and completely replicate the results from Figure 20, except for a slightly more
cyclical adjustment path due to the additional persistence in consumption dynamics.
The interest rates are risen less due to the increase in the transmission from demand
to in�ation, which implies that smaller deviations of consumption are necessary in
order to in�uence in�ation. All other dynamics are straightforward and follow the
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Figure 27: IRFs, discretion, domestic demand innovation, scenario 4

same arguments discussed for the previous scenario.
The dynamics after a foreign supply innovation, given in Figure 26, provide the

same indications. The additional introduction of persistence in consumption habits
has only a very small in�uence, and most of the graphs completely replicate the
third scenario. Furthermore, the increase in transmission from consumption to in-
�ation calls for more defensive interest rate reactions, and consumption and output
indices exhibit a small amount of cyclical adjustment. However, as this implies that
world consumption lies above its value for the third scenario, the foreign output gap
initially increases more. Altogether, the responses of output and consumption are of
less strength and re�ected by the trade balance dynamics. The worst case solution
as well as the robust strategy in the approximating model give same conclusions as
those in scenario 3.
Demand innovation dynamics are illustrated in the Figures 27 and 28. Again the
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Figure 28: IRFs, discretion, foreign demand innovation, scenario 4

graphs are very similar to the previous scenario and suggest that demand shocks
are much easier to handle. However, the stronger transmission from demand to
in�ation calls for more aggressive interest rate reactions, as in the case of demand
shocks the initial impulse is already the increase in consumption, which leads to a
stronger increase in in�ation when consumption habits become more persistent. All
other reactions are straightforward and illustrate the same dynamics than without
consumption habits.
Additionally, the robust responses illustrate anew that a Hansen-Sargent robust

policy maker does not change his interest rate reaction under uncertainty in the case
of a demand innovation. The stronger and more persistent deviations of all variables
due to the in�uence of the evil agent, that represents the fear of the robust policy
maker, makes interest rate reactions become more persistent as well, but the initial
increase is exactly the same. Besides, this also leads one to conclude that building
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Figure 29: IRFs, discretion, exchange rate innovation, scenario 4

robust expectations and using a robust monetary policy in the absence of an evil
agent implies dynamics close to the RE solution.
Concerning an exchange rate innovation in the fourth scenario, the corresponding

graphs in Figure 29 suggest what already followed from the second scenario. Intro-
ducing consumption habits decreases the in�uence of the interest rate on household
decisions, and thus the interest rate responses in order to o¤set the exchange rate
shock imply smaller deviations of consumption from equilibrium and thus smaller
output and in�ation reactions as well. Moreover the robust solutions illustrate again
that a preference for robustness against a general model misspeci�cation does not
imply any noteworthy changes in the responses to an exchange rate innovation.

Summarizing the results for the discretionary policy maker The results
for the discretionary solution of the two-country economy are similar to those for the
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single-country analysis and can be summarized as follows. First of all, persistence in
price-setting behavior implies substantially stronger deviations, whereas the intro-
duction of consumption habits seems to be negligible. Moreover, the results suggest
that the discretionary solution is quite robust against model misspeci�cation. As a
discretionary policy maker reoptimizes every period, he is able to manage a general
model uncertainty quite well. In addition the previous sections illustrate that the
fear of a robust policy maker about misspeci�cation does not lead to noteworthy
changes in the case of demand or exchange rate innovations, as these can be easily
o¤set by corresponding interest rate reactions which directly impact consumption
or the exchange rate, respectively. In contrast, supply innovations can only be o¤set
by reducing demand. In this case, robust central bankers react with more aggressive
monetary policy rules to respond on an overestimation of shock impacts. Although
the robust solution works well in the approximating model, impulse responses and
losses suggest that the choice of the degree of persistence - the choice of the right
reference model - has a much stronger impact than general model uncertainty given
a particular value for this degree.

8.2.2 Commitment

The results for the policy maker acting under commitment are given in Table 10.
When we compare these with those of the discretionary solution, Table 10 illustrates
the gains from a commitment strategy, since losses for all scenarios and objectives
are below the corresponding values of the previous section. Moreover, and similar to
the single-country analysis, the commitment solution is very sensitive with respect
to uncertainty. In order to derive any results we have to choose detection error
probabilities of p (�) = 45% and p (�) = 15%, as for most objectives and scenarios
the model exhibits indeterminacy, even for very small amounts of uncertainty. In
addition, the solutions for the very small amount of uncertainty that corresponds
to p (�) = 45% already suggest that uncertainty implies an increase in losses. Fur-
thermore, the result for (�y; �i; �4i) = (0:02; 0:3; 0) and p (�) = 15% in the model
with very high persistence leads to instability in the case of robust expectations
and monetary policy but no evil agent, indicating that the indeterminacy of the
other solutions might be due to instability of the robust rules in the approximating
models. This supports the conclusion we derived in the single-country analysis that
credibly committing to the optimal interest rate path is particularly problematic
when the true model of the economy is unknown.
According to the introduction of persistence the results con�rm all previous sug-

gestions, and provide that consumption habits have only a negligible impact on
losses, whereas persistent price-setting behavior implies a substantial increase. A
comparison with the losses for p (�) = 45% also suggests that the price-setting be-
havior of �rms has a greater impact than uncertainty modelled by robust control
techniques.
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(�y; �i; �4i) (0:02; 0:3; 0) (0:0483; 0:2364; 0)

p (�) 50% 45% 15% 50% 45% 15%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 115 121,117 ind 129 134,131 ind

hc = 0:4; � = 0 115 120,117 ind 129 134,131 ind

� = 0:4; hc = 0 431 474,454 ind 497 564,546 ind

hc = � = 0:4 428 470,451 ind 494 558,540 ind

hc = � = 0:8 2822 3086,3736 5251,1 3535 5153,3090 ind

(�y; �i; �4i) (0:1; 0:5; 0) (0:5; 0; 0)

p (�) 50% 45% 15% 50% 45% 15%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 142 ind ind 146 ind ind

hc = 0:4; � = 0 142 ind ind 146 ind ind

� = 0:4; hc = 0 584 ind ind 551 ind ind

hc = � = 0:4 582 ind ind 551 ind ind

hc = � = 0:8 4665 7235,7231 ind 4812 ind ind

(�y; �i; �4i) (0:02; 0:6; 0) (0:5; 0; 0:3)

p (�) 50% 45% 15% 50% 45% 15%

scenario lREa lr; l
r
a lr; l

r
a lREa lr; l

r
a lr; l

r
a

hc = � = 0 116 122,118 ind 142 ind ind

hc = 0:4; � = 0 116 121,118 ind 141 ind ind

� = 0:4; hc = 0 443 489,469 ind 484 ind ind

hc = � = 0:4 437 481,463 ind 477 ind ind

hc = � = 0:8 2996 3756,3660 5607,5295 2194 ind ind

For some scenarios the steady state of the model is indeterminate (ind).

Table 10: Losses under commitment, two-country economy

scenario 1 (hc = � = 0) The following sections show impulse response functions
for the �rst 4 scenarios of the model and p (�) = 45%. The dynamics of most
state variable are very similar to those of the discretionary solution. However, the
reactions are of a much smaller size and the interest rates di¤er substantially.
Impulse responses for a domestic supply innovation are given in Figure 30. Due to

the possibility to improve private sector expectations, deviations of all variables are
much smaller. The impulse brings about a rise in domestic producer price in�ation
and in order to dampen world in�ation the domestic central banker raises his interest
rate. Contrary to the discretionary policy maker, the foreign authority slightly
decreases his interest rate under commitment. As a consequence the exchange rate
appreciates and negatively impacts the terms of trade. The increase in the domestic
interest rate leads to a fall in consumption despite the negative real rate. This is due
to negative expected consumption, implied by the fall in domestic output. As the
fall in overall demand causes both output gaps to fall, the same is true for foreign
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Figure 30: IRFs, commitment, domestic supply innovation, scenario 1

consumption. The fall in domestic (foreign) output is strengthened (dampened) by
the fall in the terms of trade. In contrast with the discretionary case, the downturn
in foreign output and consumption, as well as the fall in the terms of trade, imply
a decreasing foreign producer price in�ation.
The graphs further suggest that credibly committing to the optimal interest rate

response has little impact on the equilibrium values of the individual countries of the
economy. Thus managing expectations seems to in�uence the contribution of real
variables across countries. The rise in domestic consumption expectations, partly
due to the negative real interest rate, is so strong that domestic consumption over-
shoots its previous steady state due to self-ful�lling expectations. As the real rate
becomes positive expectations are dampened and consumption remains in a new
equilibrium. According to Figure 30 the opposite is true for foreign consumption.
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The downturn in expectations is too strong with respect to the only slightly nega-
tive foreign real rate and consumption is stabilized on a lower equilibrium. In the
new steady state domestic households partially compensate for the lower foreign
demand, but due to the home bias output responses re�ect the consumption dy-
namics. Domestic (foreign) output dynamics are dampened (strengthens) by the
terms of trade, which converge to a lower steady state, but this e¤ect is too weak
to completely o¤set the increase in domestic demand. A social planer under com-
mitment seems to su¤er lower losses when stabilizing world output and in�ation
by improving expectations and allowing consumption and output to deviate from
their previous equilibrium values.135 This is possible under commitment as the
monetary policy rule also depends on the forward-looking variables. By exploiting
expectations, the social planner chooses the least distorting dynamics for the world
variables, although the distribution of world output and consumption across coun-
tries changes. The trade balance turns negative �rst due to expenditure switching
of households, but the higher domestic production in equilibrium raises the export
values and the trade balance is positive in the new equilibrium.
With respect to the robust solutions, the same is true for the evil agent than

for the policy maker. By exploiting expectations, the imaginary evil agent �nds a
rule that leads to a permanent in�uence on equilibrium values. Under commitment
the robust policy maker is aware of that and fears such distortions most. His fear
of model misspeci�cation is represented by an additional foreign supply shock that
undershoots its equilibrium value in the long run. Moreover, he fears a negative and
persistent domestic demand shock, as well as a cyclical foreign demand shock that
remains in a positive steady state, and a permanent positive exchange rate shock.
Due to permanency, the worst case scenario includes long run values that di¤er
from the RE equilibrium. The increase in e (��) leads to rising foreign producer
price in�ation expectations, implying in fact an increase in foreign producer price
in�ation. Since this leads to a stronger fall in the foreign real interest rate, foreign
consumption and thus output decrease less, although the foreign interest rate falls
to a lesser extent in response to the increase in foreign producer price in�ation. The
domestic interest rate reaction does not change, but the slightly stronger response of
domestic in�ation brings about a small increase in the real interest rate which is ac-
companied by a stronger fall in domestic consumption, implying a lower equilibrium
as in the RE solution. These reactions are re�ected in both output dynamics as
well. The reaction of the trade balance indicates that the smaller increase in domes-
tic consumption hits the demand for foreign products more and decreases the value
of imports. This might be due to the stronger increase in foreign prices, implying
expenditure switching to domestic goods. The possibility of �nding a reaction func-

135Notice that this can not be interpreted as an increase (fall) in domestic (foreign) welfare.
Domestic and foreign households both choose their optimal labor supply by equating the marginal
utility from a higher revenue of producing one extra unit with the marginal disutility from the
needed work e¤ort. Thus, if lower consumption is accompanied by a corresponding increase in
leisure, utility is una¤ected.
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tion that leads to permanent impacts clearly shows that uncertainty causes much
stronger distortions under commitment. Recall that the worst case solutions are
derived for a very low amount of uncertainty corresponding to p (�) = 45%. Fig-
ure 30 suggests that more appropriate amounts of uncertainty might lead to very
strong permanent shock impacts that might be the reason for indeterminacy of most
objectives and scenarios.
When using the robust rule and building robust expectations in the approximating

model, the graphs provide that robust expectations lead to the same increase in
expected foreign producer price in�ation than in the worst case. However, the
smaller downturn in the foreign interest rate gets this increase under control very
fast. As the expected foreign supply shock does not occur, the foreign interest rate
returns much faster to equilibrium. As �rst reactions of the real rates are similar to
those of the worst case scenario, both consumption expectations behave similar, and
unfounded fear implies consumption and output dynamics that are comparable to
those of the worst case. Thus fear of misspeci�cation has an impact on equilibrium
values of the individual countries under commitment, independent from the actual
appearance of the malevolent player. To fear the distortions and re�ect this fear in
forming expectations su¢ ces to imply new steady states.
With respect to a foreign supply innovation impulse responses are given in Figure

31. Again the dynamics are similar to the discretionary solution, but di¤er in size.
Furthermore, improving expectations implies less aggressive interest rate dynamics.
Similar to the domestic innovation the domestic interest rate is risen but the foreign
one decreases slightly. This is comparable to the reaction under a discretionary
policy maker who chooses to raise the domestic interest rate stronger in order to
cause an exchange rate appreciation and counteract on the terms of trade response.
In the commitment solution the fall in i�t causes an appreciation strong enough
to overcompensate the increase in foreign producer price in�ation, and implies a
fall in the terms of trade. Consumption expectations mirror the domestic shock
and imply a fall in foreign and an increase in domestic consumption indices, which
imply corresponding output dynamics. The rise in domestic consumption implies an
increase in the demand for foreign products and the trade balance becomes negative.
Regarding the equilibrium values Figure 31 illustrates that the policy maker under

commitment stabilizes world output by decreasing foreign and increasing domestic
consumption and output, independent from the origin of a supply shock. In addition
the robust solution shows that the fear of the social planer is also represented by
similar distortions as before. Thus the responses of all variables in the worst case
follow the same arguments as before and lead to lower domestic, but stronger foreign,
consumption and output dynamics. The robust solution in the worst case illustrates
again that a fear of model misspeci�cation has an impact on equilibrium values, also
in the absence of the evil agent.
The dynamics after a domestic demand innovation, given in Figure 32, are very

similar to the discretionary counterparts, where again the size of distortions is
smaller due to the improvements in expectations. The increase in domestic con-
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Figure 31: IRFs, commitment, foreign supply innovation, scenario 1

sumption implies a demand overhang, and both interest rates are risen in order to
dampen world in�ation. Similar to the discretionary dynamics, the foreign interest
rate is increased more strongly and causes the exchange rate to depreciate, what
counteracts the fall in the terms of trade. As the increase in domestic demand
partially falls on foreign products, the trade balance becomes negative.
However, an important di¤erence from the discretionary solution is that under

commitment a domestic demand innovation also implies new equilibria for domes-
tic and foreign consumption and output indices. The new equilibrium of domestic
(foreign) consumption and output lies above (below) the previous steady state. Fur-
thermore, uncertainty has long run in�uences, shown by the permanent reaction
of the exchange rate shock. By exploiting the expectations of the agents, the evil
agent is able to �nd a strategy that has a permanent impact on the economy. This
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Figure 32: IRFs, commitment, domestic demand innovation, scenario 1

indicates again that for higher values of uncertainty the evil agent might cause dis-
turbances that a policy maker acting under commitment is unable to deal with.
However, comparable to the results under discretion, the policy maker�s fear about
misspeci�cation is relatively small with respect to a domestic demand innovation.
Thus, optimal interest rate responses are una¤ected and the in�uence of uncertainty
on all other variables is too small to be present in the graphs. The same is true for
the robust solutions in the absence of the malevolent player.
The dynamics implied by a foreign demand innovation (Figure 33) follow exactly

the same argumentation than for the discretionary solution, except that the size of
reactions is smaller and there is an in�uence on equilibrium values of consumption
and output. Similar to the domestic demand innovation and both supply innovations
domestic (foreign) equilibrium consumption and output are slightly above (below)
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Figure 33: IRFs, commitment, foreign demand innovation, scenario 1

their previous steady states. Similar to all other innovations discussed so far it
seems to be optimal for the social planner to bring the domestic interest rate back
to equilibrium so fast that domestic consumption expectations, as well as actual
consumption, overshoots its previous equilibrium.
With respect to the robust dynamics, the graphs give rise to the same congestions

than for the domestic innovation, illustrating that the policy maker�s fear against
misspeci�cation in response to a foreign demand shock seems to be rather small.
However, the shock responses in the worst case scenario also indicate that due to
the possibility to exploit expectations the malevolent player �nds a rule that has a
permanent impact on equilibrium values.
Figure 34 shows the model dynamics after an exchange rate innovation and repli-

cates the result under discretion nearly perfect. The only di¤erence is that under
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Figure 34: IRFs, commitment, exchange rate innovation, scenario 1

commitment the interest rate di¤erential implies a stronger appreciation of the ex-
change rate due to improved expectations. All other responses are quite similar to
the discretionary case and thus straightforward to interpret. Regarding the robust
solution Figure 34 again shows that an exchange rate innovation does not lead to a
substantial change in reactions, validating the hypothesis that a fear about misspeci-
�cation is rather small with respect to a disturbance in the exchange rate. Moreover,
the graphs con�rm the results from the previous innovations and show that under
commitment a robust policy maker�s fear is best represented by permanent distor-
tions.

Scenario 2 (hc = 0:4; � = 0) The dynamics for the second scenario are illus-
trated in Figures 35-39 and con�rm all previous results regarding persistence in
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Figure 35: IRFs, commitment, domestic supply innovation, scenario 2

consumption habits. The dynamics are exactly the same as for the �rst scenario,
except for a very small cyclical behavior in consumption indices which is transmitted
to both output gaps as well.
When we compare the graphs of the domestic supply innovation with the purely

forward-looking scenario, the only di¤erence is a slightly more aggressive fall in
the foreign interest rate due to the loss in e¤ectiveness of the monetary policy
instrument. However this di¤erence is so small that all other variables completely
replicate the corresponding dynamics from the �rst scenario. Only the consumption
and output indices exhibit a slightly more cyclical adjustment due to the persistence
in optimal household decisions. Concerning the robust solutions, the only di¤erence
to the previous scenario is the stronger reaction of both consumption shocks and
a small cyclical component in e (c�). In an economy including consumption habits
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Figure 36: IRFs, commitment, foreign supply innovation, scenario 2

demand shocks have a stronger impact as the transmission on in�ation is greater
and the monetary authority has to react more aggressively due to the loss in policy
e¤ectiveness. Thus the imaginary evil agent generates a foreign demand shock.
In Figure 36 the dynamics after a foreign supply innovation are given. Again the

only noteworthy di¤erence from the previous scenario is a slightly more aggressive
fall in the foreign interest rate due to the loss in policy e¤ectiveness when the habit
adjusted intertemporal substitution elasticity ( �

1�hc ) decreases. As a consequence,
the real foreign interest rate falls more aggressively and dampens the downturn in
foreign consumption. On the other hand, domestic consumption increases due to the
smaller impact of the real interest rate on consumption decisions. Both consumption
dynamics exhibit a small cyclical adjustment path which is re�ected by both output
gaps as well. Similar to the responses after a domestic innovation the demand shock
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Figure 37: IRFs, commitment, domestic demand innovation, scenario 2

dynamics in the worst case are stronger compared to those of scenario 1. In addition
the foreign demand shock dynamics illustrate a small cyclical component.
The impulse responses following demand innovations in Figure 37 and 38 suggest

once more that demand disturbances are easier to manage for the central bank,
since interest rate reactions and deviations of all other variables from equilibrium
are much smaller than for the supply innovations. Additionally the graphs illustrate
again that the policy maker�s fear about misspeci�cation is smaller in the case of a
demand disturbance. The robust dynamics are so close to the RE solution that it
is di¢ cult to see any di¤erences.
Compared to the �rst scenario, the domestic interest rate is risen more aggres-

sively in order to manage demand after a domestic innovation. All other responses
are quite the same as before. Because of the increased transmission from consump-
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Figure 38: IRFs, commitment, foreign demand innovation, scenario 2

tion to in�ation due to the stronger impact on marginal costs, all in�ation indices
react to a greater extent. Furthermore, the persistence in consumption dynamics
imply a small cyclical component in foreign consumption and demand. The ro-
bust responses con�rm that the evil agent does not generate strong disturbances
in response to a demand innovation, but exhibits a stronger increase in the foreign
consumption shock, as managing demand requires stronger interest rate reactions
due to the loss in policy e¤ectiveness.
The foreign demand innovation validates the results from the domestic one, as

the dynamics are nearly the same as before. The domestic interest rate is increased
a bit stronger to dampen the increase in overall demand and domestic consumption
reacts less and cyclical due to consumption habits. As the optimal response of the
foreign interest rate is una¤ected, consumption habits increase the primary impact
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Figure 39: IRFs, commitment, exchange rate innovation, scenario 2

on foreign consumption with corresponding implications for foreign in�ation rates.
With respect to the robust solutions, the dynamics also exhibit a stronger reaction
of the domestic consumption shock to imply a more aggressive interest rate reaction.
The reactions after an exchange rate innovation in Figure 39 are straightforward

to interpret as they completely replicate the dynamics of the �rst scenario. Similar
to the discretionary solution, the only di¤erence is that consumption habits decrease
the impacts of the interest rates on consumption, so that the deviations from equi-
librium are smaller for all variables. This con�rms that persistence in consumption
habits decreases losses in response to an exchange rate shock. The robust solution
seems not to change any response to a noteworthy manner, con�rming that the pol-
icy maker�s fear about the wrong model is rather small when we are to talk about
an exchange rate innovation.
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Figure 40: IRFs, commitment, domestic supply innovation, scenario 3

Scenario 3 (hc = 0; � = 0:4) Impulse response functions for the model variant
including a fraction of backward-looking price-setters are illustrated in Figures 40-
44. The graphs give rise to the same conclusions we derived for the discretionary
policy maker. As the transmission from output and consumption on in�ation via the
marginal costs channel deteriorates, the monetary authorities have to increase the
interest rate stronger, since a stronger fall in demand is needed in order to decrease
in�ation. This implies an immense increase in losses for a supply shock where the
impulse is already a rise in in�ation, but eases monetary policy in the case of a
demand shock since the transmission on in�ation rates is smaller. Furthermore, the
results support our previous �nding that the choice of the degree of persistence seems
to be more important than a general model uncertainty, modeled by a malevolent
second player.
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The dynamics for the case of a domestic supply innovation are similar to the
purely forward-looking economy for all state variables. However, due to higher
in�ation expectations under persistent price-setting the initial increase in domestic
producer price in�ation is already stronger than for scenario 1. Both interest rates
are risen more aggressively, where the domestic interest rate exhibits a slow increase
and does not reach its peak until the next period. The dynamics of the exchange rate
also re�ect this kinked interest rate response. As the domestic real interest rate turns
negative �rst, domestic consumption increases initially but su¤ers a deep slump as
the real rate starts rising. The domestic interest rate is risen sharp enough to cause
a positive real rate from the beginning and brings about foreign consumption to fall
much stronger than under the �rst model variant. Due to the stronger increase in
domestic producer price in�ation and both consumption indices, all other variables
also deviate more strongly and exhibit a cyclical adjustment path due to in�ation
persistence. The strong increase (downturn) in domestic (foreign) demand leads to a
rise (fall) in the value of exports (imports) and the trade balance becomes negative.
The results in the worst case model are straightforward to interpret. The per-

sistence in in�ation dynamics increases the policy maker�s fear about supply inno-
vations represented by a stronger increase in the foreign supply shock in expense
of the demand shocks. Moreover the partly backward-looking price-setting makes
the imaginary evil agent generate cyclical patterns in domestic and foreign demand
innovations. The reactions of both interest rates become more aggressive under the
worst case even for p (�) = 45%. All other dynamics in the worst case are similar
to those of the �rst scenario. Using the robust policy in the approximating model
illustrates that due to unfounded overestimation of shocks the foreign producer price
in�ation expectations increase the actual producer price in�ation and thus overall
in�ation. However, the more aggressive interest rate response of a robust policy
maker corrects this distortions very fast for the assumed small amount of uncer-
tainty. Similar to the �rst scenario, a preference for robustness has an in�uence on
equilibrium outcomes, independent from the actual appearance of the worst case.
Moreover, when we compare the in�uence of introducing a small persistence in price-
setting with the impact of uncertainty the graphs clearly provide that the �rst leads
to much more distortions than the evil agent does.
In Figure 41 the dynamics in response to a foreign supply innovation are illus-

trated. Like the domestic innovation already the initial increase in foreign producer
price in�ation is stronger due to higher in�ation expectations in this scenario. More-
over the smaller transmission from consumption and output to in�ation brings about
stronger and more persistent disturbances compared to the �rst scenario. Both in-
terest rates increase more aggressively and the domestic interest rate response again
exhibits a slow increase, implying a small cyclical behavior. As all responses are
stronger and more persistent, the state variables deviate to a greater extent from
their previous steady state. The robust solutions con�rm all results from the domes-
tic innovation and imply more aggressive interest rate reactions in order to manage
the rise in the domestic supply shock, representing the policy maker�s fear about
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Figure 41: IRFs, commitment, foreign supply innovation, scenario 3

model misspeci�cation. In the case of an unfounded fear, robust expectations lead to
slightly stronger disturbances than in the RE solution that can be dealt with quite
easily for p (�) = 45%. Compared to the purely forward-looking model, the impulse
responses also indicate that a fraction of backward-looking price adjusters has a
stronger impact on the dynamics of the economy than a preference for robustness
against a general type of model uncertainty.
The Figures 42 and 43 show the dynamics for the model variant including per-

sistent price setting behavior after demand innovations. Comparable to the discre-
tionary solution the interest rate responses seem not to react to the introduction of
a backward-looking fraction of price adjusters. In addition, since the transmission
from consumption and output on in�ation is smaller, all in�ation rates deviate less
from equilibrium, illustrating again that, in the case of demand innovations, persis-
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Figure 42: IRFs, commitment, domestic demand innovation, scenario 3

tence in prices represents an advantage for the monetary authority. With respect
to uncertainty, the graphs also con�rm that the model misspeci�cation the policy
maker fears most is rather negligible in response to a demand shock. Furthermore
the positive in�uence of backward-looking �rms in the case of demand shocks is
greater than the in�uence of the evil agent.
Dynamics of the model following an exchange rate innovation are shown in Fig-

ure 44. All previous suggestions are validated also for the commitment solution
under persistence in price-setting. The interest rate responses do not di¤er to a
noteworthy extent compared to the purely forward-looking case, and completely o¤-
set the exchange rate innovation. Furthermore, the lower in�uence of consumption
on in�ation leads to lower deviations from equilibrium for all variables. Since the
impulse is to completely o¤set the innovation, all deviations are due to the interest
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Figure 43: IRFs, commitment, foreign demand innovation, scenario 3

rate responses. As these only in�uence consumption decisions that are transmitted
to a lesser extent due to the lower importance of marginal costs, all implied devia-
tions are smaller. In addition, the robust solution shows no noteworthy di¤erence
and con�rms that the policy maker fears only small distortions due to model mis-
speci�cation in the case of an exchange rate shock. Although the interest rates do
not substantially di¤er from those of the �rst scenario, a comparison leads one to
conclude that the in�uence of persistence on the dynamics of all other variables is
greater than the in�uence of uncertainty.

Scenario 4 (hc = � = 0:4) Figures 45-49 illustrate the model dynamics for the
fourth scenario. In accordance to all the previous suggestions concerning the in�u-
ence of consumption habits, the additional assumption of persistence in consump-
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Figure 44: IRFs, commitment, exchange rate innovation, scenario 3

tion dynamics does not lead to strong di¤erences compared to the previous scenario.
However, even these minor changes are greater than the in�uence of a preference for
robustness, which refers to p (�) = 45%.
The dynamics following a domestic supply innovation are given in Figure 45. Sim-

ilar to the single-country analysis and the investigation of the discretionary policy
maker, the increase in the transmission from consumption and output on in�ation
serves to be helpful in the case of a supply shock, and, as a consequence, the in-
terest rate reactions are slightly smaller. Furthermore, the smaller responses of the
monetary authorities implies smaller consumption reactions as well, and the persis-
tence in consumption dynamics imply a small cyclical behavior in the adjustment of
foreign consumption. Since equilibrium values of consumption indices are closer to
the previous steady state, domestic demand for foreign products decreases (and vice
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Figure 45: IRFs, commitment, domestic supply innovation, scenario 4

versa) and the trade balance activates. All other responses are straightforward to
interpret. Concerning the robust solutions, the only di¤erence to the previous sec-
tion is the stronger distortions in demand shocks, due to the fact that consumption
habits require more aggressive interest rate reactions in order to manage demand,
as monetary policy loses e¤ectiveness. In order to re�ect concerns about a possible
model misspeci�cation the foreign interest rate is increased more aggressively.
A foreign supply innovation implies dynamics given in Figure 46. The graphs ex-

hibit the expected changes due to the introduction of consumption habits, suggested
by previous scenarios. Similar to the domestic innovation the interest reactions are
a bit smaller, since the transmission from demand to producer price in�ation in-
creases, and stabilizing world in�ation thus requires a smaller fall in demand. As a
consequence, domestic and foreign consumption deviates less from equilibrium and
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Figure 46: IRFs, commitment, foreign supply innovation, scenario 4

the trade balance activates �rst, as the smaller domestic equilibrium consumption
implies a downturn in domestic demand for foreign products. Concerning the ro-
bust dynamics, conclusions are the same as before and con�rm that in response to
a foreign supply shock, the foreign interest rate is risen more strongly in order to
�ght the greater shock impacts, feared by private sector and the central bankers.
All other dynamics follow the same logic as for the domestic innovation.
The resulting graphs in response to a domestic demand innovation are given in

Figure 47. Contrary to the supply shock, but in accordance with the previous sug-
gestions, the interest rate reactions are stronger than in the last scenario. As the
impulse is an increase in demand, and as the transmission on in�ation is stronger,
both central bankers raise their interest rates more aggressively in order to manage
demand and dampen in�ationary pressures. This is even enforced by the loss in pol-
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Figure 47: IRFs, commitment, domestic demand innovation, scenario 4

icy e¤ectiveness when household decisions include persistent behavior. The stronger
transmission increases the deviations of all variables and con�rms that persistence in
consumption habits increases losses following a demand innovation. The robust dy-
namics lead to the same conclusions derived for the supply shocks as the fear about
misspeci�cation under persistent consumption behavior is represented by stronger
demand shocks, since managing demand becomes more complicated. However, in
contrast to the supply shocks, the graphs show that interest rates under uncertainty
are una¤ected, con�rming that the policy maker�s fear about misspeci�cation is
rather small in response to a demand shock.
Analyzing the dynamics in response to a foreign demand innovation, shown in

Figure 48, gives rise to similar conclusion than for the domestic one. Due to the
stronger transmission from demand to in�ation, all in�ation rates react to a greater
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Figure 48: IRFs, commitment, foreign demand innovation, scenario 4

extent, and thus the interest rates are risen more aggressively. All other dynamics
follow the same arguments as before and validate the hypothesis that the interest rate
responses under uncertainty do not change in the case of demand shocks, illustrating
again that the policy maker�s fear about misspeci�cation after a demand shock is
rather negligible.
The dynamics for the case of an exchange rate innovation in scenario 4 are given

in Figure 49. Once again, the graphs con�rm the results from previous sections.
Including persistence in consumption dynamics leads to less disturbances after an
exchange rate innovation as the primary impulse is completely o¤set by the interest
rate responses and all deviations are due to the implied consumption responses. As
these react less, all deviations are smaller, although the transmission on in�ation
increases. With respect to the robust dynamics there are no noteworthy di¤erences
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Figure 49: IRFs, commitment, exchange rate innovation, scenario 4

to the previous scenario.

Summarizing the results for a policy maker acting under commitment
Taken as a whole, studying the behavior a policy maker under commitment con�rms
most �ndings from the discretionary analysis. However it also provides interesting
di¤erences from the previous section. First of all, binding oneself to a commitment
allows a policy maker to in�uence the equilibrium distribution of consumption and
output across countries. As this in�uence is not present in the discretionary solution,
it must be due to the improvement of private sector expectations. For both, supply
and demand innovations, the domestic interest rate drops so fast after the initial
increase in order to dampen in�ation, that domestic expectations overshoot. In
the new steady state expectations and actual values coincide and are above their
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old equilibrium. As domestic (foreign) consumption and output are slightly above
(below) their old equilibrium values, the new terms of trade relationship di¤ers from
the one shown in (132), and derived under the assumption of equal and constant
consumption. The deviations of the new equilibriums from the old steady state
terms of trade are negatively related to the output di¤erentials. Since domestic
households consume more than before, and due to the home bias, re�ecting the
preferences for own products of both countries, the demand for domestic products
increases, although the relative prices have changed in favor of the foreign country.
Apart from this result, commitment implies less aggressive interest rate responses

and smaller losses compared to the discretionary case, due to the in�uence on expec-
tations. However, the gains from commitment seem to be di¢ cult to realize. The
analysis of the worst case solutions illustrate that by exploiting expectations the
malevolent second player �nds a strategy that results in a long run deterioration of
the economy. In connection with Table 10, which shows that for most objectives and
scenarios uncertainty leads to indeterminacy, this supports the suggestion from the
single-country analysis, that committing to the optimal interest rate path can lead
to instability and in�nite losses.136 Thus also the two-country investigation ques-
tions whether a commitment strategy is merely an academic concept that serves as
an unachievable benchmark for theoretical analysis, but also has several practical
de�cits. As long as economists disagree about the "true" reference model, a central
banker is unable to achieve enough credibility to implement the optimal commitment
solution, simply because he does not know which model the credibility should be
tied to. Moreover the analysis illustrates that the choice of the reference model has
a stronger impact on outcomes as the general uncertainty, modelled by a worst case
shock process, where we have to keep in mind that p (�) = 45%. In addition, the dy-
namics of the model exhibit some highly unrealistic patterns, which further question
the practicability of commitment solutions. For the purely forward-looking model
the foreign interest rate is slightly decreasing in optimal response to a domestic
and/or foreign supply innovation. Even if interpreted as no reaction, this can not be
brought in accordance with reality. In this respect, the results support Clarida, Galí,
and Gertler (1999) among others, who believe that a commitment strategy is hardly
achievable and remains a theoretical concept discussed by academic researchers.

Conclusions for the two-country economy Introducing persistence in con-
sumption habits and price-setting has similar implications for the conduct of mone-
tary policy as in the single-country analysis. Since consumption habits increase the
impact of output and consumption on producer price in�ation through the marginal
costs channel, demand management needs to be less aggressive in order to dampen
in�ationary pressures. However, as interest rates have to be increased stronger in
order to in�uence household�s consumption decisions, the reactions in response to a
demand innovation are slightly more aggressive in order to manage demand, whereas

136Recall that for indeterminate solutions any expected in�ation can be justi�ed.
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reactions are quite the same for a supply innovation. When prices are partly set in a
backward-looking manner, the additional introduction of consumption habits leads
to an even smaller increase. When the impulse is a rise in in�ation, the impact of
consumption habits is twofold, as less aggressive deviations of demand are needed to
bring back in�ation to steady state, but more aggressive interest rate responses are
required to in�uence consumption. Thus the overall in�uence of consumption habits
on average loss are negligible, whereas the impact of persistence in price-setting be-
havior implies strong increases in losses as with the lowered importance of marginal
costs for price decisions, the stabilizing in�uence of demand vanishes.
With respect to exchange rate innovations the results for both solutions, discretion

and commitment, suggest that it is optimal for the policy maker to completely o¤set
the shock immediately by opposing interest rate reactions. Furthermore, and com-
parable to the demand innovations, the resulting consumption disturbances cause
less damage than the supply innovations, as demand can be directly managed by
manipulating the real interest rate. As introducing consumption habits decreases
the in�uence of the interest rate on consumption, deviations are smaller when house-
hold behavior exhibits persistence. Persistence in price-setting also results in smaller
deviations due to the smaller transmission from the consumption disturbances to in-
�ation. Therefore persistence in both consumption and price dynamics decreases the
losses su¤ered by central bankers in response to an exchange rate innovation.
The results concerning a preference for robustness re�ect the fact that demand

and exchange rate innovations cause less damaging disturbances. The fear of the
policy maker about model misspeci�cation is rather small for these perturbations
and the in�uence on optimal interest rates is negligible. In contrast, the imaginary
evil agent has a strong impact in the case of supply innovations, illustrating that the
policy maker�s fear is greater because of these disturbances. The robust solutions
con�rm the suggestions of the single-country analysis and a vast amount of other
studies using robust control techniques for a supply innovation and provide that
monetary policy should react more aggressively under uncertain circumstances.
Analyzing the robust strategies in the approximating model gives little support

for the conclusions of the single-country analysis, as the commitment solution seems
to be very sensitive with respect to uncertainty, and using the robust rule in the
approximating model might lead to instability. Moreover the results clearly con�rm
that the choice of the right reference model is more crucial than uncertainty around
a particular model speci�cation. A robust policy maker has to bear this in mind
and react slightly more aggressive under uncertainty, but much more aggressive
when prices are partly set in a backward-looking manner, especially in response to
a supply disturbance.

8.2.3 Discussion and comparison with related literature

Comparison with the single-country analysis When we are to compare
the results from the two-country analysis with the single-country investigation, most
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conclusions are the same. However, contrary to section 6 the two-country analysis
suggests that dynamics after demand innovations are quite robust with respect to
uncertainty. In a two-country economy the imaginary evil agent causes only very
small disturbances in case of demand innovations, but distorts the model quite
heavily in the case of supply innovations. This is plausible since supply innovations
lead to opposing reactions of in�ation and consumption. As this is also true for the
single-country, the results suggest that introducing international trade does even
strengthen the relative importance of supply to demand innovations. And the same
is true for exchange rate innovations, which are completely o¤set at the beginning
and show no noteworthy di¤erence with respect to robustness. Altogether this
suggests that the policy maker fears misspeci�cation most in the case of supply
shocks, and can be interpreted as fearing misspeci�cation in the NKPCs more than
in the Euler equations of the households. This con�rms some results from the most
recent literature that we will discuss soon. In addition we �nd little support for the
argument that international trade can increase the uncertainty, as the results under
commitment suggest that stabilizing the two-country model with a preference for
robustness is more di¢ cult.
Furthermore, in the two-country economy the optimal commitment solution im-

plies persistent deviations of output and consumption from equilibrium that are not
present in the single-country case. This is plausible as for one closed single econ-
omy output and consumption need always to be equal, whereas for a two-country
model multiple combinations of c, c�, y and y� can lead to world market clearing
Y W
t = CW

t . Moreover, di¤erent combinations of these variables can lead to the
same utility. When the additional domestic consumption is greater than the ad-
ditional work e¤ort needed to produce the additional output, marginal utility of
consumption might again equal the marginal disutility of producing. As long as the
additional consumption compensates for the additional work e¤ort, households are
willing to abandon leisure. For the foreign country the opposite is true, when the
fall in consumption is compensated by a fall in work e¤ort. As foreign households
hold more leisure, they are willing to abandon consumption.

Comparison with related literature First of all the two-country analysis
leads to conclusions similar to those of the robust control literature on single-
countries, since the policy maker�s fear about misspeci�cation justi�es more ag-
gressive interest rate reactions. Furthermore, the investigation suggests that the
policy maker�s fear about misspeci�cation in the NKPC is greater than for the
other equations. This con�rms the results of Angeloni, Coenen, and Smets (2003),
who show in the estimated Smets and Wouters (2003) euro area model that uncer-
tain in�ation dynamics are a greater problem than uncertain output dynamics. The
strong relative in�uence of persistence in price-setting on dynamics and losses of our
two-country model is a further result in favor of this conclusion. In contrast, the
work of Onatski and Williams (2003) draws the conclusion that the most dangerous
uncertainty is that associated with the slope of the IS curve. However, this analysis
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uses the backward-looking closed-economy of Rudebusch and Svensson (1998), and
is thus hardly comparable to the hybrid euro area model of Smets and Wouters
(2003), or the hybrid two-country economy of our investigation. In addition, the
work of Leitemo and Söderström (2004) illustrates that the central banker in a New
Keynesian economy o¤sets any misspeci�cation simply by manipulating the interest
rate. Our results are quite similar, since deviations in response to demand innova-
tions are rather small and the impact of uncertainty is negligible.
Concerning the persistent in�uence of uncertainty on equilibrium outcomes a

comparable result is found by Kilponen (2004). This paper uses robust Taylor
rules in a closed New Keynesian economy including government expenditures, and
shows that robust consumption implies precautionary savings, that can lead to self-
ful�lling expectations. Thus, for using the robust rule in the approximating model
equilibrium in�ation is above and output below their previous values. Similar to our
analysis, nominal shocks have an impact on equilibrium real variables. However, we
have no in�uence on equilibrium in�ation rates, but on the distribution of output
and consumption across countries.
Related to this, a vast amount of studies which evaluate optimal rules across

di¤erent models (see for example Levin, Wieland, and Williams (2003)) conclude
that many rules lead to multiple equilibria due to self-ful�lling expectations that
are not related to fundamentals. This is comparable to our result for commitment
under uncertainty and con�rms that a credible commitment is a dangerous strategy
when the true model is unknown. Furthermore, another comparable �nding from
this strand of literature is that there is no simple rule that performs well across
all models, since for the two-country economy we are not even able to �nd a rule
that leads to determinacy in this single model. Additionally, and in accordance
with the literature on the evaluation of strategies across di¤erent models, also the
two-country model con�rms that the choice of the right reference model seems to
be of more importance than uncertainty around a single reference model.
With respect to robust control analysis, there is no study so far which investi-

gates the in�uence of a preference for robustness in a two-country framework. The
study closest to ours is Leitemo and Söderström (2004), who analyze a small open
economy under commitment. Similar to the results of our single-country economy,
they show that robustness against uncertainty in in�ation dynamics for a closed
economy version leads to undesirably high output dynamics and vice versa, when
the robust rule is used in the approximating model. For the open economy, un-
certainty about in�ation dynamics also results in highly undesirable volatility in
the exchange rate for the approximating model. The model of Leitemo and Söder-
ström (2004) is purely forward-looking and, due to simplicity, analytically solved.
Thus, the study illustrates how the trade-o¤ between output and in�ation stability
a¤ects the macroeconomic volatility without evaluating the results for a plausible
amount of uncertainty. This suggests that for a plausible robustness parameter the
dynamics of the model under commitment might be as volatile as those derived in
the single-country economy. However, as commitment leads to indeterminacy even
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for very small amounts of uncertainty, we cannot validate these outcomes directly,
but �nd some evidence for increasing losses when the robust policy is used in the
approximating model, as commitment leads to indeterminacy for most objectives
and plausible values of uncertainty, and in one case even to in�nite losses.137

As mentioned several times, the two-country model presented here is based on
the work of Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2002), Batini and Pearlman (2002), Batini,
Levine, and Pearlman (2004) and Batini, Justiniano, Levine, and Pearlman (2005).
By assuming no home bias in consumption, the purely forward-looking variant of our
model converges to the one in Clarida, Galí and Gertler, who show that potential
gains from coordination can be implemented by a Taylor type rule that also responds
to foreign in�ation. The results from our analysis show that it seems to be very
di¢ cult to �nd such a rule that leads to determinacy. The studies of Batini and
Pearlman (2002) and Batini, Levine, and Pearlman (2004) investigate countries of
similar size, including a home bias, and draw similar conclusions, as they illustrate
that the problem of indeterminacy for in�ation-forecast-based rules increases in open
economies. Our �ndings are in line with this result, as it seems to be much easier
to determine a simple Taylor rule to stabilize the closed single-country economy.

9 Conclusions

To summarize all aforementioned results, arguments and suggestions to one single
robust conclusion is akin to squaring a circle. The most robust result of this study
is that a monetary authority should at best have visionary powers. However, there
are some conclusions in robust New Keynesian monetary policy analysis, which are
summarized in the following.
Firstly, all results con�rm the vast amount of the most recent robust control

literature and illustrate that due to the overestimation of shock impacts, a robust
policy maker reacts more aggressively. Furthermore, the investigation provides the
plausible suggestion that supply disturbances imply stronger perturbations in the
economy than demand shocks, since in�uencing demand can be done directly via the
real interest rate. In addition, the study illustrates that in a two-country economy
this leads the central banker to fear model misspeci�cation most in the case of supply
innovations. Thus, for the case of supply disturbances the robust policy maker
clearly reacts more aggressive, whereas the responses to demand and exchange rate
perturbations do not change considerably under uncertainty.
With respect to the impact of persistence in price-setting and consumption habits,

the model dynamics demonstrate that one has to distinguish between demand, sup-

137Concerning the aggressiveness of monetary policy, the results of the study are not comparable
to ours as the authors investigate the in�uence on closed form coe¢ cients and thus the optimal
interest rate rule only reacts to shocks. In contrast, and following the work of Giordani and
Söderlind (2004) and Hansen and Sargent (2007), we write the model in state-space form and
assume shocks to be predetermined variables. The evil agent is allowed to respond to all state
variables, including lagged shocks as well.
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ply and exchange rate innovations. An increase in consumption habits has a twofold
impact, as the transmission from demand to in�ation increases, but the habit ad-
justed intertemporal substitution elasticity

�
�

1�hc

�
falls too. Thus a demand dis-

turbance is transmitted less to in�ation and interest rates react less, whereas for
an increase in in�ation, strong responses are needed in order to cause a fall in de-
mand, strong enough to bring in�ation back to steady state. The losses of both
models suggest that average performance of the economy seems to be una¤ected
by persistence in consumption dynamics. For persistence in price-setting the e¤ect
is unambiguous and implies a smaller transmission from demand to in�ation, since
the in�uence of consumption and output via marginal costs decreases when more
�rms set prices according to a backward-looking rule. Thus the responses after a
demand disturbance are smaller as in�ation increases to a lesser extent, but a supply
innovation calls for stronger interest rate responses in order to dampen in�ationary
pressures. Concerning losses, persistence in price-setting behavior implies a strong
increase, since the loss in e¤ectiveness through the marginal costs channel clearly
deteriorates the policy instrument of the central banker without any opposing ef-
fect, as in the case of persistence in consumption habits. This also illustrates the
importance of the marginal costs channel for the e¤ectiveness of monetary policy.
When we compare the in�uence of model uncertainty with the in�uence of per-

sistence, the �ndings suggest that introducing persistence in price dynamics is more
damaging than an realistic amount of general model uncertainty. This is in line with
the most recent research, evaluating the performance of policy rules across di¤erent
models. These studies also conclude that a policy rule that works well in one model
might at the same time lead to a catastrophe in a di¤erent model. Thus the choice
of the right reference model seems to be of more importance than robustness against
misspeci�cation in one single reference model.
Most importantly, the study presents a vast array of arguments in favor of not

implementing the credible commitment solution, although the losses under commit-
ment are substantially lower. Since under uncertain conditions the credible binding
to commitment can lead to very undesirable outcomes, relying on the improvement
of expectations seems to be a costly strategy, when the true relationships in the
economy are uncertain. What is more, the dynamics of the two-country economy
under commitment are quite unrealistic. In contrast, the discretionary policy maker
is able to react to uncertainty quite easily. Reoptimizing every period seems to be a
superior strategy when the structure of the economy is uncertain, as a discretionary
policy maker is able to react to unforeseeable events.
Using a simple rule could reduce the uncertainty of the private sector as to the

monetary strategy of the central banker. However, the single-country analysis sug-
gests that it might be di¢ cult to �nd a rule that leads to a determinate equilibrium
in the case of uncertainty, and suggests that policy makers should deviate from such
a rule to react on unexpected incidents. This is again con�rmed by studies which
evaluate across di¤erent reference models, as one robust conclusion of all these stud-
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ies is that there is no simple rule that works well across models that, for example,
di¤er in assumptions on expectations formation. Furthermore, for the two-country
economy no simple rule can be found which leads to determinacy, even for the stan-
dard RE solution. As under indeterminacy any expected in�ation rate could be
justi�ed, this investigation suggests that also using a simple rule should at best be
a benchmark for monetary policy analysis, that might reduce uncertainty about the
monetary strategy of a central bank, but should only be one measure for optimal
monetary policy among many others. In this respect we are in line with Clarida,
Galí, and Gertler (1999) and Walsh (2003) among others who believe that the op-
timal commitment strategy is a theoretical concept for researchers, whereas real
monetary policy is (and should be) conducted in a discretionary manner. Thus we
support the view of Taylor (1999) and most other economists that in order to react
on unforeseeable events, and due to changing economic structures, it is necessary to
break any binding. Since the policy maker does not even know on which model to
base his credible behavior, it is clear that commitment in the case of uncertainty is
only a spurious commitment. Academics and practitioners should bear this in mind
when contemplating monetary policy.

A Mathematical appendix

A.1 Hansen-Sargent Robustness

A.1.1 Limes in probability

De�nition A.1138 Denote an estimator of a parameter � based on a sample of size
T by b�T .Then b�T converges in probability to the true value � if

lim
T!1

P
����b�T � �

��� < "
�
= 1;8" > 0

, plimb�T = �:

A.1.2 Certainty equivalence principle

Under the assumption that V (x) = x0Px (where P is a assumed to be a positive
semide�nite symmetric matrix) the problem becomes (after expectations erased "t+1
and the transition function eliminated next period´s state)

x0Px = max
futg

�
u0Ru+ x0Qx+ � (Ax+Bu)0 P (Ax+Bu)

	
. (137)

The �rst order conditions of (137) are (note that R is a positive de�nite symmetric
matrix and Q is a positive semide�nite symmetric matrix)

(R +R0)u+ �B0PAex+ � (x0A0PB) + �
�
B0PB + (B0PB)

0�
u = 0

138See Judge, Hill, Gri¢ th, Lütkepohl, and Lee (1982) for details.
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() u = � (R + �B0PB)
�1
�B0PAx

Substituting u into the right side of (137) and rearranging gives the following Riccati
equation:

P = Q+ �A0PA� �A0PB (R + �B0PB)
�1
B0PA.

To proof that P and F are independent of C it is su¢ cient to show that P is
independent of C, because F could only depend on C through P . The independence
of P follows directly from the Riccati equation �

139

A.1.3 Derivation of the worst case error !�t+1

After expectations erased "t+1 the inner maximization problem is

max
f!t+1g

�
z0tzt � ��!0t+1!t+1

+�
�
(Axt +But + C!t+1)

0 P (Axt +But + C!t+1)
� � ,

what assuming a symmetric matrix P leads to the following �rst order conditions:

�

�
(x0tAPC)

0 + (u0tBPC)
0 + C 0PAxt + C 0PBut

+
�
C 0PC + (C 0PC)0

�
!�t+1

�
� 2��!�t+1

!
= 0

() �!�t+1 � C 0PC!�t+1 = C 0P (Axt +But)

() !�t+1 =
1

�

�
I � 1

�
C 0PC

��1
C 0P (Axt +But) �

A.2 Solution methods to RE programs

The solution methods described here are drawn from Söderlind (1999) and Giordani
and Söderlind (2004), and exemplarily shown for a model including forward-looking
expectations. The corresponding problem without forward-looking variables can be
solved by canceling out these variables (which is equivalent to setting n2 equal to
zero). Therefore the transition equation of the economy is given by�

x1t+1
Etx2t+1

�
= A

�
x1t
x2t

�
+But + C"t+1; (138)

where x1t is a n1� 1 vector of predetermined (backward-looking) variables with x10
given, x2t is a n2� 1 vector of nonpredetermined (forward-looking) variables, ut is a
k � 1 vector of control variables (policy instruments), and "t+1 is a vector of n1 � 1
vector of innovations (linear combinations of Gaussian i.i.d. shock processes with
zero mean and constant variance) to x1t with covariance matrix �.140 The matrices

139See Ljungquist and Sargent (2000) for a discussion of certainty equivalence in the stochastic
optimal linear regulator.
140As we build expectations of the vector of forward-looking variables x2t the last n2 entries of
"t are empty.
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A and B are �lled with structural and constant model parameters. Combining x1t
and x2t in one single vector xt = (x01t; x

0
2t)

0 leads to the following loss function of the
policy maker:

J0 = E0

" 1X
t=0

�t (x0tQxt + 2x
0
tUut + u0tRut)

#
; (139)

where � represents the discount factor and the matrices Q and R are (without loss of
generality) assumed to be symmetric, and Q, R and U are constant. For convenience
we rearrange (138) to get

Axt +But + C"t+1 �
�

x1t+1
Etx2t+1

�
= 0

() Axt +But +

�
C"t+1

x2t+1 � Etx2t+1

�
� xt+1 = 0: (140)

A.2.1 Solution to a standard RE program under commitment

Under the assumption of a policy maker that is able to commit to a constant policy
rule, the corresponding Lagrangian to (138) and (140) is given by

$ = E0

1X
t=0

�t
�
x0tQxt + 2x

0
tUut + u0tRut + 2�

0
t+1

�
Axt +But + �t+1 � xt+1

��
; (141)

where �t+1 =
�

C"t+1
x2t+1 � Etx2t+1

�
, and x10 is given.

The �rst-order conditions of this problem are given by�
�t+1

	
: Axt +But + �t+1 � xt+1 = 0;

fxtg : �Qxt + �Uut + �A0Et�t+1 + �t = 0;

futg : U 0xt +Rut +B0�t+1 = 0;

and can be written in matrix form:24 In 0n�k 0n�n
0n�n 0n�k �A0

0k�n 0k�k �B0

3524 xt+1
ut+1
Et�t+1

35
=

24 A B 0n�n
��Q ��U In
U 0 R 0k�n

3524 xt
ut
�t

35+
24 �t+1
0n�1
0k�1

35 : (142)

Expanding �t = (�
0
1t; �

0
2t)

0, taking expectations of (142) conditional on the infor-
mation set in t, and reordering the rows by placing �2t after x1t leads to

GEt

�
kt+1
�t+1

�
= D

�
kt
�t

�
; (143)
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where kt = (x01t; �
0
2t)

0 and �t = (x02t; u
0
t; �

0
1t)

0. This reordering allows to exploit the
initial conditions for kt. As the initial state vector, x10, is given, the forward-looking
variables can be chosen freely in the initial period, so that their shadow prices, �20,
must be zero.141

As the matrix G in (143) is typically singular, we have to use a generalized
Schur decomposition to �nd a stable solution to the problem. We decide to use
the algorithm provided by Klein (2000) which is well known for its quick solutions:
Following a generalized Schur decomposition, for given square matrices G and D
there have to exist square complex matrices S, T , Y and Z such that

G = Y SZH and D = Y TZH ; (144)

where ZH denotes the transpose of the complex conjugate of Z. The matrices Y
and Z are unitary (Y HY = ZHZ = I), and S and T are upper triangular.142 Using
(144) in (143) leads to (after premultiplying with Y H)

SZHEt

�
kt+1
�t+1

�
= TZH

�
kt
�t

�
: (145)

This decomposition can now be reordered so that the block corresponding to the
stable generalized eigenvalues (the ith diagonal element of T divided by its corre-
sponding element in S) comes �rst.
After de�ning �t as the stable and  t as the unstable eigenvalues we can use�

�t
 t

�
= ZH

�
kt
�t

�
(146)

in (145) to derive (after partitioning S and T )�
S�� S� 
0 S  

�
Et

�
�t+1
 t+1

�
=

�
T�� T� 
0 T  

� �
�t
 t

�
: (147)

This equation shows that  0 has to be zero as otherwise  t would diverge (because
the lower right blocks contain the unstable roots). Furthermore (147) shows that
when  0 is equal to zero  t has to be zero for all t and therefore

143

Et�t+1 = S�1��T���t: (148)

It follows from (146) by premultiplying with Z and partitioning the result that�
kt
�t

�
=

�
Zk� Zk 
Z�� Z� 

� �
�t
 t

�
=

�
Zk�
Z��

�
�t: (149)

141See Currie and Levine (1993) for details.
142See Golub and Loan (1989).
143Notice that S�� is invertible as the determinant of triangular matrix equals the product of its
diagonal elements, which are non-zero because of the reordering of the eigenvalues.
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As we know that k0 = (x10;0n2�1) (149) allows us to solve for �0:
144

�0=Z
�1
k� k0 (150)

From (138) follows that xt+1 � Etxt+1 = C"t+1, and Backus and Dri¢ l (1986)
show that �2t+1 � Et�2t+1 = 0n2�1. By combining these results we get

Zk�
�
�t+1 � Et�t+1

�
= kt+1 � Etkt+1 =

�
C"t+1
0n2�1

�
; (151)

where Zk��t+1 = kt+1 from (149) is used in the �rst part of the equation. Solving
this for �t+1 leads to

�t+1 = Z�1k�

�
C"t+1
0n2�1

�
+ Et�t+1 = Z�1k�

�
C"t+1
0n2�1

�
+ S�1��T���t; (152)

where we used (148) in the second step. The equations (148) and (152) describe
the dynamics of the model. Solving (149) for �t and using this in (152) allows us to
express the dynamics in terms of the original variables:�

kt+1
�t+1

�
=

�
Zk�
Z��

�
S�1��T��

�
Zk�
Z��

��1 �
kt
�t

�
+

�
Zk�
Z��

�
Z�1k�

�
C"t+1
0n2�1

�
: (153)

By using the de�nition of kt and �t we �nally derive�
x1t+1
�2t+1

�
=M

�
x1t
�2t

�
+

�
C"t+1
0n2�1

�
, where M = Zk�S

�1
��T��Z

�1
k� ; (154)

and 24 x2t
ut
�1t

35 = N

�
x1t
�2t

�
, where N = Z��Z

�1
�� , x10 given, and �20 = 0. (155)

A.2.2 Solution to RE programs under discretion

Under discretion a policy maker reoptimizes every period given the process private
expectations are built with. These expectations have to be consistent with actual
policy. In this linear-quadratic model, the solution in t + 1 gives the following
quadratic value function, x01t+1Vt+1x1t+1 + vt+1, and a linear relation between the
forward-looking and the state variables, x2t+1 = Kt+1x1t+1, that is used by the
private sector to form expectations. Therefore the optimization problem is expanded
to

x01tVtx1t + vt = minfutg

�
x0tQxt + 2x

0
tUut + u0tRut + �Et

�
x01t+1Vt+1x1t+1 + vt+1

��
(156)

144Blanchard and Kahn (1980) show that a necessary condition for Zk� to be invertable is that
in (143) the number of predetermined variables (rows in Zk�) equals the number of stable roots
(columns in Zk�).
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subject to
Etx2t+1 = Kt+1Etx1t+1;

and (138), x1t given. We can rewrite this problem by partitioning the matrices and
combining the two restrictions:

x01tVtx1t + vt = min
futg

h
x0t eQtxt + 2x

0
t
eUtut + u0t eRtut + �Et

�
x01t+1Vt+1x1t+1 + vt+1

�i
(157)

subject to
x1t+1 = eAtx1t + eBtut + "t+1

and x1t given, where145

Dt = (A22 �Kt+1A12)
�1 (Kt+1A11 � A21)

Gt = (A22 �Kt+1A12)
�1
�
Kt+1

eB1 � eB2�eAt = A11 + A12DteBt = B1 + A12GteQt = Q11 +Q12Dt +D0
tQ21 +D0

tQ22DteUt = Q12Gt +D0
tQ22Gt + U1 +D0

tU2eRt = R� +G0tQ22Gt +G0tU2 + U 02Gt. (158)

The �rst order condition of (157) with respect to it is

ut = �F1tx1t, F1t =
� eRt + � eB0

tVt+1 eBt

��1 �eU 0t + � eB0
tVt+1 eAt� . (159)

Together with (157) this leads to

x2t = Ktx1t, with Kt = Dt �GtF1t, (160)

and

Vt = eQt � eUtF1t � F 01t
eU 0t + F 01t

eRtF1t + �
� eAt � eBtF1t

�0
Vt+1

� eAt � eBtF1t

�
. (161)

The equations (158) - (161) allow to iterate ("backwards in time") until con-
vergence.146 it should be started with a symmetric positive-de�nite Vt+1 and some
Kt+1. In those cases where F1t and Kt converge, the dynamics following from (138)
are given by

x1t+1 =Mx1t + C"t+1, where M = A11 + A12K �B�
1F1,�

x2t
ut

�
= Nx1t, where N =

�
K

�F1

�
Note that for a backward-looking model, the discretionary and the commitment

solution coincide.

145From these De�nitions follows that x2t = Dtx1t +Gtut.
146This is the algorithm �rst provided by Oudiz and Sachs (1985) as well as Backus and Dri¢ l
(1986).
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A.2.3 Solution to RE programs using simple rules

The problem using a given simple rule is given by:

max
f!t+1g

E0

" 1X
t=0

�t (x0tQxt + 2x
0
tU

�u�t + u�0t R
�u�t )

#
(162)

subject to xt+1 = (A�B�F �)xt + C"t+1, (163)

and ut = �Fsxt, (164)

where F � =
�

Fs
F! 0n1�n2

�
, U� =

�
U 0n�2

�
, R� =

�
R 01�2
02�1 ��I2

�
,

B� =
�
B C

�
, and u�t =

�
ut
!t+1

�
.

As described in section 4.2.3 we have to restrict the evil agent´s policy function
so that it depends solely on the predetermined variables, !t+1 = �F!x1t, whereas
the rule of the policy maker can still depend on all state variables, ut = �Fsxt.147
Putting this together into u�t = �F �xt and substituting this in (163) leads (after
taking conditional expectations) to

Etxt+1 = (A�B�F �)xt:

As this expression has the same form as (143) the same solution method can be used.
The only di¤erences are that G = I and D = A�B�F �.Therefore S and Y are equal
to I and Z, respectively, like in the original "ungeneralized" Schur decomposition.
Provided that Zk� is invertible (F implies a unique equilibrium) the solution is the
same as in (154) and (155), except that ut, �1t+1, and �2t+1 are now empty vectors:

x1t+1 =Mx1t + C"t+1, where M = Zk�T��Z
�1
k� ; (165)

and
x2t = Nx1t, where N = Z��Z

�1
�� , and x10 given. (166)

The loss function for given Fs and F! is then given by

J0 = x010V x10 + trace (V C5C
0
5)

�

1� �
;

where the matrix C5 consists of the �rst 5 rows of C the matrix V is the �xed point
in the (backwards) iteration on

Vs = P 0
�
Q U�

U�0 R�

�
P + �M 0Vs+1M , where P =

24 In
�Fs
�F!

35� In1
N

�
:

147Note that in this paper we only investigate simple linear rules that depend on lagged values
of in�ation, the output gap, and the interest rate. The more general solution for a simple rule
depending on all state variables is shown here because the algorithm is the same.
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The evil agent maximizes this loss function by choosing the optimal elements in
F!, subject to the restriction that decision rule should give a unique equilibrium
and that x10 is given. This rule must typically found by a non-linear optimization
algorithm and depends on C5 and the initial state vector x10.148

A.3 The New Keynesian single-country framework

A.3.1 Household optimization

Households choose the cost minimizing combination of individual goods to achieve
any given level C of the composite consumption good. The Lagrangian of this
problem is given by

$ =

Z 1

0

pjtcjtdj �  t

24�Z 1

0

c
��1
�

jt dj

� �
��1

� Ct

35 (167)

and the �rst order conditions for good j imply

@$

@cj
= pjt �  t

�Z 1

0

c
��1
�

jt dj

� 1
��1

c
� 1
�

jt
!
= 0:

,
 �Z 1

0

c
��1
�

jt dj

� 1
��1

c
� 1
�

jt

!��
=

�
pjt
 t

���
, cjt =

�
pjt
 t

���
Ct: (168)

With the help of the de�nition of the composite consumption good, an expression

for the Lagrangian multiplier can be derived,  t =
hR 1
0
p1��jt dj

i 1
1�� � Pt, which is

equal to the aggregated price index (de�ned as a generalized weighted mean of all
prices). Eliminating the Lagrangian multiplier from (168) gives

cjt =

�
pjt
Pt

���
Ct: (169)

A.3.2 Approximation around the steady state

In this section we use the following notations: (i) variables written in small case
letters express the logarithm of its upper case versions, xt = ln (Xt), and (ii) variables
written in small case letters with a hat express the percentage deviation of its upper
case versions from its steady state (Xss):

bxt = Xt �Xss

Xss

� ln
�
1 +

Xt �Xss

Xss

�
= lnXt � lnXss = xt � xss: (170)

148For all algorithms used in this paper matlab codes written by Giordani and Söderlind (2004)
have been modi�ed. For a more detailed description see Currie and Levine (1993).
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Equilibrium output First we approximate (63) by a second-order Taylor ap-

proximation: bzt = �bnft + �
1�hC

�bcft � hcbcft�1� or
bnft = bzt � �

1�hC

�bcft � hcbcft�1�
�

: (171)

Rewriting the production function as bcft = bzt+ bnft and assuming that output equals
production in equilibrium, bcft = bxft , �nally allows us to derive an expression for the
�exible price equilibrium output, expressed in percentage deviations from its steady
state: bxft = 1



h
(1 + �) bzt + �{bxft�1i , (172)

where  = � + �
1�hC and { =

hc
1�hC .

The New Keynesian Phillips curve To derive an expression for the devi-
ations of in�ation around its steady state we �rst have to de�ne in�ation as the
di¤erence between the actual percentage deviation of prices from �exible price equi-
librium and last period�s deviation: �t = bpt � bpt�1. Given this de�nition we can,
without loss of generality, assume that �t = 0 in equilibrium, since prices do not
deviate from their steady states. Let Qt =

pnt
Pt
be the average relative price chosen

by adjusting �rms and divide (59) by P 1��t to get

1 = !

�
Pt�1
Pt

�1��
+ (1� !)Q1��t :

Now we approximate this equation by a second-order Taylor approximation around
the steady state values of qt, q = 0 (as under �exible prices all �rms adjust to the
same price, so that p�t = Pt), and of pt and pt�1, which both are equal to the same
p (as prices do not change in a zero in�ation steady state):

bqt = � !

1� !

�
�t, (173)

where bqt = qt � q = qt.
To approximate (58) we rewrite the equation as"

Et

1X
i=0

!i�iCt+i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)
��
�
Pt+i
Pt

���1# 
pflt
Pt

!
(174)

= �Et

1X
i=0

!iCt+i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)
�� 't+i

�
Pt+i
Pt

��
: (175)

De�ning the average relative price chosen by the forward-looking �rms as Qfl
t =

pflt
Pt

leads to "
Et

1X
i=0

!i�i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)
��
�
Pt+i
Pt

���1#
Qfl
t (176)

= �

"
Et

1X
i=0

!i�i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)
�� 't+i

�
Pt+i
Pt

��#
: (177)
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A second-order Taylor approximation around the steady state values c, p and qfl

gives �
1

1� !�

� bqflt =
1X
i=0

!i�i
�
Etb't+i + Etbpt+i � bpt�

=
1X
i=0

�
!i�i

�
Etb't+i + Etbpt+i��� � 1

1� !�

� bpt
, bqflt + bpt = (1� !�)

1X
i=0

!i�i
�
Etb't+i + Etbpt+i� ; (178)

where we heavily used qfl = 0 (as �' = Qfl = 1 when prices are �exible and all
�rms adjust to the same price) and the fact that pt�1 and pt have the same equi-
librium value p. This equation can be interpreted as follows: The optimal nominal
relative price of the forward looking price setters (bpflt = bqflt + bpt) equals the expected
discounted value of the future nominal marginal costs. As the right hand side of
(178) can be written as

(1� !�) (b't + bpt) + (1� !�)
1X
i=0

!i�i
�
Etb't+1+i + Etbpt+1+i�

= (1� !�) (b't + bpt) + !�
�
Etbqflt+1 + Etbpt+1� (179)

we can rewrite the equation as

bqflt = (1� !�) b't + !�
�
Etbqflt+1 + Et�t+1

�
(180)

Using bqt = bpnt �bpt and bpnt = (1� �) bpflt +�bpblt , because of (60), allows us to express
a relationship between the (average) relative price chosen by all new price setters, bqt,
and the relative price chosen by all forward looking new price setters, bqflt , expressed
in percentage deviations from equilibrium:

bqt = (1� �) bpflt + �
�bpnt�1 + �t�1

�
� bpt

= (1� �) bqflt + �bqt�1 + ��t�1 � ��t: (181)

Using (173) in (181) and solving for bqflt gives�
!

1� !

�
�t = (1� �) bqflt + �

�
!

1� !

�
�t�1 + ��t�1 � ��t

() bqflt = � (1� !) � + !

(1� �) (1� !)

�
�t �

�
�

(1� �) (1� !)

�
�t�1: (182)

Together with (180) this �nally leads to the New Keynesian Phillips curve:

�t = �b't + !��Et�t+1 + ���t�1;
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where
� � (! + � [1� ! (1� �)])�1 ;

and
� � (1� �) (1� !) (1� �!)�:

To derive a New Keynesian Phillips curve that depends on an output measure we
�rst approximate (55) around the steady state values ', w, p and z:

b't = bwt � bpt � bzt (183)

An approximation of (53) gives:

, bwt � bpt = �bnt + �

1� hC
(bct � hCbct�1) : (184)

Using this and an approximation of the production function, bxt = bzt + bnt, in (183)
under the assumption that output equals consumption leads to

b't = �bnt + � (1� hC)
�1 (bxt � hCbxt�1)� bzt

=
�
� + � (1� hC)

�1� bxt � (1 + �) bzt � �
hC

1� hC
bxt�1

= 

�bxt � 1 + �

bzt � �{


bxt�1�

= 

�bxt � bxft � �{


�bxt�1 � bxft�1��
= yt � �{yt�1 (185)

where yt � bxt � bxft , and we used (172). Using this in (199) leads to
�t = � (yt � �{yt�1) + !��Et�t+1 + ���t�1: (186)

If all �rms use (115) for price adjustments, bqt = bqt�1+�t�1��t, and in�ation is the
same for all periods.

The forward-looking IS-curve The IS curve is simply derived by an approx-
imation of the Euler equation (51) around the steady state values:

bxt = � 1

1 + hC

�
Etbxt+1 + � hC

1 + hC

� bxt�1 � ��1
�
1� hC
1 + hC

��bit � Et�t+1

�
;

where we used bct = bxt. Subtracting bxft + �Etbxft+1 + �hCbxft�1 �nally gives
yt =

�
1

1 + hC

�
Etyt+1 +

�
hC

1 + hC

�
yt�1 � ��1

�
1� hC
1 + hC

��bit � Et�t+1

�
+ ut;

where ut �
�

1
1+hC

�
Etbxft+1�� hC

1+hC

� bxft�1�bxft only represents exogenous productivity
disturbances as it solely depends on the utility function of the households supplying
labor (bxft represents deviations from equilibrium, when prices are perfectly �exible).
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A.4 The New Keynesian two-country framework

A.4.1 Household optimization

Households choose the cost minimizing combination of individual goods to achieve
any given level Ct of the composite consumption goods:

min
fcH;jt;cF;jtg

Z 1

0

(pH;jtcH;jt + pF;jtcF;jt) dj (187)

subject to
C1�$H
H;t C$H

F;t = Ct; (188)

where pj represents the price of the individual good cj. The Lagrangian of this
problem is given by

$ =

Z 1

0

(pH;jtcH;jt + pF;jtcF;jt) dj �  t

24�Z 1

0

c
��1
�

H;jtdj

� (1�$H)�
��1

�Z 1

0

c
��1
�

F;jtdj

�$H�

��1

� Ct

35
and the �rst order conditions for the domestic and foreign good j imply

@$

@cH;jt
= pH;jt � (1�$H) tC

$H
F;t

�Z 1

0

c
��1
�

H;jtdj

� �(1�$H)�(��1)
��1

c
� 1
�

H;jt
!
= 0

, cH;jt =

�
pH;jt

(1�$H) t

���
C
[�(1�$H)�(��1)]
H;t C�$H

F;t ; (189)

and

@$

@cF;jt
= pF;jt �$H tC

1�$H
H;t

�Z 1

0

c
��1
�

F;jtdj

� �$H�(��1)
��1

c
� 1
�

F;jt = 0

, cF;jt =

�
pF;jt
 t

���
C
�(1�$H)
H;t C

[��(��1)]
F;t : (190)

Combining (189) and (190) with the de�nition of the domestic consumption in-
dex, an expression for the Lagrangian multiplier can be derived, which equals the
domestic consumption price index (CPI):

Ct = C1�$H
H;t C$H

F;t

=  �t$
�$H

H (1�$H)
�(1�$H)C

(1�$H)
H;t C$H

F;t P
��(1�$H)
H;t P��$H

F;t

,  t = k�1H P
(1�$H)
H;t P$H

F;t � Pt;

where kH = $$H
H (1�$H)

(1�$H). The corresponding foreign household optimiza-
tion follows the same operations and leads to P �t � k�1F P

�(1�$F )
H;t P �$F

F;t , where kF =

$$F
F (1�$F )

(1�$F ).
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A.4.2 Approximation around the steady state

Linearization is done around a baseline symmetric steady state with equal and con-
stant consumption. We assume a real exchange rate of value one and therefore a
balanced trade. Throughout this section we use the same notations as in A.3.2.

The New Keynesian Phillips curve Following the same logic as for the
single-country the de�nition of the average relative price chosen by adjusting �rms
is given by QH;t =

pnH;t
PH;t

, and similar computations than before give

bqH;t = � !

1� !

�
�H;t. (191)

As all �rms that adjust their price at date t chose the same optimal price pflH;t, the
�rst order condition of (111) subject to (108) implies149

Et

1X
i=0

!i4i;t+iXt+i

"
(1� ")

pflH;t
PH;t+i

+ "'t+i

#
= 0; (192)

what using (57) leads to 
pflH;t
PH;t

!
= ��

Et
P1

i=0 !
i�i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)

��Xt+i't+i
Pt+i
PH;t

Et
P1

i=0 !
i�i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)

��Xt+i
Pt+i
PH;t+i

; (193)

where we used �� = "
"�1 . To approximate (193) we rewrite the equation as

 
pflH;t
PH;t

!
Et

1X
i=0

!i�i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)
��Xt+i

Pt+i
PH;t+i

= ��Et

1X
i=0

!i�i (Ct+i � hCCt+i�1)
��Xt+i't+i

Pt+i
PH;t

; (194)

De�ning the average relative price chosen by the forward-looking �rms asQfl
H;t =

pflH;t
PH;t

approximating and rearranging gives

bqflH;t + bpH;t = (1� !�)
1X
i=0

!i�i
�
Etb't+i + EtbpH;t+i� (195)

Similar to the optimal price decision of the single-country, the optimal nominal
relative price of the forward looking price setters (bpflH;t = bqflH;t + bpH;t) equals the
expected discounted value of the future nominal marginal costs. Rearranging (195)
gives bqflH;t = (1� !�) b't + !�

�
EtbqflH;t+1 + Et�H;t+1

�
(196)

149As long as a �rm does not adjust their price PH;jt = PH;jt+i = p
fl
H;t.
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Using bqH;t = bpnH;t � bpH;t, bpnH;t = (1� �) bpflH;t + �bpblH;t, because of (114), and (115)
allows to express a relationship between the (average) relative price chosen by all
new price setters, bqH;t, and the relative price chosen by all forward looking new price
setters, bqflH;t, expressed in percentage deviations from equilibrium:

bqH;t = (1� �) bqflH;t + �bqH;t�1 + ��H;t�1 � ��H;t: (197)

Using (191) and solving for bqflH;t gives
bqflH;t = � (1� !) � + !

(1� �) (1� !)

�
�H;t �

�
�

(1� �) (1� !)

�
�H;t�1: (198)

Together with (196) this �nally leads to the New Keynesian Phillips curve:

�H;t = �b't + � (!�Et�H;t+1 + ��H;t�1) ; (199)

where
� � (! + � [1� ! (1� �)])�1 ;

and
� � (1� �) (1� !) (1� �!)�:

If all �rms are backward-looking (� = 1), the in�ation dynamics given by (197) are
reduced to bqH;t = bqH;t�1 + �H;t�1 � �H;t and in�ation is the same for all periods.
In order to derive a relationship between real marginal costs and an output gap

measure as in the single-country economy, we approximate (110) to derive

b't = bwt � bpt �$Hbst � bzt: (200)

Next, we use an approximation of (105) with an approximation of the production
function bxt = bzt + bnt

b't = �yt +
�

1� hC
(bct � hCbct�1)�$Hbst + vt; (201)

where vt = � (1 + �) bzt+�bxft solely depends on exogenous productivity disturbances.
Using this in (199) �nally gives

�H;t = �

�
�yt +

�

1� hC
(bct � hCbct�1)�$Hbst�

+� (!�Et�H;t+1 + ��H;t�1) (202)

Domestic and foreign output paths For approximating we rewrite (116)
and (117) in logarithms

ext = (1�$H) e
pt�pH;t+ct +



1� 
(1�$F ) e

pt�pH;t+rert+c�t ; (203)

and
ex

�
t =

1� 


$He

pt�pF;t+ct +$F e
rert+pt�pF;t+c�t : (204)
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As we assume a baseline scenario with constant and equal consumption, and (119)
implies an equilibrium value for the real exchange rate of RER = 1, the steady state
relationships can be expressed by

ex =

�
(1�$H) +



1� 
(1�$F )

�
ep�pH+c (205)

and

ex
�
t = ep�pF+c

�
1� 


$H +$F

�
: (206)

Thus approximating (203) gives

ex (1 + bxt) = (1�$H) e
p�pH+c (1 + bpt � bpH;t + bct)

+


1� 
(1�$F ) e

p�pH+rer+c� (1 + crert + bpt � bpH;t + bc�t )
= ep�pH+c

"
(1�$H) (bpt � bpH;t + bct)

+(1�$F )
1� (crert + bpt � bpH;t + bc�t )

#
+ �1e

p�pH+c;(207)

where �1 = (1�$H) +

1� (1�$F ). Using an approximation of (100), (205) andbpt � bpH;t = $Hbst �nally leads to

yt =
(1�$H) (bct +$Hbst) + 

1� (1�$F ) (bc�t +$Fbst)
�1

+ ot; (208)

where ot = �bxft solely depend on exogenous productivity disturbances. Following
the same steps for (204) leads to

ex
�
(1 + bx�t ) = ep�pF+c

1� 


$H (1 + bpt � bpF;t + bct)

+erer+p�pF+c
�
$F (1 + crert + bpt � bpF;t + bc�t )

= ep�pF+c

"
1�

$H (bpt � bpF;t + bct)

+$F (crert + bpt � bpF;t + bc�t )
#
+ �2e

p�pF+c; (209)

where �2 =
1�

$H +$F . Using (100), (205) and bpt � bpF;t = � (1�$H) bst �nally

gives

y�t =

1�

$H (bct � (1�$H) bst) +$F (bc�t � (1�$F ) bst)

�2
+ o�t ; (210)

where o�t = �bxf�t again solely depends on exogenous productivity disturbances.

Equilibrium terms of trade Assuming a baseline scenario with constant and
equal consumption and a real exchange rate of value one, simpli�es (116) and (117):

Xt =
Pt
PH;t

�
(1�$H) +



1� 
(1�$F )

�
Ct; (211)

and

X�
t =

Pt
PF;t

�
1� 


$H +$F

�
Ct: (212)
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Dividing the �rst by through the second equation leads to

Xt

X�
t

=

 
(1�$H) +


1� (1�$F )

1�

$H +$F

!
St: (213)

Solving for St directly gives (132).
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